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ESTABLISHED JUNE

Books for tlie Holidays

a “KrTsTOTTisr ozeumhehett

lOOKS

GIFT

For Old and Young !

PRESENTS !

RANGING IN PRICE FROM

grand"
NEW YEAR’S BALL
CITY HALL,
On Thursday Evening, Dec. 31st.
music BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
bo
Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, $1.00, to
obtained ot the members. Single admission to tbe

35 cents. Positively no floor tickets sold at
the door. Grand march at 8 o’clock. Honorary
members can obtain tickets of Clias. A. Perry, atj
Perry’s Hat

Gallery

I OFFER i?IA ENTIRE STOCK OF

store._de!7d2w

NEW YEAR’S BALL

&

Rooks, Stationery

Fancy Roods

OF

Two to Fifty Dollars !
Round in Pull Calf'. Half Call", Pull
morocco, Library and Cloth.

Ranging

Prices

At

OPPOSITE

for

Popular
Isarge

A

Formerly Music Hall, Portland, Me.
EVENING.

EVERY

OPEN

—

for the

—

Cards of Admission.
25 cts. Parquette

BIBLES,

Gallery
Orchestra chairs

ALBUMS,

PHOTOGRAPH

ALBUMS,

AUTOGRAPH

Writing Desks,

YEAR’S

NEW

AT THE

—

BALL

—

PAVILION, SEBAGO LAKE,
January 1st, 1875.
MANCHESTER’S BAND.
A special train will leave Gorham Depot 6.15 stopping at intermediate stations, returning after the
ball. ONE FAKE the round trip.de303t
MUSIC BY

BLOCKS,
CHRISTMAS CROSSES AND WREATHS,
DIARIES,
ETC., ETC., ETC.
ALPHABET

Rosewood, Mahogany, Black Walnut, &c.

MUNJOYHILL! M.E, CHURCH!
GRAND CONCERT,
Jan. lot, 1815.
New Year’s Night,
With Select Readings by
H. I. ROBINSON, Esq.,
and others.
Admission 20 cts.

Concert at

at 7.

Doors open

___dec30d3t

7j.

GRAND

INK

QUICK

PRICES!

LOW

BRONZE YASES,

SALES!

NEW YEAR’S BALL

STANDS,
THERMOMETERS,

Emerald

The

Stock must be Reduced.

Ac.

Call and Examine

our

Stock be-

guaranteed in every Case.

DRESSER,

hi.

EVOLUTION,

Illustrated by oIT baud Nkctchcn on the
li lack board by
EDWARD S. MORSE,
—

47 Exchange Street.
d8t
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Fearful

Rrnthprs Clothing Cheaper than

npan

Now is the time to
«VE

WILE

FOB

buy.

bell one stock

Ten per Cent. Lower

WE

Cnni'nl f

before the War !

CONBIBTINCi

SOLD !

You »*«ay never Have such

an

op-

Center, Library and Fancy Tables
Spring Beds, Mattrasses and Bedding
OF EVERY KISH.
Also

Esy, Fancy

a

full Mnc

of

and Keception

Chirs;

PATENT FOLDING BED LOUNGES, Ac.,

Brackets, Wall & Slipper Pockets,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS.
We hare

a*

Aft«orlmenf

Fiue

ns

Overcoats, Reefers and Ulsters
Former prices

$5.00

Vests.

15.00.
A complete Suit for §6.00. Harris Silk and Wool Suits for §13.00 cost
than !Si*-8?- All
Children’s Suits for §3.00. can’t be bought by the hundred less
1100
Wool Coats for §3.00, 4.00 5.00 and 6.00, marked down from 6.00, 9.00,
for 1.50,
and 14.00. Double Breasted all Wool Flannel lined Chinchilla Vests
WHOLEcosts to manufacture 3.37. All Wool Pants for 3.00, 3.50, 4,00 and 4.50.
SALE PRICES 50 per cent, more than the prices named.
MARK DOWN
Every garment, shows our Old Prices in Black Figures and our
PRICES iu RED FIGURES, showing how great a reduction has been made.

Remember this
tinues

found in the State.

Sweeping
until

only

Sale

con-

and Painting
done to Order.

Upholstering, Repairing

ST.

EXCHANGE

51
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FOR THE

TRADE.

H0LIDAI_

Parties looking for Holiday goods for Christmas
ami New Years Presents, cau liud adarge assortment

O. 3D. IB. IPISIEC <Ss GO.

—

scon as

—

Wall Pockets, Slipper Backs and
Slipper Pockets. Fancy Towel
Hacks, Music Stands. Work
Tables and Desks, Foldand Keception
iiiK
Chairs, Pedestals,
0

ill

C...Alra.>>s

I'lldirt!

INlfonl

Hocking Chairs, Brackets.
tomiil in
great variety. I» fact every tiling to be
a

Htock is immense, as °ur Ware Kooins occuoy
onr sim is not to sell the
nearly three entire blocks,
good article and sell
cheapest Furniture, but to Bell a the
same quality ot
will sell
as low as any other firm
as our faciundersold
be
to
is
not
motto
Our
trend?
are
such that uo
lities for manufacturing and buying,
sell less
unless
us
undersell
they
cau
Maine
firm iu
Ilian cost. What Furniture wc do not manufacture
wo carry the largest stock
as
Ami
for
Cash.
we buy
and always
ill the State, we buy in large quantities
get bottoiiH'rices.
ot all
Work
Upholstering, Painting and Cabinet
We
kinds done to order iu rbe very best manner. and
of
Parlor
SnitB,
have on hand a very large stock
at great
sell
will
we
which
Sets,
Walnut Chamber
fir any kinds of Furniture
bargains. Parties looking
Our

\V c will
will do well to call on us bolore purchasing.
Furniture with pleasure
show onr very large stock ot
or not.
to
want
buy
whether parties

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
No.

40, and over 38, 40, 42
Exchange Street.

& 44

PORTLAND.
decs__e0,12m

FBINT1KK ol every description nenlly
jKcuted al this Office.

Monday Evening, January 4th.

Mr Sam E Soring,
Mr H N Jose
Mr Eufus E Wool,
Mr Geo S Hunt,
Mr S J Anderson,
Mr Nathan Webb,
Mr Geo W Woodman,
Mr J S Winslow,
Mr Wm T Kilbom,
Mr J N Lord.
Mr Frank Noyes,
Mr Lewis Pierce.

Thomas Shaw,
Geo S Hunt,
D W Fessenden,
A Woodman,
Wm Allen, Jr,
J H Hamlen,

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Mr J S Bedlow,
Dr S C Gordon,
Mr C E Jose,
Mr William Allen, Jr,
Mr Heniy Fox,
Mr M N Rich,
Mr J E Carter,
Mr W’lliam L Bradley,
Mr Frank E Allen,
Mr S T Pullen,
Mr
L G Jordan,
Mr H F Coolidgc,
FLOOR COMMITTEE.

bOWEUo

11.

HEN ICY
A E

John E Palmer,
Fritz H Jordan,
Albion Keith,
Wm N Howe.

Webb,

Fred Kimball.
Chas A Perry,
Fred E Jones,

_

Sturges’,
Tickets SO cents, to be obtained
Lowell’s, Luring, Short & Harmon’s, Gerrish PearDoors open at 6 o clock.
son’s, ami at the door.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
All interested in this noble institution are requested to send contributions of refreshments or money to
tbo Committee at the

has been

PIECES

engaged for the occasion.

CLOTHIERS,
“~3MC. O
233 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.
Association
<U*.„
PRICE

ONE

dcc28__

Goods.

Holiday

HAIR WORK.

lw

3VX.

-OF

Tho

fourth lecture in this

Lecture.

—

MAINS.

Poultry

course

will be

delivered

in the

Library llooin, cor. Congress & Casco sts«,

THE—

ON

—

Tuesday Evening,
Commencing;

Association.

BY

Jan.

5th,

1-i o’clock*

at 7
—

lion. Geo. F. Talbot.

Hair Braids from 35 cents to $‘2.00.
Switches from $1.00 upwards. Curls at all
prices, acccording to length ami weight.
Water Curl Frizzes in Weft.
A line assortment of Ladies* Front, Pieces, just finished, to be sold during the Holidays at
PRICES.
LOWER

Subject—Civil Service

dec31

Reform.

CONGRESS

AT

5t

HALL.

A NEW SERIES OP LECTURES

TOILET ARTICLES.

—

A liberal discount w ill be made on work of my own
manufacture on making it over. All work warranted, and done at the lowest prices.

John F.
457

Sherry,

Congress St. ,9 Clapp’s

decl7

Bl’k.

decd4w

being given under government patronspoken of them in tbe highest commendatory terms, and crowds have attended them.
Full particulars in duo lime.
dec31

and
This

Beards, Whiskers, and Moustaches, ot which we
have a large variety, for sale or to let. Grease, Paint,
Cosmetiques, Poud’re, Rouge, etc., to make up any
character.

tofore, uneven. In many of the cities periods
of vigorous but not altogether effective enforcement have alternated with periods of almost
unrestrained license, while in the country districts th« law has been an invaluable protection against the inroads of vice. The failure
to check intemperhas recently given rise to more than the
usual amount of criticism and censure; insomuch that one who has taken upon himself
tho task of writing the history of the ood»
complains loudly of its utter futility. He NIds
“out
that the Bible itself, which declares th»c

of.prohibition completely
ance

man proceed evil thoughts,
tIie UP'
adulteries, etc.,” c<’“y,cts
of
holders of legal repression 01 ighorance

murders,

and experience.
the teachings of scru”'u’'3
who bave twice rati'
Bnt the people of “aineonce by a mafied its most so''ere provisions,
once by a majority of 13,jority of 000 and
be shaken in their
000 w;*‘ probably never
conviction that tho idea of prohiand right. Because man i3 inbition is

just
clined to evil, they do not believe in leaving
him in the mire without an effort to draw him
out; but they incline rather
cheerful philosophy,—

to

the

poet’s

more

‘‘I hold it truth with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping stones
Ot their dead selves to higher things.”

The successful working of the new industrial
is perhaps tho
system in the jail at Auburn
There are
most significant event of the year.
forty-nine prisoners at work in that institution,
who are learning a trade, earning their board,
saving tbe county four thousand dollars a year
and becoming better men instead of corrupting each other in idleness. Other counties are

making preparations to carry the same system
into operation,their steps in that direction being
much accelerated,no doubt,by the wise action of
courts in sending culprits to Androscoggin jail
from all parts of the state. At Augusta a
workshop has already been prepared, but there
to be a strauge
work for the prisoners.
fully in operation, with
1 nstruction and reform

in

obtaining

the

system Is

difficulty
When

ampler provision for
by more direct means

than mere employment, the most beneficent
results must follow.
The women of Maine have less reason to
congratulate themselves on their prospects
than last year. Tho Legislature of 1874 took
action on the suffrage question, though
nearly fourteen hundred persons, a majority of
whom were women, petitioned for the extension of the franchise to women. The .Judici-

no

ary Committee, however, was equally divided
the subject when tho petitions were under
consideration. On the 27th of January a sucWoman Suffrage Convention was
cessful
held in Augusta, and on the 22d of September
a Woman Suffrage Picnic was held at Old Orchard Beach. The Supreme Court has just decided that women may not hold the office of
Justice of tho Peace, but from this opinion
Justices Dickerson, Walton and Barrows dissent. Three women justices have been commissioned. In Ellsworth six ladies have made
a formal protest against being taxed uutil
a

1

-•

nC .nn.ncmntofiAn

*1.
*“w

"■“-J

r->

—

-x-

The agitation in favor of re-establishing capital punishment in Maiue came near resulting
in the repeal of the existing law on the subject. Instead of passing the bill for the summurderers, the Senate
mary execution of
passed a bill wholly abolishing the gallows by

vote of 14 to 12, and the House barely failed
The Executive Council having
taken the unexpected course of advising the
hanging of Wagner, the Isle of Shoals butcher,
a warrant has been issued for his execution on

The range of subjects embraced in this courso is
wide and comprehensive, and the treatment of them
will not only be scientific, but practical, and adapted
to all minds. Both the press and the people of the
Canadian Provinces where these lectures havo been,

IMLA-SIKS-

Wigs.

has been no new legislation of importance on
the subject, for a wonder, and-in September it
was at one time thought that we had lost the
whole prohibitory code through the careless
wording of the act of 1873, but Judge Walton’s decision that the suggestion had no1

a

Monday Evening, Jan. lltli.

A full line nt all kinds—Paper. Linen and Wire,
Animal Pluck Masks for actiug charades.

Character

—

will commence

lndis[iensat>les—a case containing
Brush, Dental
Brush, Comb. Tooth Brush and Nail
Troches, Pottdre, Rouge, Cosmetics.

We have a large assortment in stock and will manufacture to order Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Full and
Half Wigs, Plain or of the iiucst Gossamer finish.

this western idea ou our long-established eastern system, the result has not been exactly
satisfactory, and the plan has been, we believe,
in almost every oase abandoned. On the whole
it may be said that the year leaves the temperThere
ance reform about where it found it.

to concur.

Perfumes, Brushes. Combs, OH., Pomatums. Reliable Preparations for the Hair, line Soaps,

WMGS.

BY

formed

on

___

Second Animal Exhibition

were

in Portland, Bangor, Augusta, Gardiner and a
few other places, the object of which was to
induce rum-sellers, by personal visits and appeals, to abandon their traffic. But though a
very creditable effort was made by many selfsacrificing ladies and gentlemen to engraft

seems

at

TWELVE

Associations

we/t-settlcd

T. C. 1IERSEY, Esq., President Fraternity
Vice Pres.
Ho». BEN.iamlm KraUSBCEY, JR.,
Hon Geo P WeBcott,
MrsEminney,
Hon I Washburn, Jr,
Mrs B Bradbury,
Hon A E Stevens,
Mrs C E Jose,
Hon Jacob Me Lellan,
Mrs Dr Burr,

de29

first class

furniture store.

HALL.

CITY

OF

Fine French

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

—

Reception Room, on Monday,
the day of Festival before 5 o’clock.
Chandler's Full Quadrille Band

January 1.

•_

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

AT

with enthusiasm.

of the heart of

FRATERNITY,
—

Levi Mortiil,
W W Virgin,
Geo F Talbot,
J E Fernald,
Sam Small, Jr,
Miss M T Horsey,

$7.00,

and

WnnH^rfiil Raro-ains in Coats. Pants.

be

can

—

IN AID OF THE

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mis
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

UNHEARD OF REDUCTION IN PRICES OF

$5.50.

OF

PosHvill

--

PORTLAND

First-Class Furniture
Parlor, Hall, Library, Chamber
and Kitchen Furniture,

null

nvftn

Vf VAW*

BE

MUST

Don’t delay until TOO LATE.
portunity again.

offered in Portland
nnd will

HAVE A Fl'IJ, I.INE OF

ENTERTAINMENT.

GENERAL COMMITTEE.

GOODS

ever

COMPETITION.

DEFY

_d6t

dec28

GRAND

STORE TO BE CEOSEI> JANFABY 1.

THE

—

ARMY AND NAVY UNION HALL,
Maturday, Jon. 2nd. Maturday, Jan. 9th.
Wednesday, Jan. I3lli.,at 8 o’clock p. m.
Course Tickets §1.00, Single admission 50 cents.

Thirty-three Thousand Hollars north of the LATEST nml most FASHIONABLE
made Garments thrown upon the market at less than AUCTION PRICES.

NEXT 60 DAYS
ihnn has been

in Prices!

Slaughter

AT

k

Hotel,

Falmouth

Under

Portland.

AT

in the West, would come to supplement
with its moral and sentimental agencies the re.
pressive influences of our famous law. Dio
Lewis visited the state and was welcomed

The members of temperance societies
gor.
seem to hold conflicting opinions on the subject of the revival of the State Police, which
is now the objective point of the radicals. The
enforcement of the law has been, as here-

TICKETS ONE DOLLAR.

ST.,

IMZHDUDLIEI

120

PBOGBESS AND BEFOBM.

And so it has been. To begin with the temperance movement for which Maine in somo
sort stands sponsor—the first few months of
spring brought some hope that the woman’s
crusade, which had accomplished so much

HALL,

Clothing checked Free.dcc285t

THREE LECTURES ON

McLELLAN & CO.,

little retrogression. A careful, moderate, prudent year, with little brilliancy and few crimes.
Shrewd and cautious in business, mostly indif'
From such a
ferent to anything but self.
time but little can be expected in the way of

especially the Iioform
their good work, but
without making so appreciable gains, as in
But we hear just now of a
some other years.
very encouraging temperance revival in Ban-

On Friday Evening. Jan. 1,1875.

onrriM
uui i in,

u

rnAMoic
rnniiuic

breath. The whole land is soon in a flame
and wrongs and abuses, centuries old, perish
utterly in a day. But for Maine, at least, 1874
has not been such a year. It has been merely
not much progress, and but
an average year;

of Honor and
Clubs have continued

AT LANCASTER

Purchasing.

fore

Tlicro are other years of moral strength. Then
you have hut to suggest a project of reform.
Men’s minds are receptive, and are instantly
kindled by the thought. The very air is surcharged with it, and men take it in with their

plars

BALL

ANNEAL

Perfect satisfaction

-“hand prepares
f
The Garment of life which the Deity wears.”

Club

will give their

A FINE LINE OF THE ABOVE.

“time’s roaring loom” where

foundation enough even to give it plausibility,
kept back the threatened inundation of rum.
The temperance organizations, including the
Good Templars, Sons of Temperance, Tem-

Boat

CITY HALL, PORTLAND,
—

Tuesday,

ON

Men’s Rubber Roots of Woon-

—

Wednesday,

are now

age, liave

Association will hold its Second Ann
tiou at

Thursday,

and

Friday, Jan. 12, 1,1,14, & 15, 1875.

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ARE
OFFERED IN PREMIUMS ! !
Music by Ibc Band each evening.
The Hall will be opened from 9 a. K. to 10 p. m
Entries lor competition close danuaiy 9. 1875.
Entry Blanks can be obtained on application to tbc
Secretary.
Arrangements will be made with Railroad and ExpreOT Companies for reduced fares and rates, of which
due notice will be given.
Per order of the Directors.
FREDERICK FOX, Secretary,
dtd
decl

socket, Meyer

and Boston Rubber

Shoe Co.’s make for $3.00 a pair
at HALL’S Rubber Store, under
Falmouth Hotel, Middle Street.
de2t_tf
AMUSEMENT
PARLOR
FOB OLD

AND YOUNG,

Bedford’s Air Pistol.
NO
bnt

FIRE, NO NOISE,
for an evening. Call at

good sport

LOWELL’S, 255,
decll

Middle

Street.
d3w

Mrs. Fogg and Mrs. Dummer, the wise encouragemeut given by the state and by many
of its privato citizens, the building is now completed and the institntion is already organized for work. The formal opening will take

place next month.
Let us not be too bard on this year 1874, after
all. With the first hospital for the sick, the
first refuge for imperiled womanhood, and the
first reformatory jail put in operation, with

capital punishment

good

as

with temperance and
holding their owd, we

abolished and
at least

as

woman

suffrage

have ne

right

to com-

But it is in respect to education, the fundamental reform, that the least progress has
been made. For the common schools nothing
of importance has been done, and they remain
in the unsatisfactory condition of the year before. But ou the whole the colleges have

flourished,

the 29th of January. Ilut promiuent members
of the Legislature express the opinion that a
law abolishing the death penalty will be passed
before that date.
On the 22d of October the Maine Genera
Hospital was dedicated and the Eastern Pavilion is now open for patients. The corner
stone was laid in 1870. Those who have had
this noble charity in charge deserve hearty
congratulation for the energy they have displayed in pushing forward the enterprise. To
the highly accomplished and singularly hu-

Colby

has the largest freshman
class since the war, and has made wonderful
progress in raising the new fund of $100,000
for the endowment of fitting schools. Various
internal reforms have also been accomplished.
The state institution at Orono has increased its
number of stndents to one hundred and twentyone, and now takes its place as the equal of the
older colleges.
Bates aud Bowdoin have
added largely to their funds. The year will be
famous in the auuals of Bowdoin on account of
the famous “Quaker Rebellion.'’ The dissatisfaction that bad been for some time felt
among the stndents with the compnlsory military drill, cnlmlnated in May in the peremptory refusal of the three lower classes to sub-

Wiscasset and Kennebec road have not yet
made any beginning at their end of [the route.
The Maine Central road is like a maiden who

Of serious casualties there have not been the
usual number. No serious railroad accident

has two lovers and may make the best possible
terms with either. Tiring of its connection
with the Eastern Railroad, it has already per-

a

fected an alliance with the Boston
road, to the extent of admitting it

&

Maine

to

equal

The Maine Central has evidently enjoyed a year of prosiierity,
for it would have declared, it is said, a dividend at the end of the year but for embarrassments growing out of its connection with the
with the Eastern.

Eastern. Its uew bridge at Waterville is
completed and the mysterious and fearful

now

com-

that station are now happily
cleared up. The Eastern road has also built
an iron bridge across the Saco in place of the
one that was burned.
The Boston & Maine road has effected a connection with the Grand Trunk by way of Commercial street in this city, this event bciug the

plications

at

final act in the famous frog war.
The great event in the history of tbo Grand
Trunk for the year is the change from the
broad to the narrow gauge over that part of the
Thus
line between this city and Montreal.
ends the great contest between broad and nar-

The result
the temporary suspension of those three
classes. Bntonthe9th of Jane the students
nearly an answered 10 me rou can, a compromise having been arranged by the terms of
which the drill was made elective. 1 be Bowdoin cohort now consists of three men, the rest

& Rochester at the latter place. This event
was celebrated With great rejoicing on the 1st
inst. The Rochester road has recently formed
a connection with the Grand Trunk by means

longer to military discipline.

mit

of

undergraduates prefening

the

guidance of Minerva

the

to

the severe

tutelage of Mars

and Bellona. The revolt excited intense interest in all parts of the state, and the faculty
and students respectively had very earnest par.
tisans. But the prevailing opinion seemed to
be that
though the undergraduates erred
greatly in their nlethod they were mainly right
in their purpose. They look not forward to the
day when
“*
*
Chieftains to the war shall lead
Whole nations with the tempest’s speed

perish in a day,”—
the kindlier year,
To

But to

“When man, by love and mercy taught,
Shall rue the wreck his fury wrought
And lay the sword away 1”
For the first time in its history Bates has
been humiliated by a rather serious case of
hazing. By the cooperation of faculty and

students, however,

measures

were

promptly

repetition of such disgraceful proceedings extremely improbable.
There are five ladies among the undergraduates at Orono, and the faculty report that none
of the difficulties predicted from the admission
taken which render the

of women have been encountered.

row

of the marginal way.
The Piscataquis railroad has been opened to
Guilford. A survey has been made from Guil-

ford to Abbot.
The European and North American Railway
has made such arrangements with the Intercolonial that there is no longer a delay of
at St. John, as heretofore.
The Portland & Ogdensburg is slowly creeping through the Notch. The first shipment of
goods through that pathway was made in October by a firm in this city. It is now only
eleven miles from Bemis, the terminus of the

freight

appropriation

and with Burlington, by means
of the Burlington and Lamoille road, the construction of which is assured by aid to the extent of 8160,00# recently granted by the city of

construction;

Burlington.

their products either by running

on

short time

suspending altogether. The great manufacturers of Lewiston, after meeting for con-

sultation, reported that “the business of th*
past year has not been favorable or satisfac-

ory.”

There

has been

a

reduction

m

Ike

wages of operatives, and the discharge of large
numbers of men in this and other stat<s has
sent adrift through all the country town* such
as
an
was
neve' before
army of tramps
seen.

In June an Industrial Exbibitioi was held
in Portland which gave a most unexpectedly
favorable impression in regard to our local

manufactures which, by the way, seem by
some mysterious means to have escaped the
influence of the panic and tin present depresbusiness.

sion in

This year again the prosperity of the shipbuilding industry is the most noteworthy fact
in this department. The tonnage built has
risen from 100,000 last year to 132,000 this yea *
an immense gain of 33 per cent.
Sorely “the
use at
deserted ship-yard” will no lo-vu-- b®
Democratic mee,*-o“ a8 ^ means of exciting
horror and dismay.
For the farmers it has been a golden year,
notwithstanding the cold, wet, backward
spring. What a crop of wheat!—the best for

thirty

in some

years

localities.

The total

product is estimated at nearly 300,000 bushels.
But even at that, Maine must still pay out
The
m illions a year for flour alone.
hay crop, too. was fine, but fell below the magnificent yield of the year before. It is not
within the scope of this review to go through
in detail with the various articles of agricultural production; it is enough to say that the

about five

farms of Maine have

yielded, during

the

year

1874, crops whose estimated value is more than
$50,000,000 ouly falling a little short in this respect of the champion year 1873. For the
second time in the history of the state the
cheese factories swells this aggregate. The number of these factories in operation is now forty, and the product is estimated
at 850,000 pouuds, worth $120,000.
The new secret society, called “the Sovereigns of Industry,” has made its first appearance in the state during the year and is rapidly
growing. The society has about five hundred
members iu this city aud as many more in the

product of

rest of the state. On the 23d iust. a State
Council was organized in this city. The primary economical purpose of the order appears
to be to obtain the supplies of working men at
wholesale

prices.
POLITICAT..

The tidal wave did not reach

Dingley

Maine.

Gov.

reelected by 12,000 majority, and

was

scot

LITERATURE AND JOURNALISM.

or

the aggregate majority on the Congressional
tickets was nearly five hundred more. Messrs.
Burleigh, Frye, Blame, Hersey and Hale were
reelected to the House of Representatives. But
sort of a forerunner of the political earth-

a

of November might, perhaps, have been
found by the political seer in the fact that the
Democrats elected a full third of the members
of the Fifty-fourth Legislature. They thus become, for the first time in many years, an ap-

quake

it for eight or ten ordinary volumes. “Portland Illustrated” by John Neal might be called
“Portland by a Flash of lightning,” it is doue
in such a fierce hurry. Mrs. Jane Tlmrston has
published an exposition of her claim to a trifling estate comprising the whole of the United
States and Great Britain and—the lady is uncompromising—the Colonies! The late Joseph
Griffin of Brunswick published before his
death a supplement^ his valuable “Press of
A history of the towns of Bristol
Maine.”
and Bremen, by Prof. Johnson of the Wesleyan University at Middletown, Connecticut, is a
very valuabie book. The History of Liv^more,
re*
by Hon. I. Washburn jr., is a book of much
search, and of great interest, to many people.
The Young People’s History of Maine, by Geo.
J. Varney, is a work which has long been
a
with
needed, ana which has met

flattering

reception.

A

fourth

edition

of

Oliver’s Precedents, and two volumes of the
Maine Reports have been issued during the
an acyear. J. M. Marshall has published
count of the Buxton Centenuial. Miss Mary
McCobb of this city has written a chamiDg
Miss
Dalan.
Dooir for boys, called Lloyd
Clark, ’Oophie May,” has published “Our
Helen, u:ara ij»>nes Martin has written an
entertaining guide book of Mt. Desert, Elijah
Kellogg has written one or two of his characteristic juveniles. Au entertaining Dxocbure
J.
on the Hen Show was issued in January.

\V. Thompson has supplied a want long felt by
Bred Horses.
men iu his “Maine
The Maine State Year Book continues to be
issued. The Union Bible Teacher is a work
which meets with general favor. Mrs. Abba
Goold Woolson has edited under the title of

sporting

“Dress Reform,” a thoughtful and entertaining book on women’s dress.
It has been a quiet year in journalism. Tho
Rockland Daily Globe suspended publication
in November, after a brief but not unworthy
New weeklies have been started at
Patten, Houlton, Rockland and E allowed.
Democrat has changed bands, and
The
career.

Oxford

the North Star has been removed to Presque
Isle. Mr. Charles A. Lord has retired from
the Christian Mirror, and Col. Fred E. Shaw
and the Rev. B. P. Snow now edit that paperHoyt & Fogg issue for the benefit of Sabbath
Schools the Union Lesson Paper, which has
a monthly edition of 25,000.
Albro E. Chase on the 12th of January
assumed the editorship of the Maine Journal
of Education. On the 16th of May Mr. M. N.
Rich started the Masonic Relief Oracle. The
Maine Real Estate Register came to an end with
the December number. It deserved a longer

reached

life.
CRIME AND CASUALTY.

We believe that there has not been one wilful, deliberate murder committed this year.
This has not happened before since the execution of Harris, But it must be confessed that
there has been an extraordinary number of
homicides. The piratical attack of Charles F.

er.

Robbins on the crew of tho schooner “Annie
B.” of St. John, on the night of May 23d, resulting in the death of Solomon Camp, the
mate, would have taken rank with the most
deliberate butcheries in our annals of crime,

But the important political event is the canfor United States Seuator in place of Hannibal HamliD, whose term expires on the 4th
of March next. The candidates are .Tosiah H.
Drummond and Israel Washburn Jr. of this

but it was shown at the trial that Robbins was
insane, and he was committed to the Hospital
for the Insane instead of the State Prison. In
Stetson, Penobscot County, au insane young
man named James Davis severed tho head of

preciable minority, holding

the balance of pow-

vass

city, Sidney
Bangor aud
lion,

Perham of
Mr.

Paris, Judge Peters of
Hamlin, who seeks a reelec-

xne canvass so iar snows mai air. nam-

lias much the advantage in organization
and iu the length of time he fens had his agents

lin

at work, but his opponents are stronger with
the people and are daily gaining ground.
There were only two or three political meetings in Maine prior to the September election,
and all of these, we believe, were in the second
district. Cut our Maine political orators liaviug had little to do at home, were iu great demand abroad. Lewis Barker and S, L. Milliken went to New

York,

while Messrs.

Blaine,

Frye aud Hall, participated in the Massachusetts canvass.
RAILROADS.

The mileage of Maine railroads has Dot been
greatly increased duriug the year. Three short
roads have been opened to passenger traffic.
The Lewiston & Auburn road, connecting
Lewiston with the Grand Truuk Railway at

Junction, was formally opened in Ju
Bangor & Bucksport road is now iu
operation, the bridge across the Penobscot hav-

Danville
ly. The

ing beeu completed. The Somerset road, from
Waterville to Norridgewock, began to carry
passengers early in the year, and arrangements
have recently been made to extend it from
Madison to Solon. A movement is on foot for

physicians
wo

his father, Silas Davis, from his body with an
axe.
Davis, too, was committed to the Hospital. The accidental killing of Maggie Pike
by her husband, in this city, during a drunken
debauch, created considerable excitement at
the time. Patrick Gormley was arrested for

killing Thomas Doyle, but

was

discharged by

the municipal court. Dr. Peleg Trask of Lewiston was convicted of manslaughter for allowing an infant to die through neglect. Geo.
Carson of Milford has just been held for trial
for killing Neheiuiah Brawn during a quarrel
which took place iu a boat on the Penobscot
-irxr
Simon Sarorent of Greenbusli was ar-

rested in October for shooting a man named
Early in the
McPhee of whom he was jealous.
year Mrs. Caroline I’etee of Rockland was
found dead under suspicious circumstances,
and was supposed to have been murdered.
Elbrldge Reed, the Medway murderer,
whose crime was committed in 11870, had his
second trial this year and was found guilty of
murder in the second degree. James M. Lowell of Lewiston and John T. Gordon of Thorudike have been sentenced to death for the
murders of which they were convicted the previous year.
Rut a criminal case was tried in this city in
the month of February which excited perhaps
more interest and curiosity throughout the
state than any like event in the annals of
Maine. This was the trial of Mrs. Waite for
polygamy, a man named .John Waller of Pictou, Nova Scotia, haviug claimed that the lacy

"Where oneo war gathered his death-dealing stores
His iron balls, his sharp and fatal steel,
Feet swift to save shall softly tread these floors,
wound to heal.”
And kindly hands shall

alonskee Railroad Company, recently organized
at Augusta has it in view to build another link

And like feelings of gratitude and joy will be
•ndulged in view of the progress made during
the year in getting ready the buildings for the
State Industrial School for Girls at Hallowell.
The charter was not granted till 1873, but
through the liberality of two noble women,

gusta to West Waterville

iu this Point Levis & Kennebec road from Auon the west side of
the Kennebec. Thirty miles of the Canadian
part of the line, from Point Levis to St. Mary

is his wife. Though tho identification of Mrs.
Waite by the Nova Scotian’s witnesses seemed
to be beyond question, there was nevertheless
romance and mystery enough about the case to
enlist to the utmost the interest of the people.

the Chaudierc river, have been completed.
be extended to the slate line, and
It will soon
thence in good time to the Kennebec valley

The jury failed to agree, and Mrs. Waito has
not bceu tried a second time, though the case
has not yet been dismissed from the docket.

only

on

on

has occurred. The boiler of
the Portland & Ogdensburg

railroad exploded, on the 22d of
September,
killing tho engineer and wounding three other
employees of the road. At Hallowell, on the
5th of November, while a salute was fired iu
celebration
cannon

of the result of 'the elections, a

exploded wounding

one

man

fatally

and two others seriously.
Among the fmore important

fires may be
mentioned that on Water St., Hallowed, loss
$15,000; the burning of the Eastern Railroad

bridge

across

the

Saco, $70,000;

Trefethen

block, Kittery $40,000; fire atFarmington, Dec.
10th, $10,000,and the tire in Baugor on the 15th
inst., by which the Harriman House and other

buildings

were

destroyed, $50,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The famous suit pending between the stale
and the European & North American
Railway,
involving the title to 280,000 acres of land, was
decided in favor of the state. On the 23d of
September the small remnant of the public
lands of the state was sold at auctiou, bring-

ing $145,553.
The Portland Museum and

Opera House

was

formally opened on the 28th of September.
The State Muster was held this year at Bangor, continuing from the 1st to the 4th of September.

The State Agricultural Society’s Fair at
Lewiston was a great success, and will enable
the society to pay off its debt
China, New Gloucester and Bethel are
among the towns that have celebrated their
centennial this year.
There has been a dead lock in the Biddeford

city government during

a greater part of
the
On one occasion the Mayor of the city
forcibly resisted the enforcement against him
of a search and seizure process in the bauds of
the Sheriff.
In September a Temperance Camp Meeting
was in session for several
days at Old Orchard

year.

Beach.
OBITUARY.

Six ex-members of Congress from Maine
have died during the year. These are John
of Thomaston, Senator from 1833 to

Buggies

Goodenow, Farmington, Representa‘ive in
1831-3; Franklin Clark, formerly of Wiscasset>

Nit much literary work done by Maine peoplethis year. But Rev. Dr. Hill’s “Geometry
aid Faith” has condensed thought enough in

an

the work was refused.
The year has hardly

locomotive

entered upon intimate relations with the Eastroad, but is contemplating a connection
with Montreal, by means of the Montreal,
Chambly and Sorel road, now in process of

ern

been a prosperous one
for business men. Manufacturers of lumber
and of textile fabrics have greatly reduced

utility,

properly so called,

1841; Joshua Herrick, Alfred, Bepresentative
1843; Virgil D. Parris of Paris, Bepresentative in 1838-41; Rev. Ebenezer Knowlton,
Montville, Representative in 1833-7; Robert

to the Fabyan House on the Boston, Concord, and Montreal road, and a line of
stages carries passengers and freight between
these points. The Ogdensburg lias not only

for the continuance of

There was submitted to the Legislature of
this year the only volume of industrial statistics ever compiled in Maine. The work was
bulky and expensive, and its many errors having greatly shaken public confidence in its

Sboppee.

Ogdensburg,

A hundred men are at work on the PenobBay and River road, at Camden. Mr.
Hichborn the late Presidentof this road, made
a contract before his death with reliable New
York capitalists who are to build the whole
road trim Rockland to Bangor for 835,000 per
mile aid finish it by July 4,1870.

INDUSTRIAL.

of this city especial praise is l
making this road part of a grand international
all may well join in Samuel Longline extending from Point Levis, opposite
t
fellow's exultation in the fact tha
Quebec, to tide waters at Wiscasset. The Mcs-

mane

due; and

On the 18th of October a very serious outbreak occurred among the inmates of Auburn
jail, and the entire force engaged in the jworksbop would undoubtedly have escaped bad it
not been for the cooperation with tho officers
of a woman prisoner named

gauge which begun in 1844.
Perhaps the most important event of the
year in railroad matters, is the opening of a
through route from this city to New York by
means of the completion of the Nashua &
Rochester road, connecting with the Portland

was

ADTAKCK

and so to Wiscasset. The distance from Quebec to Wiscasset by the projected route is 240
miles, and it is claimed tliatj trains will run
that distance in from 14 to 16 hours, making it
the shortest possible line from the St. Lawrence to the seaboard.
The managers of the

privileges

EDUCATION.

good

Saturday Afternoon, at Reduced
Prices.tf

Every
dcc2

GRAND

BACKGAMMON BOARDS.
GAMES, PUZZLES,

Size., Sl;lr» of Binding nnd Frier*.

S3,

Boxes

50 cts.

35 cts.
ami $1.

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

DESKS,

WRITING

new

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

Every Week.

Change of Hill Every Monday and
Thnrndar.

NEWSPAPER SCRAP BOOKS,

AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

In nil

Opera House.

Ward’s

New Faces

SCRAP BOOKS,
the

^

dec24___dtf

Fall and Winter Season.

popular Books issued this Fall.

and

5 per cent, to 50 per cent. Discount
AND NO REGARD TO COST.

all

lYSAito

^

Admission. Matinee 50, 25, and lo cents. Evening,
75. 5ft and 35 cents.
iyThe free list positively suspended during this

full

—

of

Secret.

R R M E M B E R,

and Standard Works.
Assortment

in

Poldnenn

_i.

force,

hif

“only”

To-morrow (New Year’s) aftemooD,.
TICKET OF EEAVE MAN.

engagement.

Dickens’ Works.

AND OTHER

cent. Discount

external

indeed busy at

Tills THURSDAY, Even’g. Dec. 31.

FROM 'REGtTTIjA.R RATES.

Parkman’s Works.
Scott’s Novels.
Bancroft’s History of llio United States.
—

MASK.

more

to think and work

together
for a common purpose of grave import and
Then the Earth Spirit,
brilliant promise.
whose mighty song we learn from Goethe, is
seen

--

Also all the Standard Poets bound

style and in
Turkey Morocco.

nigbt

one

What it Itns Done for Maine.

This old year has been unique. Thera are
years of great intellectual activity, whou human brains secrete thought and feeling without
effort and men are impelled, as if by some un-

cents.

HALL.

CITY

THE

BEHIND A

..

Wild Animals.
Homely Scenes from Great Painters.
Verse dc Socieli.
Hanging of the Crane.

in Library

Gallery 25

JAMES -A-. ARNOLD,
Will present, his splendid Drama of

Loudon Art

Five to Fifty per

THE RESPECTABLE YEAR 1874.

_de293t*
PORTLAND MUSEUM.

iroisa

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that arc not used.

BV MANCHESTER’S BAND

Tickets to the Hall $1.00.
Ladles Free.

TlI^8.0oFiB ANTOM IB

1874.

plain.

THURSDAY, DEC. 31,1S74.

DESCRIPTION,

EVERY

Every regular attaclio of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate counLersigneil by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
lournal, as wo have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of he
Press, and we have no disposition to lie, even sssively, a party to such frauds.

At Brown’s Hall, Cumberland MiBs,

MUSIC

Ouc Hundred Gems from
Journal.
Wcy’s Home.
Tosch’s Engravings from Correggio.
Dante’s Inferno.
Allibones Political Quotations.
Pictures by Ycnetiare Painters.
Leaves from a Summer Sketch Hook.

Thursday morsing, dec. si, ’74

will hold their Fifth Annual Ball at

UNTIL JANUARY 1st

31,

THE PEES 8.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

The Portland Cadets

EXTRAORDINARY !

Illustrated Books
FOR

ZZI”

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DECEMBER

MORNING.

PORTLAND. THURSDAY

VOL. 13.

in

Representative in 1847-9.

Among the other

distinguished lawyers and public men who
have died, may be mentioned T. H. Hubbard,
Biddeford; Judge Asa Beddington, Lewiston;
Job Harriman, Bangor; N. G. Hichborn,
Stockton; E. K. Boyle,Belfast, Nathan White,
Bucksport; Jas. W. Webster, Belfast; ex-Adjutant General of Maine; Arthur McArthur,
Limington; Joel Ham, Wales; Ralph C. Johnson, Belfast; A. B. Farwell, Augusta; Wm,
Beatie, Bockland.
Physicians.—Lafayette Perkins, Farmingtou;
Jas. Cochrane, Monmouth; J. L. Babcock,
Hallowell; A. J. W. Stevens, Parkmar, B. T.
Carter, Jefferson; Hiram Bliss, valdoboro;
Moses Gonld, North Bridgton; Autos Osgood.
North Yarmouth; A. S. Frye, xewiston; Thomas Frye, Bockland; Joseph
Solo, Brunswick,
Francis Caldwell, New Portland; John Delaske, Vinalhaven; R, Radford, Auburn; M. B.
Gordon, Lincolnvilt-'Clergymen.—Arthur Drink water, Waterville;
E. P. Ladd, Free Baptist, Limerick; Uriah
Balkam, Lewiston; Bishop Bacon, Portland;
James McMillan, Gorham.
Merchants and Business Meu.—W. Hemmenwsy, Machias; S. R. Bearce, Lewiston;
Isaac Dyer, Capt. Ben. Larrabee, Geo. 8. Barstow, Charles Bradley, 8. C. Chase and David
Tucker, Portland: Josenh T'-in,!*-—. t .-;senH. Crocker, Medway; Gamaliel E.
Smith, Newfield; Jas. A. Purinton, cashier of

Europeau & North American Railway;
Geo. A. Rogers, Topsham; Jos. C. Shaw, Auburn; Ezra J. Wentworth, Saco-, Samuel Dutton, Deputy Collector of Ellsworth; Ebeu
Drake, Mechanic Falls; Richard Bailey, Newcastle; Charles Humphrey and John H.
the

Lynde, Bangor; Joseph Griffin, Brunswick;
Col. Isaac Woodman. Searsmont; S. W Coburn, Skowhegan.
Aged persons.—Mrs. Sarah Kidder, Livermore, aged 103; John Robinson, Belgrade, ICO;
Mrs. Hannah Worcester, Berwick, 101 yean
and six months; Mrs. Polly Light, Searsmont,
10 or 12 years old at breaking out of Revolution; Mrs. Aba gailHathaway, Temple, 100;
Aaron Sleeper, Richmond, 100; Mrs. Polly
.r

rrem.ii,

4A».

It.

ar_A»__

—-

nuuupwi*,

>_I

»

Mt. Desert, 100; Wm. Fessenden, Frycburg.
91; Ueuj. Hicks, Albany, soldier of 1812; Peter
Johnson, Harrington, one of Napoleon’s soldiers and fought with the British in the war of
1812.
We add to our list the names of Attean Orson, Lieut. Gov. of Penobscot Indians; Joseph
Gunnison, .Inspector of Customs, Eastport;

Timothy Thorndike Deputy Collector, Belfast;
Wm. B. Stearns, City Clerk, Bath; Mrs. Ruth
Mayhcw, Rockland, Matron of Orphan Asylum at Bath; Mrs. Walter Hatch, Augusta;
Capt. Ebenezer Child, Farmington, soldier in
1812; Merritt Jordan, Auburn, Sorgeant in
Mexican War; Veranus Pierce, oldest inhabitant of Windsor; Col. Henry R. Parsons, South

Paris; Oren Hobbs, Portland.
Among the former residents of Maine who
have died during the year we may mention the
following: Miss Emma B. Cobb of Boston, formerly of this city; Jas. Dickman, Cambridge
Mass., formerly editor of Maine Patriot and
State Gazette-, Judge J. Lotbrop of New York,
formerly of Winthrop and Hallowell; Joseph
A. Ware of Washington, formerly of Portland;
Hon. Rufus S. Stevens of Minneapolis; Rev.
Gorham D. Abbott, South Natick, Mass.; Joel
Gray of Boston; Seth Gibbs,Clearwater, MinD,;
S. P. Coburn, Pescadora, Cal. formerly of

Skowhegau.
The Sknatorship.—The Boston Herald in
noticing the announcement that Judge Peters
will allow his friends to use his name in con-

nection with the pending senatorsbip, says:
Mr. Hamlin might as well give np the fight.
There are plenty of good reasons why he should
do so. After having spent the greater part of
Mr. Hamlin finds

his life in official station

himself, in his old age, as strongly attached to
the pleasures of place-bolding as ever. The
promises made in his last canvass, that he
would not again be a candidate, he has forgotten, and all his own skill as a manager and

all the exertions of the numerous office-holders
who look on him as their beuefactor and guardian, have been put forth to send him for
another term to the Senate.
Why should he go? Nobody in Maine pretends to give any particular reason except
that he, wants to go, that Mr. Blaine wants
him to, and that he te the candidate of the active men who control the party caucuses and
conventions. A majority of the Republican
in the
papers and numbers of the best men
party in the state are opposed to his re-election.
Washburn, Perbam, Drummond have been realcognized candidates against him, hut with his
most unendurable effrontery and arrogance
of
organs and friends, relying on the strength
their and his influence and the power of party
ami
said
must
back,
he
go
organization, nave
have expected, by cracking the party whip, to
succeed. It was growing very doubtful whether they could carry their point, but the appearance of a candidate to dieido Mr. Haniliu 8 lo*
cal support seems to settle the matter. Air.
Hamlin has had magnificent opportunities.
He has had a scat in the United States Senate
during the greater part of the stirring times of
the past twenty years, but when he leaves
Washington no man can point to any great
deed by which he will be remembered. Simply
a politician, never a statesman, he will be remembered at home for his stump speeches and
his faithfulness to those who have supported
him, while out of the state his only claim to remembrance will be that he was ohee Viceno
has
shown
He
symPresident.
pathy with any of the measures of reform on
WUlCll lUe

1'ULU1U£

patty

ia

iu

u«cu.

*»

vote as the senate caueus directs him is to fulfill his highest ideal of senatorial duties. Judge
Peters has had six years congressional experience, and is an able lawyer,a convincing speakto
er, a popular man, and is young enough
take in something of the spirit and requirewhile
it
His
election,
ments of the times.
would give Maine a good senator, would also
be a gratifying rebuke to the attempt of the
parpoliticians to make this high office a mere
to be held by their gift and for

ty perquisite,

their benefit.

The Norwegian young woman is not permitted to receive attentions from the Norwegian
young man, until she is thoroughly acquainted
with the mysteries of bread-making and can
knit stockings. As a rather natural result,the
fair ones arc all accomplished bak-

Norwegian

and skillful knitters at an early age—even
before they learn to read and write.

ers

Wasliiuglou Sews and Gossip.

BY TELEGRAPH.

THE SUMiEME COURT.

The Supreme Court is hopelessly behind-hand
Seven hundred cases aro
with its business.
now awaiting trial, and tho number is constantof
ly increasing despito the utmost exertions
the bench. Some measures to relieve this pressure is necessary, aud it is probable that an effort will be made to obtain it duriug tlie present session of Congress. One method proposed
is to add two judges to tbo bench, and another
to reduce the number of new cases through a
law deuying the right of appeal to the court in
civil suits where the consideration is less than
S5000. It is said that tho latter plan has the
approval of tho Chief Justice, and that it will
gradually reduce the business so as to leave
only abont a year’s work ahead, a condition
which it is desirable to maiutaiu permanent-

ly-

THE DISTRICT BONDS.

A ring has been formed to get Coi gress to
raise the interest on tlie 3.C5 bonds authorized,
last June, to be paid contractors andjothers, to
4 per ccut. It is claimed that Congress bad no
right to pay a contractor less than the face of
his indebtedness, but the commissioners do not
force any contractor to take bis pay in these
bonds. He can wait and bring a suit against
the District if be likes. A large share of fho
bonds have been purchased at 65 to 68 by speculators, aud if Congress makes the interest
payable in coin and at 4 per ceut. they will
make no less than 30 per cent profit. They
are makiug great exertious to carry their point,
but, in the opinion of some of the best Kepubbeaus in Congress, they won’t succeed.
REDUCTION OF EXPENSES.
The reduction of tbo cost of collecting customs is receiving a great deal of attention in
the Treasury Department aud by the committees of Congress to whom the subject belongs.
Investigation has shown that the expenditures
at tho custom houses, particularly at the larger
ports, can be very considerably reduced without
Under tbo system that
injury to the service.
has been for a long time in operation the cusofficers have not been checked in expenditure by any pressure from tbo Treasury, and
when they have been disposed to resist local
appeal for employment they have bad to resist
alone aud meet political opposition thereby
Tho labor-roll,
without gaining any support.
which is paid by au indefinite appropriation, is
examination.
or
limitation
not subject to auy
Besides, the accounts are not rendered until the
ovnpnHitnrps have been incurred, aud there is
nothing left to the department but to have them
stated aud paid. Oue check upon all expenditures at the custom houses which may be imposed by Congress, is to cause the estimate to
be made in advance in specific items, for which
specific appropriations will be made. Collectors could estimate very nearly the expenses
of their offices, if it is desirable or necessary to
give more discretion in regard to these expendimade.
tures, than if specific appropriations were
It may be required of collectors to submit estimates each month for the expenditures of the
succeeding mouth to the Secretary of tho Treasbe necury, whose approval in advance would
This
essary to make the expenditures valid.
would givo an opportunity for tho department
do
well
it
caunot
which
to control expenses,
when accounts are only rendered after engageThis, or any other
meats have been nude.
method which promises to enforce increased
customs will, he
of
collection
in
the
economy
favorably considered iu Congress. Meantime
it is understood the department will voluntarily
go as far as possiblo in the same direction.
toms

News and Other Items.
Dr. J. G. Fulton has vacated the editorial
chair of “The Lookout” that he may have
He will ho
more time for his pastoral duties.
succeeded by Dr. Hiscox.
The sensation in Newark last Sunday was
Weston, and a sensational preacher there
chose for his text, “And Enoch walked with

Godi”
O egon jaurnalists advertise their friends
thug: “Col. Jo Meek has shouldered his iawlione, and will tell the people more than they
ever

dreamt of about

mining.”

Poland used to ho “the Hoa. Judge Poland.”
Then they got him to “Judge Poland,” then to
and now his neighbors speak of him
“OW Pole, who got so badly waxed.”
Vinnio Keam threatens to marry the “small,

“Poland,”
as

talk”

the Louisville Courier-Journal.
Aud then he’ll',egin feebly to appreciate what
he has afflictedotiethers, and kindly quit.
Messrs. W. D. Winhbuni & Co., the great
Minnesota lumber firm,„hich recently suspended, will pay all their credit*® iu (ull, besides
man

liaviug

or

some

8200,000 upou w.ich t0

commence

anew.

Theodore Thomas has discovere* that wlic»
his orchestra plays a church selection it; quo
key, while tho organist accidentally plays it in
auother, the amount of applause andprxise hestowed by the audience is not in any way iess
enthusiastic.
to the Detroit Free Press, Jenuie
M,yo Stic Wtsues SUB llim tnreivo children.

According

irtrao

She probably never said anything of tho sort,
but if sbe did, she ought to have said it exclusively tc Mr. June.—[L^atsvillc Courier-Journal.
There is a great excitement in Fall River,
Mass.. nvor a nronosed red net. inn in Min wao-oa
of the mill operatives. They threaten a general strike, and also that they will withdraw all
their Ba'ings from the hanks in order to force
the manufacturers to abandon the proposed reduction.
The publishers of the Boston Transcript have
engaged Mr..William A, Hovey as responsible
edilor of that paper, to till the vacancy in its
staff occasioned by the death of the late Daniil N. Haskell. For the past few years Mr.
Hovey has been the principal editor of ihe
Commercial Bulletin.
The Augusta (Ga.) Constitutionalist says of
Semrnes, of Alabama notoriety: “We learn
that the officers of the royal army and navy of
Great Britain presented him, since the war,
with a magnificent sword, which cost ten thouaand dollars, in tokeu of his gallantry and heroism.”
China is not exempt from the modem vice of
official peculation. The prefect of Tien-Tsiu,
which is the port of Peking, at the head of
navigation on the Pciho, and distant eighty-six
miles from the capital, has just retired, after
four years’ plundering, with a fortuue of $750,000. His salary was $1500 per annum.
colored Baptist
George
clergyman of Boston, announces through the
papers that he is a caudidate for the Chaplaincy of the Massachusetts House of Representatives. He prints recommendations from James
Rsdpalb, William Bloyd|Garrison aud Wendell
Rev.

W. Williams,

a

Phillips.
A North Carolina paper says that two negro
girls, in want of new bonnets, placed obstruc-

Wilmington & Weldon railroad,
Warsaw, the other day, as they say, “for

tions upon the
near

the purpose of killing some ladies on the train
that they might secure the bonnets.”
They
have been tried before a justice of the peace
and sent to Dublin jail.
Some interesting figures about the New York
hotels have beeu got together by a Tribune reporter, who has collected a variety of statistics
from 15 of the 108 hotels of that city.
The
amount of

supplies consumed at the 15 hotels
is quite enormous as these specimen figures il
lustrates: 51,000 pounds of fresh meat per
week, including 35,000 of beef; (100,009 pounds
of fish a year, 13.009,000 oysters, (1,000,000 eggs,
lO.uuo uarreis or Hour, mo,quo pounds ot coffee,
35.000 pounds ot tea,and nearly 700,000 pounds
of sugar; a million and a half quarts of milk,
and 170,000 of cream; 450,090 pounds of butter,
12.000 tons of ice, and 00,090,000 cubic feet of
gas.
Au important fact has kaen established iii the
tea trade since the panic, namely, that Japaus
are rapidly taking the place of Oolongs. When
Japans were first introduced into this country
not so many years ago—a safe could be found
for them only in the seaport cities and the

country adjacent. Now, a very largo and constantly increasing proportion of the imports is
shipped to Chicago, Cincinnati and other western cities. From a table of the exports of tea
from Chiua and Japan to the United States
during the past two seasons, it appears that the
shipments of blacks have increased only from
5,000,000 to 7,000,000 pounds, while those of
Japans have increased from 3,000,000 to 17,000,000 pounds, and those of greens from 5,-

000,000 to 10,000,000 pounds.
of the Germau Ecichstag afford
a great deal of interest whenever I’riuco
Bismarck thinks proper to make himself heard,
which he does only on weighty poiuls, and*
The

sittings

not on trifles. He draws a crowd oil such occasions. As au orator he drives straight to the
point, and immediately controls the attention
of his audience. Friends and cnemiis arc subjugated by his eloquence, most usually abrupt,
frank and touching littlo upon evesything. The
prince excels in mixing together philosophical

threatening insinuations,unexpected
familiarities, political views, even confessions,

sentences,
so

as

to make of

the

w

hole

a

tissuo

under

powerful mind always appears, but,
truly, a mind wholly free from prejudices,
When delivering bis
forms and principles.
parliamentary orations be looms forth very
much like the spoilt child of fortune, hurried
will to beon by the tension of on inflexible
lieve no one's idea worth a pinch of snuff exwhich

a

own. No one can examine the countenance of the statesman ot the day without
discovering liis character traced thereupon with
as much prominence as in tiro speeches, that
arc dashed to the four quarters of the globe.

cept his

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Executive Council.
of
Augusta, Dee. 30.—Charles Eansdell
larceParsonsficld, now in the state prison for
the Governor and
ny, has been pardoned by
Council.
records
The Land Agent has to-day moved the
of his office from Bangor to Augusta.
Ro.lon Thieves.
have traced the
Boston, Dec. 30.—Detectives
who robbed Dearborn & Co s jewehy

burglars

Portland.
They
still in that vicinity, and
arc supposed to bo
of their capture,
the officers have strong hopes
to

store in this city, Sunday,

marine Disnslcr.
schoouer Wild
Easti-okt, Dec. 30—The
with
Hunter of St. Johu, Captain Dougherty,
for Boston, broke
a cargo of hay from Sackville

her anchorage at Machiasport, Monday night,
in her bottom.
went ashore and stove a hole
to prevent her
her
beach
to
obliged
were

They
tilling.

__

MASSACHUSETTS.
A

Mhnm.

chairman of
Boston, Dec. 30.—Sir. French,
visited
the legislative Committee on Eeservoirs,
of
Havdeuville yesterday to ascertain the cause
was faulty
the late disaster there. His verdict
buildengineering, faulty material and faulty
the stone
in" The dam was not wide enough,
was not good
was not suitable aud grouting
enough.
Protest

against

Reduction

oi

*

ay.

crowded
Bale Kiver, Dec. 30 —There was a
Hall this eveumeeting of weavers at Temple
iu„ to consider the proposed reduction, bpeeches
editor of the
were delivered by Henry Sevey,
and resLabor Journal, and several operatives,
olutions were passsd declaring that if compelled
under
be
proto accept the reduction it would
the agents to
test. aud an appeal was made to
time rathshort
of
the
system
continue
present
A resolution passed
er than enforce reduction.
withdraw their sava- the spinners’ meeting to
endorsed.
was
batiks
ings from the
Hall this
A meeting of spinners at Maryland
of the
evening was called to hear the report
the agents.
with
to
confer
delegation appointed
the
It was resolved to accept the report with
understanding that the reduction bo accepted
made
be
under protest, and that preparation
for a strike in the spring.

NEW YORK.
Democratic Gathering.
New York, Dec, 30.—At the Manhattan
Club reception last uight, Hon. J. K. Tarbox
of Massachusetts, delivered a brief address,
which was the eoucludiug one of the evening.
He was there, ho said, to speak for the first
time in a generation the voice of the DemoIt gave him great
crats of Massachusetts.
cultur ed
pleasure to carry that voieo to theand of the
statesmen of this imperial country
then reHe
great metropolis of New York.
ferred to the great political events which, he
said, bore singular promiso for the public
A

good.

read

from
which he

Aruoug tiie letters
Hon. T. M. NVooil of Alabama, in
says:
“You are happy to-day iu the achievement of
right in your state aud city, hut cannot appreciate the unalloved pleasure we feel in Alabama
in the knowledge that, now and forever, it is
established that white men made Alabama for
white rueu, aud that white men must rule Alawas

one

bama.”

/
N. P. Banks letter is as follows:
“Without assuming to judge existing adminthat
doubted
he
they are
istrations, it cannot
susceptible of improvements. No route to reand manifold decovery from long continued
pression of public and private interests exists
reform
the
of the local
as
certain
and
so direct
aud general administration of the country. In
the work I invoke for them abundant success.
The couutry wishes it aud will reward their
triumph witli its highest houors.
The Hon. Charles Brancis Adams, inUis let-

Rufus Hatch said there were some portions
of Irwin’s evidence that tbo members of the
Committee and some of the stockholders would
concede. All the directors of tho company
would admit that $750,000 were taken out of
the treasury of the company about May 27th,
1872.
Mr. Niblack objected to this summing up of
the case by Mr. Hatch, and Mr. Burchard, tbo
chairman, instructed Mr. Hatch that they were
to take testimony not statements.
Mr. Hatch expressed a desire to introduce
Irwin’s intention in coming from
testimony.
Europe hero was to break up this company, and
for this purpose he wished that Mr. Jobnsou
and Mr, Charles P. Palmer be examined heforo
tbe committee. The other witnesses ho would
like summoned were Messrs. Marstcrstou,
Iviugsland, C. J. Arthur, Henry Clews, Mr.
Baxter ami Stockwell.
Mr. Hatch stated ho had given orders for the
files of letters to bo searched in tho Pacific
Mail Company’s office, aud would produce every
aud Stockpaper which passed between Irwiu
well from the 1st of January to the end of
June, 1872, before the committee iu tho morn-

!

ing.

There being no further evidence tbe committee adjourned till to-morrow.
Tbe I.ntr Ccrril Smith.
A large number of callers visited the remains
Mr. C, Adams,
of HourGerrit Smith to-day.
ou the part of the Cubans in this city, presented a large floral cross as a token of their reafternoon a
gard for tho deceased. Shortly
sculptor took a plaster cast of the features ot
Vice President Wilson
the late Mr. Smith.
was among the callers yesterday.
Jim Fisk’s Estate.
The account of Mrs. Lucy D. Fisk as executrix of the estate of the late James X’isk, jr.,
lias been presented to Willard Bartlett, the
auditor appointed by the Surrogate to examine
the vouchers aud accounts showing tho disposition of the property. The statement presented
by Mrs. Fisk shows an apparent deficiency of
$178,500.85; that is to say, if certain suits result adversely, as the Mansfield suit did a few
worse
days ago, the estate will bo $178,500 85
than nothiug. The inventory of the property
its value deterwas made by appraisers and
mined in round numbers at $1,000,000. a be
ou
stocks, and claims prelawyers’ fees, losses
sented aud allowed amounted to $500,000, just
one-half of tho appraised value of the estate.
Besides these, claims have been presented and
are iu suit, which if allowed would bankrupt
the estate. An examination of the bills paid
all
by Mrs. Fisk reveals the fact that nearly
ordinary legitimate claims against Mr. Fisk
lx_i_,1

.omaininir

ara

frtr

uosettleil stock transactions, which there is no
doubt must ultimately be compromised. The
watch and jewelry of Fisk are valued at §5,000.
Various Matters.
The stock, produce, cottou and gold exchanges close Friday, but will be open Satur__

day.

It is rumored that Mayor Vance has decided
to remove Comptroller Green to-morrow.
Kato Stoddaid, tho murderess of Goodrich, is
hopelessly insane.
The remains of Gerritt Smith left this afternoon, in charge of relatives, for Pcterboro’ for
interment.
At billiards to-night, 600 poiuts, French
caroms, Vignaux made 600, and Joseph Dion
588. The winner’s average was 12J. Vignaux
made the extraordinary run of 192.

New

Currency.

Washington, Dec. 30—The Comptroller of
the Currency is daily shipping large amounts

of the new national bank circulation in return
for mutilated notes that have been redeemed.
The amounts shipped last week averaged about
§800,000 daily. Shipments have been made
each day to about 200 banks. The total amount
of mutilated currency received from the Treasurer since the passage of the act of June 20 is
§41.066,805, nearly the whole of which is already issueu in new national bank-notes.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

to-day:—Currency, §13,569,322; special deposit
legal tenders for redemption of eertifleates of
deposit, §40,170,000;coin, §76,644,981, including
coin certificates, §21,984,400; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
of

°Col.

fov«rament

«

Tlic PnciAc flail

‘‘A. B. S. &(»50,000;” were ent^d 1,1 tbe name
were issued
of Harriott & Noyes.
uuder direction o* the \ ice-Presideut, but
uuder tbe sui>.-‘for directiou of tbe President
the witu<-ss thought in stubs. Tbe check and
oMti books were lalse; in point of fact, the
entry of $050,000 to Harriott & Noyes was only
made for convenience. The witness thought
this was really a fraud, and would be calculated
to mislead any stockholder who was endeavoring to get at the standing of tbe company, Tbe
amount of checks issued to Mr. Irwin struck
tbe wituess as being very large. Mr. Bellows,
the Vice-President, told witness that it was tbe
intention of Mr. btockwell to pay back these
moneys. At the time wituess had the impression that these moneys should bo charged
to the person who gave them.
Tbe witness traced tbe $650,000 to Harriott
& Noyes through tbe books of the company up
to the close of accounts. He bad no knowledge
of the instructions given Irwin by Stockwell;
bad no knowledge as to what amount was to
be paid to Irwin for bis services. The witness
was asked regarding tbe unexplained account
sent from the Sau Francisco agency in 1872 to
tbe compauy here, tbe items of the account
being for sundry payments for tbe Washington
election, etc., but of this he could furnish no
Mr. Irwin never rendered any
information.
accouut to Stock well with regard to these
moneys. The witness identified an entry in tbe
cash book, in bis own band writing, of “K. B.
Irwin, Washington, expenses, $25,000.” So far
as these entries to Harriott & Noves were concerned, wituess was confident they were ordinary business loans. Tbe witness thou read
a number of entries to Eldridge & Irwiu, Harriott & Noyes, and other parties, in the cash
book.
From tbe 25lh of January to the loth of May,
1872, lrwm received $110,000, in addition to
$750,000 given the 24th of May, making a total of $890,000. There was nothing, so far as
witness knew, iu Irwin’s accouut or tbe bank
account to show that any portion of tbe $140,000 was returned to tbe compauy. Tbe witness
a
was asked about
private memorandum of
some of the accounts of the compauy made out
by wituess and kept by him, which he explained had been for his own use and information,
to keep himself posted as to the standing of the
various accounts of parties with the company.
He had no particular reason far making out
He did not make out the
this memorandum
account lxicait.se lie
thought there was someTbo
thing unusual in these transactions.
memoranuum was oniy inienaeu as a guiue 10
his memory.
\Vm. It. Bunker, secretary of the Brooklyn
Trust Co., produced their hooks for May, Juno
There was an entry of the
and July, 1872.
Trust Company with the Marine National
Bank of $275,000 on the 30th of May.
Three
payments by checks on the Marine Bank of
were
given May 20th, 1872, to John
$50,000
Schumacher. There was also an entry on the
same date to the credit of John Sehumaker of
$125,000 on the books of the Trust Company.
The wituess knew Sehumaker, and lie resided
in Brooklyn; know lie was a depositor with the
Trust Compiny; know nothing furthe r about
him. The witness was asked to make a transcript of the account of Sehumaker, from May
30th inclusive up to the close of his account
with the company and leave with the committee, which lie promised to do.
recess.
The
The committee then took
Sehumaker referred to is a Congressman from

Brooklyn.

It. B. Irwin writes a letter to a paper here in
which he says he returned to defend himself
and help the stockholders in saving their property from speculators, naming as the latter
Messrs. Park, Gage anil Hatch.
After the recess Burnout Clarke, the assistant cashier of the American Excbango Bank,
was recalled.
He testified that he had examined the account of Irwin with the bank, but
in some cases it would be almost impossible to
toll from what bauks they received his checks.
Tht check of $115,000 was received, he was
very certain, from the Bank of North America
Two checks of
on the 27th of Febiuary, 1872.
$45,000 each, received on the 21st of May, 1872,
were from the Bank of North America and the
Central National Bank, one of them being a
check of Mr. Irwin’s. As to the check ot
$100,000, referred to in liis previous testimony,
Mr. Clarke said the check was brought to the
bank the 27th of May by A. H. Whiting, who
wished to deposit $50,000 of the amount. The
check was not returned for payment fill the 3d
of July following. It was made payable to the
order of Engene Kelly & Co.
Hugh J. Hastings was the next witness, lie
stated he appeared in answer to a statement in
the New York Times that he knew something
of the expenditure for the subsidy, and that he
ought to appear before the Committee. He
was editor and proprietor of
the New York
Commercial Advertiser.
He knew nothing
about the Pacific Mail Co. matter. He had
never received money from
the Pacific Mail
Co. or Mr. Stock well to disburse for the sublie
know
of
nor
did
any.
sidy,

drawn from pursuit. Tho Carlists arc to march
against him.
The French Assembly.
Paris, Dec. 30.—The leaders of tho various
mot to-da.v at Elyse,
grodpes iu the Assembly
at the suggestion of President McMahon, to
an
understanding conendeavor to arrive an
cerning tho constitutional laws. Tbo ministry
were represented by Dnko do Cazes, Minister
of Foreign Allairs, and M. Cbaband Lalour,
Minister of tbo Interior. A settlement of tile
differences upon these bills is hoped for.
A significant note is published in 1m Francais warning the Assembly to fulfill its engagements.
Fcruvinn Rebellion.
New York, Dee. 30.—Peruvian dates of (be
tith inst., stacethat a party of men connected
with the mountain robbers made their way into Callao on the tith and expected to capture
oue of the two castles that command the town
and harbor. They were allowed to enter aud
They were all
then the gates were closed.
armed aud money was found on them with
which they expeoted to bribe the soldiers.
Later dates state that the rebels in Mount
Torutawero assaulted on the 7tli and again ou
the 8lb, by the government troops, and were
dispersed 'in all directions. Pierlo and liis offiThe battle was fought literally
cers escaped.
in the clouds at an elevation of 5000 feet above
tho level of the sea. Losses not given.
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Erie preferred...
Union Pacific stock.

Union

and while letters will begin to be thus caniet’l
only from the first of February, the carriage of
papers will begin from the first day of the new
year, when the new rate of two cents per
pouud for printed matter goes into effect in the
United States. It is estimated that under the
new arrangement our government will lose not
more than §20,000 per annum, while the convenience and business interests of the people
will be greatly advanced.
It is possible that a similar arraugement will
be perfected with Mexico after a while, and
sea rate on letters to Cuba also will be lowered.
The Postmaster General is also desirous of establishing a weeekly slow mail to England,
under which a three cent postage stamp will
carry a letter from any part of the United
States to auy part of Great Britain and Ireland. The double rate would still be called for
fast steamers, but the
on letters sent by the
single rate would be a saving and convenience
to thousands of poor people who have frieud3
in the old couulry. Mr. Jewell thiuks he cau
get the slow mail carried for forty dollars per
ton, and this would enable him to arrange for
three cents postage.
The New Supervising Architect*
Win. A. Potter, recently appointed Supervising Architect, is said to be entirely free of political prejudice and was the architect of tho
Berkshire
Athenaeum,
Congrcgationalist
church at Spriugtield, Massachusetts, tho Amherst College chapel, and the Princtou Scientific School and library, which is considered
the best building for its purpose in the United
States.

THE SOUTH.
Wnnuoth Discharged.
New Orleans, Dec. 30.—Coroner DeBlac
to-day made an affidavit against Warmoth
charging him with murder. The case was then
tried before Judge Staes. Several witnesses
were examined aud their testimony did not
varj from the account of the affair given by
Warmoth himself, and telegraphed Saturday.
After hearing all the evidence, J udge Staes
decide 1 the charge of murder was not proven
aud discharged the prisoner.
The Congressional Committee,
The Congressional sub-committee, consisting
of Messrs. Foster, Phelps aud Potter, to investigate Louisiana affairs, met here to-day. They
decided to confine tho investigation to tbe returning board and White League. Anderson
and Arrsyo, members of the returning board,
and Ray. Republican, Zacharie, Conservative,
counsel'for the respective committees before
tho returning board, were examined as to tho
law and the mode of proceeding under it. Noth-

developed.
At tho night session Packard, White and
Burke of Orleans Parish, and Koablack of Lafourche, were examined. Packard stated that
he knew of the organization of the White
League before September, 1874; believed it extended throughout the state; believed there
ing

new was

from 3000 to 4000 white Republicans in
New Orleans, less in proportion to the voters
than in any other portions of tho state. It is
believed that the colored voters were intimidated, some by threats of violence, others by
threats of discharge, refusal to lease lands to
Sir. Packard stated that lie did
blacks, &c.
not believe that the Republican state government could maintain itself in this or any other
Southern state without the protection of United
States troops.
Mr. White testified as to the registration aud
election iu his district. One hundred and eighty
white Conservatives were stricken from tho
registration rolls who were entitled to vote, and
the authorities refused to strike off tho names
of several hundred fraudulent registered negroes, although they promised to do so.
Knoblack testified regarding the recent registration and election iu Lafouche parish, and
stated that there was no intimidation of any
kind, and 129 negroes voted tho Conservative
ticket. The returning board refused to throw
out forty tickets that were fraudulently stuffed into one box, and the Conservatives carried
tho parsli notwithstanding by a small majority, hut tho fraudulent votes were also counted
for treasurer.
The object of the committee evidently is to
investigate thoroughly the recent election, beginning with registration and ending witn the
returning hoard.
were

Alight men Killed.
Salt Lake City, Dec. 28.—An explosion occurred iu a coal mioc near Kvanston, Wyoming
Territory, yesterday, an 1 eight persons were
killed.

_

A New Orlcaus special to the Herald says
the situation is growing more peaceful, under a
belief that the Conservatives will he able to
elect their candidates on the assembling of the
Legislature. The White Leagues claim several negro members and the Radicals claim several members as Kclloggites who were elected
as Democrats.

day.
California reports cold and frosty weather
and rain is needed.
The observations of the trausit of Venus at
New Zealand were most satisfactory,217 photographs being taken.
The Dwigers and O’Briens—17 of tbo former
and 15 of the latter—engaged in a tight Christmas at Perkins Mills in Templeton. Ont.,
r.4-
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Liverpool.
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West.

One case assorted Felt Skirls $1.00 each.
500 Embroidered Linen Sets al aboit
2-3 the cost of importation.

Eureka.
Ar at

Bombay

—

Cardiff.
Sib fm Bombay

26, brig Kitty Coburn, Schcly,

HOSIERY,
LAMES’ A CHILDRENS’ UNDERWEAR

All Kinds Dress and Cloak Makiug

OR

Ad Floor.

—

Jewelry, Silver aud Plated Ware,

x->uil,

REDUCE ME PRICKS NOW,
and have re-marked my goods accordingly.
a large and valuable stock of'

uv

WATCHES,SILVER WARE* JEWELRY,

No extra charge for engraving.

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
Room* II aail I'J Fluent Block.
aullsntwttl

CLOAKS !

CLOAKS!

C

still keep

816.00, Worth 848.00,
—

•1

and

—

STREET.

FREE

r,

6c

AT

and from

Steam, Furnaces, Par/cr and Cook Stores,
We warrant

our

_

Foreign Import*.
GRAND MENAN, NB. Schr IIunfer-73,0C0 fresh
herring to Jordan & Co.
Foreign Fxporm.
MATANZAS. Bark Rachel-9165 box shooks, 103
empty casks.
Brig J B Brown—8658 box shooks.
SAGUA. Bark Daring—4600 shooks and heads,
8775 ft lumber, 7325 hoops.
CARDENAS. Brig E 11 Williams—500 box shooks,
555 shooks and heads, 200 prs heading, 18,000 hoops,
290 empty casks, 250 bbls potatoes.
MOULE, GCTAD. Schr Ariadne—5402 box shocks,
8 bbls tar, 331 lbs hams, 165 bush oats, 100 galls turpentine, 100 do lard oil, 1 bbl apples, 5 do phosphate,
2 chairs.
SYDNEY, CB. Steamer Vanguard—2 bales woolens, 41 kegs nails, 3 pkgs poultry, 1 bale robes, 1 sola,

A

jy Please call and get
elsewhere.

36

The Book, Card and .Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, wilt be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
jicrsonal or by mail, will receive

C L O A K S !

All orders, eitho
prompt attention

THUKSDAV, DEC. 21,
shall open

a new

lot of

L E A C II.

CLOAKS AND JACKETS,

MANUFACTURER’S

to

those wishing

C K O W D B U

USEFUL AND DESIRABLE GOODS
—FOR

purchase.
AT

sntf

de24

1 chaise.

ST. JOHN. NB. Steamship Normanton—4905 bbls
flour, 500 do oatmeal, 100 bbls barley, 250 pkgs feed,
150 bags shorts, 147 bags beans, 19,200 lbs tobacco, 6
lbs lard,
cases boots ami shoes,£200 lbs butter. 3100
300 do cheese, 261 pkgs paper, 20,400 lbs cordage, 1
piano, 168 pkgs merchandise.
Rally Roiuestic Receipt*.
Grand Trunk Railroad—Norton & Chapman 200
bbls flour, Marshall & Ilsley 200 do do, D W Coolidge 100 do do, Josselyn & Co 100 do do, Messrs. Millikcn 100 do do, King & Gilman 100 do do, Waldron
True 4 cars corn, Stevens & Co 1 car corn, G W
Greene 1 do do, Gallup & Clark 1 do do, S W Tliaxter 2 do do, Kensell & Tabor 1 do do, Hathaway &
Woods 6 cars oats, Richardson & Co 2 (lo do.
By waier conveyance—1000 husti cornmeal to G W

True & Co.

Holton Stock liiat*

iSaies at the Brokers* Board, Dee. 30.\
Second Call.
Easter^ Railroad.. .... 52J @ 53

possible,

subscribers under the name and style of Thomas P.
Beals *Jfc Co., has been this tlay dissolved by mutual
consent. The debts due tlie late firm will be collected
and the copartnership liabilities will be paid by
Messrs. Darling & Dow, at the store hitherto occupied by the late firm. No. 29 Market St. Portland,
THOMAS P. BEALS.
JOSEPH T. DARLING,
CHARLES L. DOW,
Dec. 16,1874.

cheap

NOTABLE

stuff is

The

as

In this city, Dec 29, by Rev. Dr. Carruthcrs, Capt.
Alonzo K. Hodgdon and Miss Mary N. Hodguon,
botn of Boothbay.
In Saco, Dec. 24, Frank C. Noyes ot Saco and Miss
Winnie J. Moran of Biddeford.
In Metuchen, N. tL. Dec. 23, at the Presbyterian
Church, by Rev. G. S. Plumlcy, pa6tor, assisted by
Rttv. G. L. Westgates ot Brooklyn, Rev. Edgar M.
Smith, pastor of Trinity M. E. Church, Providence,
and Miss Marguercte M. Houschild, lormer Precept*
ress at Kent’s Hill.

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership in business under the name and stylo ot
Darling & Dow, as wholesale and retail dealers and
manufacturers of The Adjustable Spring Bed, Cbauil)cr Sets, Chairs, &c.rat the store heretofore occupied
by the late firm of Thomas P. Beals & Co. No. 27J
29 and 31 Market St., opposite the Post Office.
JOSEPH T. DARLING,
CHARLES L. DOW,
decl7sn2w
Pottland, Dee. 1C 1874.

DIED.

CLEOPATRA CIGARS,

are

requested

to bo

present.

C.

Gorham, Dec. 30, Eva, youugest daughter of
Hubbard and Elizabeth Wilson, aged 19 years.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock.1
In Saco, Dec. 21, Mrs. Mary Gould, aged 77 years
9 months.
In Saco, Dec. 23, Mrs. Dorcas, wife of Levi Abbott,

aged 68 years 7 months.
In Biddeford, Dec. 25, Mr. Jonathan Taylor, aged
73 years 8 months.
In Kcnuebunk, Dec. 15, Miss Susan Trefetlien,agcd
76 years.

In Kennebunk,
aged 37 years.

Dec.

23, Mrs. Almira Hanscomb,

THE

MUDDLE

Miniature Almanac.December 31.
rises.7.30 I High water.6.00 PM
Sun sots.4.37 | Moon rises.12.40 AM

Sun

MAJRI3ME

jSTEWsT

get them at

I.AKBEHT STOCK,
THE BENT liOODN,

ITIyrtlc <V Cumberland Street*.
dc22sn3iu •

To Be I*et.

A

HENRY DEKRING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

Studio in Room 3, No. S 1’lapp’*
■flock,

and will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting on
Tiie*day, Wednesday, Friday nuil Natursntt
noI3
day Afternoon*.

FORT OF PORTI.AND,

€• II. GRANT

W>iIn€H.lny, Drr, ,'iO.
ARRIVED
Steamship Chesapeake,Mangum, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.

Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paint*
ng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bgnk Building, 91
ectlsneodtf
Middle Street.

t

~$3,000.00.

first Mortgage

on

SALEABLE & DESIRABLE PROPERTY
Worth
for

GOING OUT

OF

x

BUSINESS.

SB,000.00,

security will bo given. Address,

■ uAti

mw

a

vij.

uv.x

amt

de29

S30.O00-WORTH

sn2w

8500.00REVVAR1X

FANCY

AND

GOODS

NATIONAL

sold

IKIKIEDIATEL V

OF

FIRE

Hereby otters a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the par
j ty or parties chargerl with the crime of arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
ou November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
Jost,
Couic and get your Winter’s Supply !
saitl re^hrd will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, aud expire*
Cone and buy yeur wife or daughter a
by limitation in one year from this date unless othernice Paisley Shawl or Dress at half price
wise ordered.
for a Christmas Present.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New
York. Dee. 17th, 1874.
decXftrntf
in
Parties
WishPortland for
Best Stand
—

AT

—

BARGAINS.

ing to Engage in this Business.

DR. SARAH W. DEVOLL,

Entire stock will be sold at a discount to sucii il
desired.
WAIT i

DON’T

Women and Children.

dcc2

sntf

office noi’hn. s toOA.in. i to4P.ni,
cc21
sntf

35,000
CIGARS

HAVANA
just received, which

$0.00

Hrgulnr Practitioner of Mnlirinr,
formerly of Newton, Mass., offers licr services to
A

Residence, 32 1-2 Iliffli Street.

GREENOUGH.

A

LAMSOY’S

shall sell until January 1st

we

at

per 100, former Price $7.00.

UlEERSCIIAUM'-piPES,

CIGAR

PHOTOGRAPHS

HOLDERS, Ac.,
AT

FOK

—

PRICES.
REDUCED
UNTIL JANUARY I NT.
to

dccl5

n

DAILEY.

and Middle

Exchange

Christmas Gifts.

make your friend

LEAVITT-&
Cor.

Sts.

sntjar75

and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PERSONAL
however
tho late

or

injured

in

slightly, can obtain a
by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
No. 4 Now Chamin
United
States
Navy,
Surgeon
bers St.. New York City. Communications promptoc29snly
ly answered._

Rebellion,

Pension

drT

be found at bis office and rosidenec,
Persons ran be treated by letter.

FREE

daily.

NEW

HOLIDAY

New

No.

lor

GIFTS.

244 Middle

St„

PORTLAND.

ME.

sudJtwCm

STYLES

('specially adapted

STREET,

PORTLAND,
no7

Call and examine the

special

Diseases ot the Lungs, Throat, Catarrh
and Bronchitis,

73

It is now universally acknow.
edged that there is nothing more
appropriate, in better taste, or
which gives more plesisnre, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prettirly trained, ns a holiday
gift to a dear friend or relative.

morse.

Who has for the last twenty five years, give’i
attention to tho treatment of

can

ft

BOARD

UNDERWRITERS

NOTICE.—All officers, sailors

MISS ANNIE LATHAM
I,an her

PRICES.
eager

1,0 WENT

WAN TED

Now in the lime
Present.

WAY A CO.’s

and after Jan. 1,1875, the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., cn the
eorner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
dc2Ssntf

STREET.

del7

buy IOO.

On

!

a»

ALWAYS

—

Apothecaries.
Corner

and

the soa>on,
appropriate
Plebeian can own it.

any other

191

5 CENTS EACH.
can

PRICEI.

to

LEACH,

GOWELL

Copartnership Notice.

Don’t fail to try them, you

TI1E—

HOLIDAYS

STREET

CONGRESS

to be

snWT&F

95.00 will

S X O C It

—OF—

BROS..

EASTMAN
534

STOCK,

INDUCEMENT*
to

STREET,

invites your attention to bis

oiler

we can

EXTRA

MIDDLE

184

Having juit purchase! the balance of a
BOSTON

ij’itdtfen

NOVELTIES !

SEASONABLE

THE

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The copartnership heretofore existing between the

11.00 will buy 40.

Mitt

HOUSE*

PRINTING

TUCKER'S

—OF—

For Boned Turkeys, Salads, Charlotte
dc Basse, Fancy Cakes &c„ to
C1I AS. W. LUCY,
561 Congress Street.

In this city, Dec. 30, Miss Sarah J. Stanwood, aged
38 years.
[Prayers this (Thursday) forenoon, at 10 o'clock,
Friends and relaat residence, 101 Oxford street.

SON,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

HEAD FRANKI.IN WHARF.

EOR MijW liliAK ».

MARRIED.

prices before purebus

our

Jy'iV

DRY

lation and export.

purchaser* ©f larg*

S. ROUNDS &
MO.

NOTICES.

dec30

«®

ug

THE

ns

QUANTITY.

AND

liberal dixcoaiif

quantilirw.

No Excuse For Being Sick.
No person can use Boschec’s German Syrup without getting immediate reliif and cure. Wo havo the
first case of Coughs, Colds or Consumption, or any
disease of the Throat and Lungs, yet to hear from
that has not been cured. Wo havo distributed every
year for three years over 250,000 sample bottles by
druggists in all parts of the United States. No other
Manufacturer of Medicine ever gave their PrcperaGo to your druggist and
tions such a tost as this
get a sample bottle for 10 cents and try it—two doses
will relieve you. W. F. PHILIPS & CO., Wholesale
TT&S&weow
Agents.

for money and account.
London, Dec. 30—12 30 P M.—American securities
—United States 5-20s, 1865, old, 107; do 1867, 1073;
Erie Railway 25 @ 25$; do preferred
new 5s, 103§.
at 42$.
Liverpool, Dec. 30—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
quieter; Middling uplands 7f@ 7$d; do Orleans at
7|d; sales 12,000 rales, including2000 bales lor specu-

tives
In

Coal to give perfect satisfaction in

QXJAX.IXY

neighborhood.

early

COAL

The above Coals art every way suitable for

we

ns

thousand, viz.,

ton to ten

I,ORRERY nn.l
FRANKI.IN

Rio Janeiro, (and sailed 30th for Padang).
Passed Anjier Nov 4th, Templar, Haskell, Passaroeang for Boston.
Sid fm Antwerp 10th inst, Sylvanus Blanchard,
Green, Callao.

__

48c.

v.v

one

HIUKERY,

Miramiclii,
Ar at Lowcstott 12tb, Ivanboc, Talbot, Ostcnd.
Ar at Batavia Oct 20. Mary Goodell, Ames, from

Send your Ordrrn

COAL

Hl'OtR I,OAF,
NPKINU MOUNTAIN,
HONEY BROOK,
JOHNS,

Bneodfm

«>cl

Rio Janeiro.
Oft Deal 13tb, Moravia, of Bath, at anchor.
Arat Gloucester 12th, Southern Belle. Robbins,

SPECIAL

OF

USl, dO UHMIF (la OHJ

D. C*. GOLDEK, Agent.

Sid fm CarditI 12tb, Elipbalct Greeley, Watts, for

j

STREET,

sell all the

QUALITIES

FIRST

(2nd Floor,)

SON

A

at

COMMERCIAL

36

—

ally decreasing.
FREIGHTS—We have no foreign freights to report this week but give the following coastwise
freights: sch Annie R. Lewis, Portland to Mobile
with ice $150 per ton; sch B. F. Farnum, plaster
from Portlaud to Savannah, 20c per bushc*; sch Scguin, Portland to New York with lumber $2 50 per
M and headings 3c per pair; sch Maggie Dolling.
Portland to Caibaricn and back, cooperage out and
molasses and sugar back, molasses $3 87 and sugar

HOUND*

SAMUEL

CLOAKS,
Vot

L

The old firm of

Elegant Beaver Cloth, Jet Embroidered

[Latest by European steamers.1
Sid fm Newport 11th, Wenonah, Forbes, for Chim-

Review ol Portland Markets.
bush corn, 2861 bush oats.
Shipments—750 bbls flour, 9933 bush wheat, 450
Week Ending Dec. 30, 1874.
bush corn, 3692 bush oats.
the
the
dullest
week
of
This Is pre-eminently
year, !
MILWAUKEE, Dec. 30.—Wheat steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 94}c; No 2 Milwaukee at 90}c cash; 90}c
Commission merchants arc doing nothing, and jobfor seller January; 91|c seller Feb. Com is firmer;
bers have been taking account of stock. The balMixed at 68c. Oats are steady;! No 2 at 514c.
high
but
little
ancing of books shows in many instances
Rye is quiet; No 1 at 97c. Barley is nominal; No 2
margin for profit. The money market shows uc
Spring at 1 28.
Receipts—4100 bbls flour, 52,000 bush wheat.
change, tho enhancement of rates generally inciShipments—5,000 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat.
dental to settling time not having taken place. Gold
Dec. 30.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat is
Oswego,
;
rlnffid mi inf, a f 111X.
steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 22; extra White Michat
1
40.
Corn is dull; high Mixed at 90 @ 92c.
igan
Apples arc 50c lower on a barrel. Butter is a little
Barley quiet; prime Canada at 1 48 @ 1 50.
oft lor best grades. Cheese sells slowly and prices
Receipts—none.
Coffee is very firm, with an j
aro barely sustained.
Charleston, Dec. 30.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 14 @ 14|c.
upward tendency. Copper shows littlo movement,
Savannah, Dec. 30.-Cotton slightly easier; MidFish exhibits little change; mackerel is perceptibly
dling uplands 14c.
firmer. Fruit is lively. Flour is quiet. Grain is
Mobile, Dec. 30—Cotton is easier; Middling upquiet; corn is a little easier, and is quoted at 94@96c<
New or LEAKS,Dec. 30.—Cotton dull and unchangIron continues very much depressed, and prices are
ed; Middling upanda at 14$c.
Lead is quiet, but
a shade lower. Lard Is }c oft.
Havana Market.
without weakness in prices. Leather shows a steady j
Havana, Dec. 30.—Spanish gold 2 21 @ 2 22 pi cm;
improvement. Lumber is very dull. Molasses is
2 25 @2 26.
Gold
American
Exchange is quiet; on
dull and transactions arc limited. Oils are droopUnited States, 60 days currency, at 95 @ 97 prem ;
ing. Produce is fairly active; eggs have advanced
short sight 98 @ 1 00 prem; 60 days, gold, 1 19 @
1 21 prem; do short sight 1 22 @ 1 23 prem; on Lonto 30@32c; onions arc quoted at $3 50; potatoes
don 1 45 (o) 1 47 prem.
command 60@65c. Provisions arc still unsatisfacFreights loading at ports on north coast of Cuba
hhd Sugar at 4 50 @ 4 75; p
tory in pork products, and prices arc still further defor the United States
pressed. Spices arc very quiet. Sugar is dull. Tea bhd Molasses 3 00 @ 3 50; to Falmouth and orders 31
35s.
@
shows a steady improvement. Tin is firmer, with
Wool
more inquiry, and an advance is anticipated.
European Markets.
is in a comfortable condition, with the stock graduLondon, Dec. 30—12.301\ M.—Consols at 91g (&|9J|

O A

CLOAKS

bata.

554c.
Receipts—1057 bbls flour, 11,563 bush wheat, 11,143

WILDE

THAYER

ROBERT

28th, sch Carl D Lothrop, McAllep, Cardenas.

A ValuuDic medical Treatise.
The edition lor 1775 of the sterling Medical Annual
known as Hostetler’s Almanac, is now ready, and
may be obtained, free of cost, of druggists and general country dealers in all parts of the United States
and British America, and indeed in every civilized
portion of the Western Hemisphere. This Almanac
has been issued regularly at the commencement ol
every year for about one-fifth of a century. It combines, with the soundest practical advice for the preservation and restoration of health, a large amount ol
interesting and amusing light reading, and the calendar, astronomical calculations, chronological items,
&e., are prepared with great care, and will be found
entirely accurate. The issue of Hostettor’s Almanac
tor 1875 will probably be tlio largest edition of a medical work over published in any country. The proprietors, Messrs. Hostetler & Smith, Pittsburg, Pa.,
on receipt of a two cent stamp, will forward a copy
by mail to any person who cannot procuro one iu his

BUILDING

_denim

deel

xuuuiao.

SPOKE A*
Oct 10. lat 36 10 N. Ion 24 40 W, ship Thomas Dana,
from Liverpool lor Calcutta.
Dec 28, oft Highlands of Ncversiuk, sch Ella Frances, from Cape Haytieu for Boston.

KALI,

UEtinVIlk’

Maryland.

Mixed at

HARMON,
Congress Street,
A.

GEO.
617

Ar at Cardenas 26th inst. brig Star, Cook, St Thomas; 27tb, scha Ada F Whitney, Marsters, NYork;
28th, Alex Harding, McBride, New York.
Ar at Havana 27th, barque Geo W Rosevelt, Herriman, New York.
Sid 28th, brig Carrie E Pickering, Torrey, for Cardenas.
Ar at St John, NB, 28lb iust. brig Moses Day,Crosby, New York; sch Carrie Melvin, Andrews, from
Cld

1 have

and wish to close them out with the close of the year,
f shall sell my goods to cash customers below value,
which will prove of mutual benefit to my patron
and myself My prices will substantiate all I profess.
tome for Four Holiday Gift* Now.

barquo Mallcville, Thompson,

ivilo,

icdtic

immense

an

Recognizing the tact that there has been a great decline in many lines of goods, as well as in the price
of labor, and woll knowing another season will bring
concluded to take
a decline in our lino also, I have
the lead of the market and

Ar at St Thomas 27th, sch Martha Maria, Vcazic,
Wilmington for Ponce, (dismasted.)
Ar at Matanzas 27th, barque S W Holbrook, Polleys, Portland; sch L W Wheeler, Bowman. Portland ; 28th, brig Gipsey Queen, Morgan, from Buenos
xj

—

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES.

discharging.

vjw

OF

Ami my entire stock of goods at
tlon from old prices.

land.

njivo,

STOCK

ENTIRE

MY
1

OFFKR

NOW

1

STREET.

FREE

5

&

™lm

<le>8

Notice al

ShnltM

On

PORTLAND.

FREE STREET,

5

AND BASTING

C U T TING

4

—

& CO..

EEDEN

T.

E.

DOSE TO ORDER,

(destination not reported.)
Sid fm Palermo Nov 30, brig F II Todd. Green, for
New York; 2d inst, barque Escort, Field, do; 4tb,
brig Atlas, Powers, do.
Sid fm Messina —, brig Ettta M Tucker, Merrimau
for New York.
Ar at Pcnarth 27th inst, barque J II McLaren,
Ludlow, St John, NB.
Ar at Movillo 20th, steamer Sarmaticn, from PortArat Liverpool 27th inst, ship Alice M Minott,
Lowell, San Francisco; 28th, brig Hcnuann, Lane,
Charleston.
Sid tm Aspinwall 13th inst, sch Stephen Harding,
Harding, Pascagoula.
In port 21st inst, barque Panola, Beck, from Philadelphia, disg; sch Speedaway, Coffin, from Boston,

PRICE.

UNDER

MUCH

inst, ship Uncle Tobcy, Sinnctt,

—,

OF

LINE

rVlil,

A

A I,SO

FORTH.

FOREIGN
Ar at Melbourne Oct

LOW PRICES.

EQUALLY

AT

vuv\»

dridge, Pensacola.
Clu 28th, schs Agnes I Grace, Smalley, Havana;
Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Trinidad.
Below, sch Wm F Cushing, from Jacksonville.
At Newcastle 28tb, sch Grand Island, from New
York, to load for Hyanis.
Passed down 28tb, sch Chailotte Jameson, for
Boston.
Sid tm Delaware Breakwater 281b, barque Arizona,
for Antwerp.
NEW YORK—Ar ?8tb, sch E K Wilson, Hooper,
Snow Hill, Md.
Ar 29th, barque H D Stover, Pierce, Havana.
Ar 30th, brigs Wauban, Spencer, Anguilla; Five
Brothers, from Turks Islands: schs Orric V Drisko.
Drisko, Demar&ra; Frank Walker, St Marys; AS
Wiley, from Boston; Emily Curtis. Jamaica.
Cld 29th, barques Frahk, Wallace, for Bristol, E;
Alaska, Perry, Genoa; brig J H Dillingham. Treat.
St Croix; schs Laura Bridgman, Clark, lor St Jago;
E S Powell, Williams, Wilmington.
Passed through Hell Gate 28th, schs Challenge,
Hart, Virginia tor St George ; Planet, Henderson,
New York for Rockland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 28tb, sch Etta May, Dix, trom
Calais.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 29tb, sch Champion, Lurvey,
New York or Calais.
NEWPORT—Sid 28th, schs M J Elliott, Dunham,
(from Portland) for Baltimore; Mott-Haven. Collins,
Calais tor New York; Gentile, Eldridge, Providence
for New York.
In port 28th, schs Bengal, Conary, Rockland tor
New York; M A McCann.Cavanaugh, for New York;
L T Knight, Miller, for Boston; Pilot’s Bride, Eldridge, trom New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 26th, schs C C
Lane, Lane, Alexandria for New London; Etta May,
Dix, Calais for Fall River.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 29th. schs Canaiy, Clark. St
George for Providence; Aluomak, Flye, New York
tor Tbomaston.

GOODS

DRESS

BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, brig Castillian, Owens,

A
of both factions had to be hauled home.
lOjc.
priest who attempted to stop the row was badly
b6£lt6D>
A destructive fire took place in Corey, Pa.,
Tuesday eight, burning three hotels and several stores. Loss heavy.
Professor Seelye declines to be elected to fall j
the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Crockuplands llgc.
Gold closed at 111|.
er.
Chicago, Nov. 3ih—Flour is dull and nominally
disaster
the
Further details of
Cosputrick
shinning extra at 4 25 ® 4 50; Minnesounchanged;
have been received. When the vessel was disa
whnflt. in a/'MvA mul
Hf. 001a
covered to he on tire, eighty persons, mostly
seller for Jan; 92 @ 92|c seller Feb. Corn is steady
and fairly active for new at 66c casli; 66}c seller for
women, rushed into oue of the boats, v-hich
Soon afwas capsized and all were drowned.
January; 66| @ 66fc seller Feb; 714c seller May; old
unsettled and uommally at 82c seller December. Oats
terwards all the masts fell, killing many of tlie
steady and in moderate demand at 534c casli; 52} @
An explosion subsequently ocpassengers.
523c seller January; ottered at 52|e for seller Februacurred iu the stern of ths vessel, completing
ry ; 57c seller for May. Kye quiet at 99c—2c strongthe destruction. The total number of lives lost
er. Barley quietat 1 224 @ 1 24 cash; 1 24 for seller
is
now estimatvessel
of
the
destruction
the
Jan; 1 254 do Feb. Whiskey neglected; held at 97c.
by
es, at 474.
Pork is irregular and lower at 18 974 seller January;
s
Malscu
of
19 15 seller February; 19 40 @ 19 45 seller March.—
late
cashier
l*>bert J. Dallas,
Lard is steady at 13 10 cash; 13 35 for seller FebruareBank,Toronto, who robbed it of $13,000
seller March. Cut Meats are firm and unoeutly. »r„s captured Tuesday night at Eliza- ry; 13 55 shoulders
at 64c: short ribs 94c loose; S P
changed ;
Ho is
beth, N.and $52,700 found on him.
at
Hams
114c; Green Hams at 10c; dry salted shoulheld for rci1,^jl;(m by the Canadian authoriders 64c loose. Dressed Hogs quiet; offerings light;
ties.
7 70 for light grades.
A Mauck Chunck,
Freights dull and unchanged asking 40 for grain, 45
j’a,, despatch says that
the operators and miutsis bavo decided a refor meats, 75 dressed hogs to New York.
On the call of the board m the atternoon—Wheat
duction of 15 per cent, on ow.tract work and 10
active and unsettled at 91c seller for January; 924 @
per cent, on miners’ wages.
92Jc do Febuary. Corn irregular; old at 824o cash;
The funeral of Congressman -«jr0Cker took
now No 2 at 66 @ 66}c seller January ;71} @714 seller
place yesterday. He died without a «i|) leav- May. Oats quiet
and firm; sales at 53c seller Jan;
ing an estate valued at $1,000,000.
nominally at 534c cash and seller December; ottered
An attempt was made to abduct ano-j,e,
at 574c seller May.
child near Philadelphia, but was rescued bj
Woceipts—12,407 bbls flour, 106,240 bush wheat, 47.582 bn-i.
aa.oeo busli oats. 2070 bush rye, 8930
Thi
the neighbors after being taken a mile.
bush of barley.
kidnapper escaped.
Shipments—9291 bbls Hour, 20,480 busn wbr*t 22,The internal revenue receipts yesterday were
838 bush corn, L4760 buau oats, 810 bush rye,J 7018
$230,307.
push of barlev.
The proprietors of the Cornell Watch Factory !
Toledo, Nov. 30.—Wheat dull; No 2 White Wabash 1144; No 1 White Michigan at 1114; No 2 Red
in San Francisco, have resolved to employ
Winter
at 1 094 asked, 119 bid; No 1 Amber Michiintense
teel
causes
which
Chinese workmeu,
gan 1104 asked, 110} bid. Corn is quiet: high Mixed
ing among the present employes. The works
at 70c cash and seller January ;low Mixed 68Jc. Oats
arc not yet fully running.
a shade higher; Michigan 57c; No 2 at 57c.
Clover
Johu Murphy, who used to give sparring exSeed at 5 65. Dressed Hogs—nothing doing.
hibitions with Heenan; was hung at Carson,
Receipts—14,700 bush Wheat, 40,200 bush Corn, 9,200 bush Oats.
Nevada, yesterday, for the murder of J. B,
Shipments—6,200 bush Wheat, 22,000 bush Corn,
McCullum. On the scaffold he made some re- i
4,900 bush Oats.
in
and
al
belief
marks professing
spiritualism,
j Detroit, Dec. 30.—Flour—nothing doing. Wheat
the same time uttering borriblo blasphemy.
nominal at yesterday’s prices: extra White Michigan
1 154. No 1 White at 111 J; No 1 Amber at 1 09$.—
Coru|8tcady; high Mixed 7Ic. Oats are steady; No 1

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

a

Boston.
Ar 28th, schs Henrietta, Langley, and David Miller, from New York.
Ar 29th, barque Klmirandn, (new) from Stockton.
Cld 28tb, ship Benj Scwall, Sewall, for Liverpool;
barque Lorena, Blanchard, Lisbon.
Sid 26tb. scii Melville, for Antigua.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sch Annie Lewis, El-

70c in store for No 2 Chicago Mixed; late yesterday
70}c @ 71c afloat for Western Mixed; 10,000 bush of
Wnite in store at 70c; clojed firm witn fair business;
stock oi Oats in New York 1,183,064 bush. Barleymarket opened quiet, parties apart and closed dull;
no business; Canada held at 1 60 @ 1 63; State 1 30 @
1 45 for No 2 to 4-owcd State; stock of Barley in New
York 421,601 bush. Barley Malt—receips 1600 bush;
sales 2000 bush Canadal at 1 60 cash; the market was
dull anil held above buyers views. Oatmeal steady;
ouoted at 7 50 @ 7 87} for city; 7 50 lor Western: 8 00
@8 25 for Ontario pbbl. Seeds—Western Clover
held at 10 @ 10}c; State 11J @ ll}c; Timothy nominal at 2 75 @ 2 80 per busn; Domestic flax seed at
2 30 @ 2 40. Com Meal—receipts none; export 2960
bbls; sales 1500 bbls and 600 sacks at 4 75 lor brandy wine ; 4 25 @ 4 65 for Western Yellow; 4 30 @ 4 40
for Western White; 4 00 @ 4 50 for Jersey and Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 50 for Southern Yellow in
sacks; city sacked closed at 178; coarse old at 1 63;
new 1 42; fine sifted old at 1 67; new at 1 90 lor bolted
Yellow; bolted White 1 95. Stock of Rye in New York
100,299hush; Peas 11,739 bush; Malt 1,949,932 bush.
Whiskey—receipts 1101 bbls; sales 300 libis at 99}c.—
Tork is nominal at 20 25 @ 20 50. Lard is quiet at 13
11-16 seller Jan. Tallow quiet and steady at 8}. Linseed Oil unchanged—large lots at 77c; jobbing lots 78
@ 79c. Coflee—hholders firm; fair to good at 18} @
i9}; prime to choice at 20@20}c; Java Co3ee26 @
20c. Raw Sugar—holders firm; sales yesterday 1355
bbds, 652 boxes and 1065; fair to good refining at 8@
85c; prime 8}@8}c; refined Sugar in fair demand:
standard at A 9} @ 10c; standard hards, granulated
Petroleum firm; crude in
and crushed at 10| @
bulk at 511-16 @5}c; R S W at llj@12c; cases
is quiet at
Stores—Rosin
Naval
at
17c.
nominally
2 10 @ 2 20 for strained. Tar neglected; Wilmington
at 2 37} @ 2 50. Spirits Turpentine is quiet at 35 @
351c.
The Cotton market is weak and irregular jMiddhng

King Kalakana leaves New York for New
Haven and Bostou by tbe morning traiu to-

u

OIK

OF

A 1,1.

Paased out, barqnc Ada Carter, tor Matanzas; brig

Domestic Markets.
liouK.Dec. 30—Evening.—Breadstuflfs—Flour
—receipts 9738 bbls; exports 2421 bbls; sales of 9750
bbls at unaltered prices; the market was dull, export
inquiry was checked by scant freight room; local
demand moderate. Grain—Wheat—receipts 10,645
bush; exports 57,352 bush; .sales 110,000 bush at 115
in store and 1 1C for No 2 Milwaukee Spring; 111 @
112 in store for No2 Chicago Spring; 114 afloat lor
No 2 Northwestern ; 1 2i @ 1 25 for No2 Minnesota
Spring; 1 27 @ 1 27} for Red Winter; 1 29 for Amber
M ichigan: closed firm and dull at yesterday’s prices;
White Wheat quiet at 1 28 @ 1 37 for common to extra ; stock of Wheat in New York in store and afloat
4,701,301 bush. Corn—receipts 56,493 bush; exports
none; sales 140.000 bush at 88 @ 89c for new Western Mixed afloat; 87c for Southern White instore:
89c for new Southern Yellow; 97 @ 97}c in store and
98c afloat for old Western Mixed; closed at 97}c bid
in store for do; stock of Com in New York 1,156,094
bush. Oats—receipts7V00bush; exports none; sales
60,000 bush at 70c in store for State White; 71 @ 72}c
afloat for do; 68} @ 69}c on track for State Mixed;

destroyed.

rvii

$1.00 yard.
$1.25 Thibets

of those

more

for 09c yard.

Anita Owen, for Belfast. J.

79}

New

_

One case

Demarara for Baltimore.

Pacific.y.94
land grants.991

(Gloucester Fish Market.
For the weekending Wednesday, Dec. 30.
George’s Codfish—Stock light anil market firm; wo
notice sales of 1700 qtls Monday at $5 50 @ 5 75 p
qtl.; stock generally held at 86.
Bank Codfish—We quote at 85 50 p qtl.
Mackerel—The improved tone reported last week
continues;choice lots are scarce and in good demand.
We quoto Bay’s at $9 and $7 P bhl fur l’s, and 2’s.
and Shores $11 and $8 per bhl.
Oil—We quote at 58e per gal.
Smoked Halibut—Wo quote at lie per Hi.
Pollock—We quote George’s cured at $3 25 per
nil.
Prepared Codfish—At 8 @ 8}c p lb.
Herring—Scarce; we quote at $1 75 @ 5 73 p bhl
for round shore and split._

year.
The office ot the Connecticut Fire Insurance
Compauy at Hartford was cloaned out by tire
Many valuable papers
yesterday morning.

Seven pieces Itlack Silks for $1.45 yard.
“
Ten
Lyons Poplins best quality

own;nr c. goldek, Agt.

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 28th, sch Nellie,
from Mayaguez for Baltimore.
Passed in 29tb, brig Silas N Martin, Brown, from

Union Pacific

followers.
The Congressional committee have arrived at
New Orleans.
John Goodman was hung at Ottawa, Ont.,
yesterday, for the murder of the Haywood family. He made a confession.
A Madrid special says it is rumored that Gen.
Esparten is dead.
Duchesne Paucelet, the French workman
who signed the letter offering, to kill Bismarck,
asserts that the alleged conspiracy was only a
joke. He says he signed the letter to the Archbishop while intoxicated.
The Archbishop of Cologue has again been
fined 30,000 thalers and will probably be imprisoned again before long.
The second and last drawing of the Masonic
Relief Association of Norfolk, Va., took place
The following numbers
Tuesday evening.
drew the principal prizes: No. 11,545 drew $7,500; No. 21,195 drew $6250, and No. 47,008
drew $5000.
Gen. Smith, who was found dead at a hotel
hotel in Jersey City, Tuesday, was formerly
Colonel of the 8th Missouri regiment, boro a n
excellent reputation for bravery during the war
and in 1864 was in.commaud of j the district of
North Mississippi.
Wages in the Pennsylvania coal mines will
be cut dowe 25 per cent, at the beginning of
the new year, and a general strike is threatened. The miners say they can stand out a

Jti FI.OOK,

WILMINGTON—Cld 22d inst, sell W G Shattuck,
Crowell, Fortune Island.
NORFOLK—Ar 26tb, ship Uncle Joe, Nichols, fm

bonds.96}

Sinking Funds’...

Loos than Manufacturers Prices,

STREET

FREE

5

&

OF THESE OOODS ABE MUCH

AM,

$7.50, SN.OO and 910.00, wnrlh,
910.00,915.00 and 91* OO.

O’Neil, Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Sid 28th, barque Batavia, Saw-

Michigan Central....
j"*
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central. 99*
478
Northwestern.
Chicago*
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 611
&
Rock
Chicago
Island.Mfijt
The following were the quotations tor Pacihe Railroad securities:

_

J.,„

_n.

Central Pacific

CLOAKS

Ar 19tb. sch M A Read, Strout, Hath.
Cld 24tb, sells G W Andrews, Watts, NewYoik;
Wra Buck, Miller, do.
PENSACOLA—Cld 21st, sell W A Watson, Watson, Pascagoula.
Ar 22d. schs Fctrc!, Merritt, Belize; B L Eaton,
Adams. Kingston, Ja.
Ar 28th. sen Ruth IT Baker, Collins, Providence.
KEY WEST—Ar 28th, sch David Ames, Ames,
Boston.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 22d, brig Mary E Dana.

J^tcilic
Erie.::.;..«i

niNOK TEliJKOKAMS.
Couut Von Aruim has appealed from the
sentence in his case.
Lieutenant A. It. Carter, of the guuboat
Benica, died at Honolulu, November 30th, of
consumption, and was buried with military
honors.
The anuual meeting of the New Hampshire
Agricultural Society was held in Manchester
yesterday. General Nat Head was chosen x>resident. The society is in a very prosperous condition.
Venezuela advices state that the revolution
is in full force and that it is rumored General
has beeu captured with sixteeu of his

—

nf.ua<inia|

Western Union Telegraph Co—ex Uiv.79§
Mail.....

with brisk north aud west winds aud rising
barometer.
The sigual office reports extremely cold
weather to-nignt ar various pans or uiu country. The following are specimens: Albany, 6
above zero, Boston, 10 above; Breckenridge, 23
below; Burlington, Vt., 9 below; Chicago, 15
above; DavonpoO, 6 above; Duluth, fi below;
Eastport, 9 below; Halifax, 1 below; Kingston,
Canada, 8below; Montreal, 13 below; Mount
Washington, 30 below; New York, 22 above;
Oswego, 1 above; Quebec, 28 above. The wind
is blowing 100 miles an hour at Mt. Washington.

CLOAKS I
CLOAKS 1

4

Variation.

No

Onr bale Continental Cottons 9 1-1 els vd
•*
“
fine and heavy S
One “ 3(1 inch
“
11“
Bleached
One case Hills
9 “
One *• Boot 4-4 Bleached
“
One “ Washington Cambrics tl 1-4
“
“
85
Comb
Bates Honey
100
Quilts

GALVESTON—Ar 29th lust, sch Josephine, Stone,
Shieldsboro, Miss.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, ship St Clair, Lcmont,
Liverpool.
Ar at Pass l’Outro 28th, sch Old Chad, Reed, from
Baracoa.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 28th, brig Tally Ho, Sprague,
Jamaica.
Sid 22d, sell E S Newman, Griffin. Havana.
FERNANDINA—Ar 17th. brig Kaluna, Nash, fm

,ll7|

Stocks:

Englnml,

At One Price.

town.

1868.JJII
coupon.[jo

CO..

OFFER FOB OAK WEEK,

elegant Beaver Cloth Cloaks

DOMESTIC I’OKTM.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, barque Osmjn, Rcvell. Port Blakely.
Cld 28th, ship Win McUilvcry, Nichols, lor Queens-

1862.]|4*

&

EEDEN

T.

E.

MEMOHAIVOA.
Barque I* J Carlton, which was scuttled and sunk
at Kingstown, Ireland, to save her from destruction
by tire, has been raised and pumped out.
Sell Frank Treat, (ot Franklort) Downing, from
Aspinwali Nov 29 for Wost Coast, was lost 2d mst oh
Great Coral Island.

Jyy.

decidedly cold and generally clear weather,

e_Li_1

2Rtb, brig Iza. Walls, Portland.
AratCardeuas 2Slh, brig Addic Hale, Sheppard,
Fcrnandina.
Ar at Sagna 28th, brig Lena Thm low, Corbett, fm
Marseilles.

The'following

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
!
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Dec. 31, |1 A M.))

were

con, Havana.
Ar at Cienfucgos

ernment securities^
United States coupon 6 p, 1881.
United States 5-20’p,
United States 5-20’s 1864.......
United States 5*20’s, 1865, old.118*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.
United States5 20’s, 1H67...
United States 5-20’s.
United States new 5’s.
United States 10-40
Curreucv 6’sex in...
Tlio iollowmg were the closing quotations ol

PRESENTS:

CHRISTMAS

House

[from merchant’s exchange.
Ar at New York 30t.h, barque S E Frazer, Nichols,
Pensacola; schs Hattie Ross, Durgin. Matauzas; E &
G W Hinds, Hill, Portland; steamer Eleanora, do.
Cld at Boston 30th, barque Harriet S Jackson, Ba-

..

HOURS.

For Hew

ness

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

will not be open for busitransactins Friday, (New Year.)

In^Thc Custom

fli

ilUTSOKOliOUK'Ab

Woodbridgc, NJ—clay to

Sch ltose, Stickuey, Boston, to load lor Kasti>ort
and Calais.
CLEARED.
Steamship Nonnantou, (Br) Leach, St John Mi,—
Porteous.
John
Sch Helen Maria, (new, ot Addison, 251 tons) Look,
Baltimore—Mowe. Cole <Ss Benson.
SAILED—Barque Carrie E long; brig Clara M
Goodrich; schs Nellie Chase, and Delia Hodgkins.

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York. Dec. 30—Kvenina.—Money was in fair
of
supply end easv at 3 @ 4 per cent, on call most
with
the day but active and dearer in the afternoon
Exchange
cent.
Sterling
call loans advanced to 5* per
firm lor long at 485* @ 485|; demand dull at 489J @
490. Specie shipments to-uay $900,000; engagements
for to-morrow’s steamers $600,000. Gold stagnant
1
all day at 111*; the rates for carrying were|2, 2*, 3,
flat. The
per cent; at the close loans were made
and
interest
in
out
$76,000
ssistant Treasurer paid
bonds
5 100 in redemption ot bonds. Government
an animated
were strong throughout the day and
business transacted. There was rather more disposiottered
tion to sell than of late, owing to the profits
by the advance, and some round amounts changed
$626.The
aggregated
dealings
hands in 67’s alone.
Railroad bonds
000. State bonds were neglected.
in
the
firm
was
early
market
tinner. The Stock
1 per cent.,
dealings, when prices advanced from * @1 bo
widest
lost.
was
partly
but the improvement
changes were in Wabash, which fell from 20* @ 192,
of the advance;
rose to 202, and still later lost mO't
common
Unon Pacific rose from 35*® 36; St Paul
from
Erie
and
®
271
28*; Bake Shore
from 37* @ 38*,
declined from 80| @ 792, with sales at 79* @ 79 seller
the market, llio
60 days, and was the weak spot of
call
other changes were less important ;at the second
and
dull
generally
* @ * per cent,
the market was
The market was
below the best prices ot the day.
a reaction
dull during the last hour of business with
irom the highest point. Rock Island after advancing
the
lmal
the
in
and
dealings
to 1032 reacted to 1022,
The
general market declined from an * (a) | per cent.
in
tlie
increased
and
activity
Island
Healings in Rock
Monev caused the decline.
were the closing quotations of Gov-

Digoda

WASHINGTON.

Postal Order.
The following order to postmasters has just
been issned:
On and after the 1st of Jauuary, 1875, all
printed matter of the second class destined for
Canada will bo treated as though it was
destiued for the United States. The arrangement with tho Canadian postal authorities
ter, says:
time.
at
the
to
preseut
“There is much
say
being that it shall be delivered there free of
It was very honorable to New York that both
charge. All matter of this class coming into
delivered by
our offices from Canada will be
candidates for the highest state office slould
all
of
sides,
men
this department free of charge. The same rule
have been by the judgment
the
state in sich
to
transient
to
do
houor
to
also
lit
newspapers and postal
applies
eminently
csrds.
Whilst it is much to he proud of
a strangle.
dtOn and after February 1st, 1875, the single
in success, there is little mortification in
letter rate to Canada will be three cents, preCharles G. Greene, of the Bostou Post, I payment obligatory, and all letters received
iiom Canada will be delivered free of charge.
says in bis letter:
“The temperate manner observed by DornoDemand upon Railroads,
the
country
crats aud Conservatives throughout
T«e Secretary of the Treasury has made a
ill manifesting their gratification at the result
detmnd upon all the Pacific railroads having
of the recent elections evinces their just appreaid, for the payment to the United
ciation of the moral and political revolution,
tatos.)[ the five per cent, of their net earnIt clearly indicates they do not regard this great
to required liy law. Should the companies
ings
uprising as merely a partisan nupuiou,j
neglec to make such payments within sixty
warning condemnation of those who have
days, aitkm will be commenced against them
abused trusts by usurpations and violated the
in the cturts.
The
constitutional rights of their constituents
Newspaper Stamps.
Democratic
the
by
party
upon
duty imposed
The Tosoffice Department decides that pubof all
generous confidence given it by members
and
underlishers
be
not
to
lews agents shall have the right to
correctly
parties, is too plain
purchase fro a postmasters such stamps for
stood. It is evidently to purify the governprepayment ot postage on printed matter, unment, to promote tbe general welfare by insistder the uew law. as they may desire.
This de|l,« ->uon auimpartiat administration of law in
the protection of personal liberty; to restrain
cision contravenes the impression generally
administrative powers within legal limits in intimated that the now stamps would have to
be both affixed ami cancelled by agents of the
every state, securing to each ono all the attri
butes of sovereignty guaranteed by the fundapostoffice departimnt, and could not be sold to
mental law of the lan l; to enforce such ac
anyone. The sale, however, will be restricted
as
shall conto news agents and publishers.
countability from public agents
vince them that they arc responsible servants,
The Now Postal Treaty with Canada
not arrogant masters of those they are appoint8ipaed,
ed to serve; and to hold the general governNew York, Dec. 30.-*The postal treaty with
ment within those harriers raised to limit its
Hie Dominion of Canada, which was completed
authority, aud which were scrupulously regard- yesterday and approved
by the Cabinet, was
ed during the most happy and prosperous pesigned laut zoning. Under the treaty, letters
riods of the country’s history.”
and printed malts.. r.,r aDy part of the Domin-

Investigation.
In the Pacific Mail investigation to-day.
John lloundy, accountaut of the com/^y*
identified several entries made by l?im* marked

movement for Alphonso.
Madrid, Dee. 30.—Gen. Martinez Campos
has pronounced in favor of Prince Alphonso,
son of ex-Queen Isabella, and with two battalions of soldiers is at Mairvedro, in tho
province of Valencia. A portion of the Republican Army of the ICentre Jhas been with-

F80B ABILITIES FOR THE

Sell T Benedict, Crockett,
J N Winslow.

Sales at Auction.
Fepperell Manufacturing Co.
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 1884...“ @2$
Boston and Maine Railroad 7s, 1894. Jyp*
Boston & Maine Railroad...
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1882.
.;™*
1894..w
do
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THE PRESS,
fHURSDAY MOIMVINti, DEC. 31. >7'

ed and Robbed of $10,000.

AND~YICINITyT

CITY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. C. M.—Association Lecture.
At Congress Halt—Dr. Hcbbard.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Dangerous Situation of Mr. Fennell.
The most daring robbery ever perpetrated in
city of Portland happened last evening
about six o’clock. At that time two men entered the office of the County Treasurer, Sir.

Manchester—Physician.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted -Colored Girl.
To Let—Chamber.

employment—C.

tho

Iioss.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture Piano &c.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
municipal t
BEFOKE JUDGE

onrl.
MOBUIS.

Wednesday.—Patrick Kane. Open shop l.ord’i
day. Fined $10 with costs. Paid.
William McDonough. Search and seizure. Fined
Mattocks & Fox
$50 with costs. Appealed.
Daniel Hollywood. Searcii and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Paid.
William McDonough. Assault on an officer. Examination waived. Recognized in sum ot $200.
Mattoeks & Fox.
Jotting*.
Thu thermometer at Sen ter V, on Exchange
street, indicated o° lieiovv zero at midnight, and
Hrief

at 2 o’clock this

point

remained at the same

morning.
The watch meeting at l’iue street church
will begin this evening at !l o’clock.
There is something that looks like the millennium for travelers in tho report that the Boston & Maine Railroad Company is to dispense
with all fruit, nut and novel traffic on their
passcugcr ears, and that nothing but daily papers and prominent weekly and monthly journals are to be offered for sale on their trains.
On Tuesday night a pair of twins were left
on a

doorstep

on

Myrtle street, by

heartless

a

mother.
Letter carrirrs are forbidden by the J’ostmasr General from soliciting gifts at New Years.
■s, however, doesn’t prevent the good people
«uu .in;

•■'The

ui.'imaut

uianuij,

uuiu

wind yesterday was

as

>v*»

disagreeable

ox.,

as

possible.
said that it was cold

Some one

the street

on

yesterday.

named Gould
Officer Sterling arrested
yesterday, for stealing a valuable set of jewelry
a man

from Harrison Hill, ou Green street.
The agent of the Buffalo Bill Combination
Troupe is in tbe city making arrangements for
their appearance hero on January Gtb, at G. A.
K. Hall, Mechanics’ building.

Temperance prayer meeting at Heeriug Bridge

chapel

this

evening,

at

7£

p.

m.

All

are

cor-

dially invited.
The Savings Bauks will be closed New Year’s
received oa Saturday will draw
interest from January 1st.
The Temperance Reform Club will meet at
Allen Mission Cbapcd this evening. Only those
desirous of joiuing the club will be admitted.
Rev. E. C. Cummings preached the third of

day. Deposits

he series of sermons at the Allen Mission last
evening, to an attentive audience. Text, “Art
Thou He that should come or do we look for

another.”
Small prospect of sleighing for New Year’s.
The sociable at tho Falmouth last evening

largely attended.
Tho Mechanic Blues are preparing for their
second annual reunion, which occurs next Friwas

day evening.

_

ftreord for IN74.
The following is a list of the fires in our city
the present year:
Jan. 13—69 Oxford street. Loss $30; insured.
Jan. 27—Locomotive cab at the Maine Central.
Loss slight.
Feb. 12—Corner of Fore street and Central wharf.
Fox heirs. Loss $700; insured $400.
Feb. 26—Thomas Bresiiu’s house, on Anderson
street. Loss $600; insured $500.
Feb. 27—Marion street, house of Michael Maley.
Loss $25: insured.
March 27—House owned by Fox heirs. Loss $692;
insured.
March 14—Larrabee’s shop on Plum street. Loss
slight.
March 15 .-False alarm from box 14.
April 4—Mill on Deering’s Bridge. Loss slight.
April 5—Eliott Clark’s buildings, on Portland
street. Loss $2500; insured $2000.
Fire

April 6—Fire at East Deering.
April 7—House No. 60 Fore street.

Loss

slight.

April 19—False alarm from box 33.
May 8—Barracks rear of the jail. Loss $1300;

insurance.
Cnlen

no

alarm frnrn lviv

June 9—False alarm Bom box 37.
June 10—Mill on Deering’s bridge. Loss $33.
June 16—Slight fire at No. 5 Franklin street.
August 22—Bear of 14 Summer street. Loss about
$1000: insurance not known.
August 27—Slight iiro at No. 13 Casco street. Loss

$50.

Angust 30—David Libby's buildings. Loss $12G3;
insured $2263.
August 31—American House. Loss S3500; insured
for the same.
Sept. 7—Smith’s stable, on Oak street. Lo6s about
$100; insured for same,
Oct. 2—House cn Tyng street. Loss $200; insured
for same.
Oct. 8—Hasting.-’ fruit store, on Congress street.
Loss $150; insuretl for same.
©ct. 22—At nt on & Maine Depot. Loss S590.
Oat. 24—In Knighlville.
Nov. 10—Jost’s bouse, on Bradford street. Loss
$315; insured.
Nov. 11—Slight fire on Grand Trunk Bridge.

Nov. 18—False alarm from box 42.
Nov. 20—Small fire in Dolan's, in rear of Union
street. Loss $50.
Nov. 24—On board schooner Louise A. Johnson, at
Long Wharf. la>ss $500; no insurance.
Dec. 9—Small fire In Jost’s bouse, on Bradford
street. Loss $750; insured.
Dec. 26—False alarm from box 31.
Doe. 26—Slight tiro at No. 5 Franklin street.
Dec, 29—A. Deering’s house, on St. John street.

Loss $500; insured.
The total loss by lire daring the year was
about $18,000—the smallest loss tor years.
There were thirty-three alarms during the year.
The department is evidently iu a high state of
efficiency under the management of Chief En-

gineer Frank Merrill.
Cumberland Countv Temperance Asso-

Cumberland County Temperance
Association met in the new ball in East Deering, Tuesday, at -l o’clock p. m., and was
called to order by the President, E. II. Starbird. Mr. A. F. Cox was chosen chairman of
—

the Executive Committee. Messrs. Job San.
ford, W. P. Merrill and O. F. Russell were
appointed a Committee on Resolutions, who

offered the following:
Resolved, That we,

as

an

association,

con-

present

the

Statistics.—During
year of 1874 there
have been 500 intentions of marriage recorded
ill the City Clerk’s oflfico, against 430 for 1873.
There have been 782 deaths against 063 for ths
year 1873. During the month of December
there have been 10 intentions of marriage ro
corded and 31 deaths have occurred. The police have made 3349 arrests besides tho large
number of lodgers that have been provided for
tho past

yean_

$800,000,

$40.000.____
Accidents.—Yesterday morning

a

number

of barrels of fish were left on Commercial
street near the railroad track when a passing
locomotive hit them, making the street look
fishy for a long distance. The locomotive was

slightly injured.
Last Friday, Mr. Greuv.lle E. Jordan, cooper
Cross street, was piling away staves in his
shop, when he fell and struck on a pile of
stave*, injuring him seriously.

on

should cxereiso much
economy in the use of water now, as the supply
is very low. The consequences in case of a lire
would be serious. Yesterday noon there vv*s
A

Caution.—People

pressure at the Machigomie
engine home, and for some days there has been
An attempt is being
no water on the hill.
made [by machinery at tho Lake to force
A water famine is
water into the pipes.
hut ten

pounds

imoi incat.

Jacob Graves, Boston, Mass.; for best trio brown
from the exhibitor’s own
ot
stock, ami exhibited by a resident of tlic State
brown
Leghorn chickens, value,
Maine, one trio of
$25.
Jacob Graves, Boston, Mass.; for the best trio of
Dark Brahma chickens, raised from the exhibitor s
ot Maine,
own stock, and exhibited by a resident
$10
trio of
best
the
for
William E. Hadley, Augusta;
in
Dominique chickens, raised by the cxbibitoi
Maine, silver cup. value $10.
Fred.
Portland; lor the best pair of white

Leghorn chickens, raised

..

Fox,

1: for the best collection of
S"lt!'of Consult, Pnrtlan chickens,
owned and bred

Cochins, fowls, or
by exhibitor, residing east of the Androscoggin rivcr $to.
Charles II. Haskell. Portland; for the second best
three trios of light Brahma chickens owned by ono
exhibitor, $10.
Fred. F. Harris, Cumberland; for best tno of partridge and Cochin fowl, exhibited by resident of
Maine, donor not competing, $10.
Albert Noyes, Bangor; for tho best collection and
largest variety of fowls and chickens bred and owned
In Maine by one exhibitor, silver plate, value $25.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Portland; for the best light
[This
Brahma cock, one office desk, value $20.
desk may lie exchanged for any desk of our nianufiicture and the above allowed; donor not compctwhite

largo bruise on his head. At first glance they
tbouvht he bad fallen in a lit, but a iook about
the room showed papers scattered about tho
floor, the safo opened and apparently robbed,
and the back window open. I?y this time a gen

best trio of dark
'"Ih F. Harris, Cumberlandof lor IheBrahma
:

one trio
chickens,
light
value $30.
Fred Atwood, Wintcrport; ior the best collection
of Pouter pigeons in quality, and number of varieties owned and exhibited by a citizen of Maine, a
silver cup, value $10.
Schumacher Bros.; for best collection of bntt and
and their propartridge cochins consisting ot fowls
geny, being the exhibitor’s stock bred in 1874; one
value
$50.
i)il painting,
T. O. Wardwell, North Amlover, Mass.; for the

Brahma chickens,

cral alarm had been given, aud messengers were
at once despatched for the City Marshal and
for a physician. City Marshal Parker and Dr.
C. A. Ring were soon on the spot. By this
time Mr. Penuell had recovered consciousness,
though his mind was still in a coufused state.
The sratement which he made is substantially

Dent uaTK rsraumn

he noticed a man who walked closely behind
him and whose face was muffled. Ou entering
tho office he turned up the light and fell to
reading the paper. A few minutes after six

short moustache, spare frame, thin
face, about five feet and eight inches high,
wearing a dark, snug fitting suit, and Astrachan cap. Ho thinks he saw the man at the
office about a year aud a half ago, ou a similar
errand. The other mau, he who came into the

§10,000 in bank notes aud bonds had been takMost of the bills were in packages of §1000
each. There was considerable amount on hand,
much money being required to settle maDy hills
coming duo at the end of the year. A portion
of the stolen funds was tho persoual property
en.

In their haste the thieves
of Mr. Pennell.
overlooked a box containing several thousand
dollars in go vernment bonds, tho property of
Sewall Barker of Windham, a ward of Mr.

containing considerable

At first be could
mau in the office,

recollect of seciDg but one
but after a time be bethought himself of tho
man who stepped in at the tap on the window
It is possible that the tap may have
pane.
been ou the stained glass in the door, and in-,
tended as a signal from the confederate in tho
corridor that the way was clear.
Mr. Pennell was soon removed to bis home
c...:.1.
*
*.
... 1.......
-,_

Ring.

A mark

was

l.n h.

.......

-„

found

by
head, apparently
cut over the right eye-brow,
made

—

the side of liis
slung sbot, and a

on
a

which may have
been caused by the fall. There were also marks
of strangulation about the throat. The slungshot caused concussiou of the brain, and there
is great danger of inflammation. The gravest
consequences are apprehended, and strict quiet
is enjoined on Mr. Pennell.
After the robbery the thieves opened the back
window, jumped out and made their way to
Chestnut street, leaving the tracks of very big
No farther trace of them
feet in the snow.
has been found, though the police have been on
the search ever since. It is possible that they
left by the boat, though the general opinion is
that they are secreted somewhere about the
city. From the coolness, skiil and audacity
displayed iu the affair, it is surmised that it

managed by professionals. Boston detectives who have been in the city report that they
have traced the robbers of Dearborn’s jewelry
store in Boston to this city, and it is possible
that the expert thieves amused their leisure by
cracking a safe and a lead at the same time,
Mr. W. C. Beckett says that a mau answering
the description given by Pennell came into his
was

The many friends of Mr. Frederick Davis and
wife will be pleased to learn of their safe arrival at their home in this city. Mr. D. lias spent
most of the past two years iu Colorado, where
at one time he was so seriously ill that but
slight hopes were entertained of his recovery.
We are glad to see him looking so comfortable.
Mr. B. F. Atkinson, who was elected Mayor
of Newburyport, Tuesday, on the Republican
ticket, was born in Bradford in this state,
where during his life he has held several local
offices, such as selectman. He .was also a jus-

o/ the peace. He is about fifty years of
age and took up liis*residence in Newburynort
about eight years ago, where ho has carried
on

the business of

ship-building

Congressman Frye

was

in

with

town

success.

yesterday.

Grand Army.—At the meeting of Bosworih
Post No. 2, G. A. It., held last evening, the
following officers were elected fer the ensuing
year: E. H. Hanson, Post Commander; W. H.
Sargent, S. V. Commander; George H. Poor,
J. V. Commander; A. M. Sawyer, Clerk and

Adjutant; George H. Libby, Quartermaster;
A. Hersom, Surgeon; L. G. Jordan,
Chaplain; J, M. Salford, Officer of the Day; M.
L. Babb, Officer of the Guard; W. H. Sargent,
Trustee.
Delegates to Department Convention: H, P. Ingalls, Z. A. Smith, G. H. Abbott
W. B. Smith, It. K. Gatley. The Post is in a
most prosperous condition.

Dr. N.

New Year’s Concert.—To-morrow evening
a grand concert will be given
by homo talent
at Congress street church. At the close of the
concert

our

genial City Clerk

will give select

readings. Jlr. Itobinson is a very pleasing
reader, and with the concert this cannot help
but make

a

very

pleasing entertainment.

Ward’s Opera House.—The present com
pany are proving very popular, and are drawThis evening
ing good houses each evening.
they have a chauge in the programme.

nii»ci

...

the time of tho tap on the window, resembled in personal appearance the notorious
“Scotty,” aud must if the resemblance is marked, ho a most insignificant looking scoundrel.
He saw no man at the window when he turned
to look.
A hasty examiuatiou of the safe revealed tho
fact that it had been robbed, and that about
room at

denomination of the money.

minuv,

...

beard,

money, was taken from tho breast pocket of
Mr. Pennell was much
Mr. Pennell’s coat.
confused from the effects of the blow, and
could give but little account of the amount or

in

Philander Williams, Tanulon, Mass.; for the best
Brahma cockerel, $10.
H. H. Nevens, Portland, for tlio best trio of golden
spangled Haralmrgs owned in Maine, $10. of
white
Mark Pitman, Beverly Mass., for the best
Bochin chickens bred and raised by the exhibitors
n Maine, one trio of buff Cochin chickens from my
best stock, value, $25.
John Q. Twitcbell, Portland, for tho best pair of
Black breasted red game Fowl, $10.
Chas. H. Haskell, Portland, lor the 2d best pair of
Jack breasted game Chickens owned in Maine, $5.
Wm. G. Davis, Portland, for the best trioot dominique chickens. $10.
Jclm H. True, Portland, for tho best trio of Plymouth Rock chickens hied in Maine, $5.
Abner Lowell, Portland, for the best light Brahma
lockerel, silver cup, va.ue $10.
Wm. G. Davis, Portland, for the best trio of white
Dorkings, $5,
H. T. Carter, Portland, ior the best trio of black
Hamburg*, wherever owned, $5.
w. W. Stevens, Portland, for best trio of lloudan
Fowl raised in Maine, $5.
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth, for the best dark
Brahma cockerel, $5.
John Gooding, Portland; for the best pair of ginger
'ed game chickens raised in Maine, $5.
A. E. Shurtleff, So. Paris, lor the best collection of
owl owned by one man in Oxford County, Maine,
$10,
Thomas Cummings, Freeport, for the best pair of
Hong Kong geese, $5.
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth, for the best dark
Brahma pullet, $5.
Chas. ,J. Pennell. Portland, lor tho best collection
if Pontcr pigeons, $5.
Geo. E. Brown, Portland, Photograph oi tho dark
Brahma cock that takes the lirst premium, value $5.
Smith, Tibbetts & Co., Portland, for the best trio
if Crevecoours, owner residing in Me,, one doz. lino
ilver plated ivory handle knives, value $15.
A. II. Drake. Stoughton, Mass., for the best trio of
’lymouth Rocks owned in Maine, $10.
H. F. Furbish, Portland, for the best Canary bird,
55.
James E. Carter, Portland, lor the best display of
Iressed poultry, $10,
Samuel E. Spring, Portland, ior the best Show of
rout alive, silver cup, value $10.
H. N. Jose, Portland, for the best collection cf furtearing pets, $10.
E. N. Perry, Cape Elizabeth, for tho best trio of
irown Leghorn chickens iroin any stock raised in
,lainc, Donor not competing, $10.
C. 11. Haskell, Portland, for the 2d best pair of
ilack breasted game iowls ow ned in Maine, $5.
David Boyd, Portion I, lor the best pair ot Japan

upon the floor, with his neighbors about liim,
though he has an indistinct recollection of feeling a grip about his throat.
Mr. Pennell describes the mau who asked
him to cash tho check as small sized, with dark

wallet

i.uscu

light

o’clock a man entered the room, stepped up to
the railing in front of tho desk and asked him
if bo could cash a check. Mr. Pcuuell, who at
once felt suspicious of the mau aud his motive,
replied that he could not at that hour in the
Just then a tap on the window behind
day.
him arrested his atteutiou, aud he turned to
A slight movement of the man before
look.
him caused him to turn quickly around. lie
saw another man entering the door, and that
was
tbo last he knew until be found himself

A

cueacret

;up, value $15.
Mark Pitman, Beverly, Mass.; for tlio best trio of
fault Cocliln chickens bred and raised by the exhibitor
in Maine; jono trio of while Cochin chickens from
my best stock, value $25.
P. H. & J. M. Brown, Portland; for the best
iarnnze turkey raised in Maine $10.
Sumner C.Band, Portland; for the best three pairs
white smooth-head and fantail pigeons raised and
awned in Maine, $5.

follows:
Shortly before six o’clock last evening he
went to the Advertiser office for a conv of tho
evening paper, turning out all the lights in his
office except one, before he left. On his return
as

tice

Hank Dividends.—The hanks have declared
tho following semi-annual dividends payable
next Saturday: Cumberland National, 61*4
National Traders
per cent, on $2.50,000, $15,623;
5 por cent, on $300,000, $15,000 00; Merchants’
National, 5 1-3 per cent, on $300,000, $16,000;
Canal National. 5 per cent, on $600,000, $30,000; Casco National, 5 per cent, on $800,000,
$40,000; First National, 5 per cent, on

a 10.

floor. He at once ran for assistance, and met
in the corridor Mr. George Libby, clerk in the
City Treasurer’s office, and Mr. Edward WilThese
son, Deputy United States Marshal.
gentlemen hastened to Mr. Pennell’s office and
found him in an unconscious condition with a

full

j

pairs of Muscovy ducks, owned by the exhibitor,

At five minutes past six Mr. Penuell was alone
in his room. At twenty minutes past six he
was found senseless on the floor of his office.
At twenty minutes past six a newsboy, who
was on his rounds with the evening paper, called at the County Treasurer’s office, and there
saw Mr. Penuell stretched seuseless upon the

Eurposes,

to

r. E. Wheeler, Portland; for l>o«t pair of capons,
S10.
P. E. Wheeler, Portland; for the best collection
of wood ducks, not less than three pairs, $5.
Gibson & Waterhouse, Portland: for the best five

jumped out, made their way to Chestnut street,
and thence to parts unknown. Tho assault and
robbery were adroitly plauned and boldly executed. It was the affair of but a few minutes.

sider ouisclvcs bound to interest ourselves iu all
shop yesterday aud asked to have a check cashthe temperance work of Cumberland county,
ed.
and to this end we will endeavor to reach and
The robbery must have been the work of a
encourage every friend of the cause in waging
an
uncompromising warfare against every very few minutes. Mr. Horsey, the City Treasenemy until he is defeated or driven beyond our
nrer, passed Mr. Pennell’s office at five minlimits.
Resolved, That we call on the Legislature to utes after six, and beard no sound and saw no
When the sheriff’s office
suppress, by legal enactments, the sale of all
men in the corridor.
homo mado intox'cating drinks for tippling
was closed, at six o’clock, all was quiet, Young
and to so improve our present proibitory law as to make its violation imprison- l Hall, the news-boy, says it was «en minutes
ment for the first offence.
past six when he discovered Mr. Pennell. There
Resolved, That we ignore all party lines iu
were evidently two, and probably three, men
voto
for
will
not
any
this work, and that we
If the tap heard by
concerned in the robbery.
candidate for office who is not a prohibitionist
Mr. Pennell was on the outer window, it must
and a total abstainer.
Resolved, That the burdens thrown upon us have been made by a confederate stationed to
by the liquor traffic are too grievous to be borne,
It may
see that the way for escape was clear.
and that we will not submit to such wrong,
tbo man iu the corridor to
made
been
have
by
all
which were
adopted unanimously.
give notice that no disturbance was to be fearIn the evening a very large temperance meeted. The men, Mr. Pennell thinks, first robbed
ing was held, and addressed by H. M. llryant,
him of his pocket-book and then rifled the safe.
Job Sanford, J. B. Fillebrowu, Rev. O. FIn the coarse of the afternoon he saw an unwith
and
music
J.
others,
Chase,
Itussell, A.
known man hovering about the corridors, and
by Misses Alice William, Carrie Clark, and
once or twico strangers opened the door and
Mr. D. R. Dresser; and thus closed another 'of
hastily glanced into the office. There was a
the pleasant gatherings of this Association.
large amount of money on hand because it was
The people of East Deering entertained the
there were many
Over
sixty signed near the close of court, and
strangers present hugely.
jurors and witnesses to be paid.
the pledge and joined the Association. There
Personal.
will lie auother meeting in the new hall Sunday

eveniug, wlieu good speakers will lie
address the meeting.

premiums

Thomas Penuell, engaged him in conversation,
knocked him senseless, robbed the open safe of
$10,000, took a pocket book containing a considerable sum of money, from Mr. Pennell’s
person, raised tho back window of the office,

Pennell.

May 11—False alarm from box 53.
May 23—Slight (ire in the Bethel building,

ciation.

There has been a large number cf
special premiums offered by individuals and
the association. We give below the special
offered by private (persons, in full.
used.

Mrs.

Constant

The auuual exhibition of the Maine Poultry
Association at City Hall next raouth promises
to lc the largest exhibition ever held tin the
state, lloports received daily front different
parts of the state tend to show that all the
available Epace in the city building will ho

THE THIEVES STII.I. AT LAKOC.

To-Day.

New Advertisement*

horn Cock

The Maine Ponllry Association.

County Treasurer FeiineU Assault-

;

lantams. $5.
John M. Adams, irortianu, ior me ucsi exmuiuon
it water fowls. $10.
Chas. R. Milliken, Portland, for the best pair ot
vild turkeys, $10.
John A. Lora, Kennebunk, for the best collection
.f white cochins, old and young, bred in the State of

Paine, $10.
T. P. Beale, Portland, for the best pair of Aylcs1 iury ducks, owned and raised in Maine, one folding
1 (Odstead, value $20.
Atherton Bros., Hallowed, for the largest and best
of any one variety owned and bred in
< ollection
laine, one pair buff cochins, value $10.
J. H. Hooper, Portland, for the best trio of light
] >rahmas, one tine Easy Chairs, value $10.
Chas. H, Haskell, Portland, for the 3d best (three
( •do) of liebt Brahma chickens, $5.
Jacob Graves, Reading, Mass., for tlic best trio of
.artridge cochin chickens, owned and exhibited by a
esident of Maine, and pat ridge cochin cockerel,
( iraus stock, value $25.
F. F. Harris, Cumberland, for the best six buff
( /Ochin bens, exhibited by a resident of Maine, $10.
F. O. Bailey, for the best collection of brown LegI 10m chickens, raised from exhibitor’s own stock, in
J laine, $10.
R. O. Conant, Portland, for the best collection of
1 antail pigeons, $5.
E. L. O. Adams. Portland, for the best ccllection
f crows, not less than tour, $5.
A. J. Chase, Portland, for tlic best trio of Dominiraised in Maine. $5.
uejlGghom chickens
A. J, Chase, for the 2d best trio of Dominique
in Maine, $5.
raised
1 jeghorn chickens
Isaac Dean, Taunton, Mass., for the six best speciexhibited by a citizen of
and
owned
, aens of pigeons,
laine, $5.
tlio best trio ol whitefor
N. B. Dalton, Dealing,
I st ced black Spanish chickens, raised from the exilicof
resident
tor’s own stock,
Maine, $10.
S. I. Bestor, Hartford, Conn., for the best colleci ion ot spangled game fowl and chickens, presenta1 ion cup, witli special design of game fowl, value $15.
A. R. & S. H. Doten, Portland, for the 2d best trio
if Dominique Leghorns, $10.
By a citizen, tor the best trio of dark Brahma
owls owned in Maine, $10.
Nathan Wood, Portland, for the best light Brahma
< ock or cockerel, $5.
C. A. Donnell, Portland, for the best trio of buff
( locliin chickens raised and exhibited by a resident of
1 laine, $5.
John Cooper, Portland, for the best trio of part, idge Cochin chickens, raised by a boy under 12 years
( f age, resident of Maine. $5.
G. V. Eastman, North Conway, N. H„ for the best
t rio of Gray Dorkings raised in Maine, $5.
Andrew Hawes, Deering, for the best pair of Rou* n Ducks, $5.
M. Stevens, Portland, for the best pair of Cayuga
] )ucks, $5George H. Ballard, Deering, for the best pair of
j Irobaen Geese, $5.
Wm. Chenery. Deering, for the best trio of Part1 idge Cochins raised in Maine, $5.
T. P. Place, Portland, for the 2d best trio ot Buff
( tocliin Chickens, owned and bred in Maine, $5.
j. s. Winslow, Portland, for the best pair of Wild
| ieese, $5.
A. M. Smith, Portland, for the best pair of Egyp1 ian Geese, $5.
A. F. Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth, for the best pair of
Vhite Pea Fowls, $5.
Stephen Johnson, Portland, for the best Plymouth
lock Cockerel raised in Maine, $10.
Charles A. Eaton, Portland, for the best pair of
rhite Carrier Pigeons, owned and bred in Maine,
ther than my own stock, $5.
C. C. Hall, Portland, for the best paif'of Redwinged
’urbit Pigeons, $5.
Charles B. Varney, Portland, for the best collection
( f squirrels, not less than three varieties, $5.
Loring, Short & Harmon, Portland, for the best
rio of White Crested Black Polish Fowls or Cliick( ns, one Illustrated Bfble, value 10.
Fred F. Hale, Portland, for the best ami largest
ollection of Asiatic Fowls and Chickens, raised and
wnedbya citizen of Maine, one Oil Painting and
1 i'rame, value $50.
Portland Stone Ware Co.. Portland, for the best
, rio of Colored Dorkings, Poultry Fouutuics, value

]

J

i

(
(

10.
C. O. B. Khnbali, Portland, for the best collection
f Games, old or young, of not less than five varieties
ther than Black Reds, $10.
Charles Ramsey, Portland, for the best pair of

Vhite Pile Game, $5.

v

;rested Calcutta Pigeons, §5.
Charles E. Jose & Co., Portland, for the second
1 •est pair of Swans, one pair line Bohemiau Vases,
aluc $20.
John N. Lord, Portland, tor the heaviest trio of
} ,iglit Bralima Chickens raised by a lady, resident of
rlaine, $5.
Charles H. Chase, Portland, for the best pair of
frown Breasted Red Game. $5.
George F. Hitchins, for the best pair ot Earl of
1 >erby Game, $5.
N. Whitney, Portland, for the best pair ot Spangle
, lame Bantams, $5
T. J. McDaniel, Hollis Ccr.ter, for flic smallest trio
f Golden Seabright Bantams,one pair of Brown Leg10m Fowl, value $10.
A. J. Rich, tor the be6t trio Silver Spangle Polish,

\

John A. Emery, Portland, for the best pair Native
1

'urkeys, $5.
J. S. Palmer,

Poi timid, for the best

pair

of

White

'urkeys, $3.

Charles H. Adams, Portland, fo" the best pair of
1 *ea Fowl, $5.
Nathan Cleaves, for the best pair of Silver Pheasr ills, $5.
Wni. Senter, Portland, lor 1 lie best pair of White
, lose Comb Bantams, Opera Glass, value $10.
It. L. Davis, Portland, for the besfapair ot Black
toge Comb Banlams, one Webster’s Unabridged Die-

J ionarv, value §10.

Morse, Portland, for the best tri§ Dunghill
1 'owls, $5.
J. 'J Lewis, for the best trio of Frizzles, §3.
E. Dana, Jr., Portland, for the best pair Turbit
j ‘igeons, owned and bred by exhibitor, resident of
1 laine, $5.
J. E. Harriman & Co., Bangor, for the best three
t rios of Butt'Cochin Chicks, Silver Cup, value $10.
A. E. Howell, Portland, for the best trio of Black
!oehins owned in Maine, $10.
J. E. Jenks, Portland, for the best collection ot Nat ive Fowl, not less than ten in numl>er, $5.
O. M. & D. VV. Nash, Portland, for the best pair ot
, olored Muscovy Ducks, $3.
Tenney *& Leighton, Portland, for the best P.irtidge Cochiu Cockerel raised in Maine, 5 Poultry
'ountains, value $10.
Hoyt & Fogg. Portland, for the best trio of Light
frahma Chickens, any of our publications to the vale ot $10.
Jacob Graves, Reading, Mass., for the best trio of
* light Brahma Chickens, raised from his own stock,
nd exhibited by a resident ot Maine, $10.
Leon Lobenstein, Portland, lor the best pair White
Carrier Pigeons, $3.
Leon Lobcmtein, Portland, for the best pair Mdtled Tumbler Pigeons, $2.
Same, for the best pair Black Mottled Trumpeters,
N. W.

\

J

5.
1). W. & S. B. Dean, Portland, for the best trio of
i frirt Cochin Chiekens raised in Maine, one Fancy Li1 rary Chair, value $20.
Fr ink E. Hall, Portland, for the heaviest cock, one
f lie English Rubber Coat, value $12.
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, for the best dark
fr alnna Cockerel, one Bird Cage, value $10.
R. O. Conant. Portland, for the best collections of
j km tarns containing not less than live varieties, $5.
James & Williams, Portland, for the best trio of
* iolden Spangled Polish, $5.
Hill, Tibbetts & Co., Boston, Mass., for beat trio
i )0iu&J<iuc Leghorn Chicks raised Iu Maine, $0.

Bis

meeting

were

lowing is

Kennebec—At least one-third

tui

Penobscot—Great improvement during the
last six or eight mouths; number of prosecutions doubled.
Piscataquis—8 indictmeuts iu 1874 against 1
in 1873. No difficulty in enforcing the liw and
suppressing dram shops.

some common
were taken

family

cause,

down,

The number of convictions of liquor sellers
iu the Supreme Court,
together with the
amount of fines imposed upon rum sellers, and
paid by them into the several county treasur-

read

ies, and the number of commitments to jail for

keeping dram-shops,
earned, is as follows:

for

Convictions.

the

several

years

1866. 55

about? 2,000

69
1868
95
1869
1870 .174
1871 .258
99
1872
1873 .105

4,536
7,773
15,398
11.063

7,006
13,212
30,898

where a
in this

0

N'ew Brunswick and Canada Railroad is leadng to some new things in the way of trade,
iu Presque Isle, this winter, eight millions of
ihingles will be manufactured aud forwarded
ly rail to Boston at special rates. The course
irhich the shingles will take will be somewhat

as

<

Dr. French said that this complaint of the
{ alvanized iron pipe was not new; that for exmple, iu JIalden. they were obliged to tear up
11 of these pipes; that there had been sevral cases similar to that he reported, in this

They aro to be hauled from Presque
distance of about eight miles below
L’obique, where the railroad is reached. Tliouce
hey are to be sent by rail to St. Mary’s station,
maled across the river by teams and forwarded
[sle to

J( ity.

Dr. Weeks suggested that there ought to be
from this society to examine the
c ondition of the lake aud deposits therein made
; nd of the service pipes.
Dr. Spaulding road a very interesting report
f a case of radical cure of stricture of the
,J
achrymal duct. Some discussion ensued as to
of the different modes of
* he relative merits
( perating in these cases.
Dr. Hersoin read a report of apeculiar case of
the diagnosis of which re{ bdominal tumor,
In the discussion which
, uaius undetermined.
* usued,
the opinion seemed to prevail that it
} > as an instance of enlarged spleen.
The business committee leported as follows:
tt the next meeting Dr. T. A. Foster will reort a case of injury of the brain from a fall;
)r. Merrill, a case of myelitis; and Dr. Gordon
case of prolapsus uteri. Adjourned.

>f freight.
Isaac Berry of this city lias just shipped
.000 barrels of Early Rose potatoes to Norfolk
:or

milk, making 12,071 lbs. of cheese,
green),—9J lbs. milk to a pound of cheese; aud
10,921 lbs. cured cheese,—10 U5 lbs. of milk to
This is full an average of «heesc for
t pound.
,he quantity of milk with other factories reported. Cost of monufactnring, 3$ cts. per
pound. The cheese was of an excellent quality
bs. of

A New Church.
Tho members of Pine street church and oont regation have been at work some time to raise
i unds to build a new meeting house. When by
arious means they had secured about fifteen
t housand dollars, Mr. William Deering, late of
1 ’ortland, now of Chicago, proposed to give the

vml all sold at the factory for 15 cents.
post of buildiug and apparatus, ®1,650.

ociety five thousand dollars on condition that
t
hey raise twenty-five thousand dollars, the

The

s

Temperance in’

1

;emperance meetings, similar to those
jeing held in this city, aro to he inaugurated in
The first of the
Bath the coming winter.

hurch edifice to be of brick, solid, substantial
y no means elaborate, aud emphatically free,
£ o that the poor could hear the glad tidings of
L

■eries will bo held in the City Hall on TbursJ. R. McKelvcy, Esq.,
lay night, Dec. 31.
President of the Portland Reform Club, will
speak at that time. In January Thomas A.
Doutneyof Boston will speak upon the same
subject, in Sagadahoc and Liucolrt counties, as

alvation as well as the rich. This edific?is not
t o exceed in cost thirty thousand dollars, and
The trusa be free from debt when dedicated.
t »es had previously passed a vote to have a free
ouse. The proposition was received wi th joy

gladdened many a heart, and awakened
The result was an inzeal and energy.
tense of subscription by many who had given
Others
have
come nobly to their
before.
reely
f id, and if the donors will permit, the privi1 :ge is craved of mentioning the names of the
state of Widow Ham of Bangor, five hundred
t ollars, and of this city John Mussey, Esq., six
1 undred dollars; also Mrs, A. B. Stephenson,
E. Blabon and James M. Kimball, five hunWith this additional and
red dollars each.
t
1
imely help there remains only about four thoudollars more to raise, and with the cns and
( ouragement given by men of means there is
0 doubt but that ere long there will be erected
c n the site of the old church on Pino street, a
( ommodious brick house, standing with open
and
oors, inviting the passer by to come iu
ml

followsSunday afternoon, January 10th, iu
;lie Baptist house, Monoueag, Woolwich; Sunlay night, iu the Winter street church, Bath;
Monday night, the 11th, meetinghouse, Bowloin Centre; Tuesday night, 12th, town hall,
Richmond; Thursday night, jlth, City Hall,
Bath; Friday night, Methodist meeting house,
Westport; Saturday night, 16tb, meeting house,
So. Boolhbay; and Suuday night, 17th, meeting
liouse, Southport.

iew

(

STATE

*

The students of the East Maine Conference
Seminary have undertaken a coarse of four
lectures, to be given in Lyceum Hall iu the
The following are the
month of January.
names of
those who have been eueaeed as
lecturersRev. W. H. H. Alurrav, Boston;
Rev.Cyrus Stone, Bangor; Rev. K. O. Knowles,
Rockland, and Rev. George Forsyth, President
if the Seminary.

arcastic vein.

He is a large mouthed man, of
He is
j leasing appearance aud easy address.
consummate actor, and in story-telling is no
rival of Gough. His voice is soft yet
I euetrating aud he has not yet entirely rid
His
1 imself of the brogue of the Green Isle.
s
tories, some new, some old, but all good, wore
•1.1__ 1
1_1 1... il.
_1*_
_1. __1_a.
1

ripple of laughter daring
portion of the lecture. Toward the

continual

the
close
f his effort ho grew satirical, and his direct ious as to filling a purse, delivered in the
rarest manner.produced a marked impression.
'o keep a full purse it is necessary, he pro( laiined, to avoid ever lending niouey to a poor
I ran or giving it to the
poor, and to avoid
lany similar errors to which foolish men are
able. The lecture was one of the most euteit liningof the course.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A man by the name of Emerson Bachelder,
who lias been at the Alms House, Bangor, for
near
some weeks, committed suicide by poison
.lie Burnettizing Works, on Tuesday afternoon,
of
lie was about fifty-five years
age, unmarried,
ind has relations in Bangor.
a
little
instant
On the 27th
boy six years of
ige, son of Thomas AIcCard, jr., of Hampden,
netjvitli a serious accident, thereby losing the
,hree first fingers of his left hand entire, and
lartially severing the fourth. Ho was in the
ict of holding a stick of wood for another boy
;o split, when the axe fell upon his hand.

J

The Museum.—We are pleased to inform
t ur readers that one more opportunity can be
1 ad this evening to see the beautiful drama of
Behind a Mask.”
The managers of the
1 fuscum have couseuted to the
solicitatious of
I Ir. Arnold’s friends to make this change, and
all produce the “Ticket of Leave Man” at the
r latinee on Friday
aftcruooD, in which Mr.
1 Lrnold will assume
the character of “Bob
I trieily,” supported by the full strength of the
^

1

luseura company.

Cadets’ Ball.—The Portland Cadets give
j heirannual ball at City Hall this evening,
'hey have sold a large number of tickets and
t f course will have a good time.
The tiokots
1 ave been sold with great care and they will
,i oubtless have a select company.
Lectures.—A new course of lectures by Dr.
I lebbard, who lectured so successfully four
S cars ago in this city on physiology, will bo do] vered in this city soon. The dates will be
f mud in our amusement column.
1
Board

Agriculture.—The Penobscot
c mnty meeting of the State Board of Agriculf ire was held at Etna on
1
Tuesday. The Presiof

<] ent, Samuel Wasson, presided and gave a
s tiort history of the
Board. J. E. Shaw of
I lampden read a paper on grass lands and pasa paper on
1 ires; Mr. Wasson read
Wheat
( ulture; D. M. Dunham on Farm Experiments;
^
1

Ir. Stuart on

Underdrawing.

Each of

X apers called out considerable discussion.

i-vJ

the

Air. Dennis Clancy of Orono, at work in the
woods for R. J. Hamilton of that place, was
icverely injured by the falling of a heavy limb
:rom a tree, on Alonday last, which crushed
lim, breaking his collar boue.
A very large and enthusiastic meeting was
leld in Bangor Tuesday night to take into coulideration the introduction of the Holly system
if water works iuto the city, and to build in
onuectiim therewith a dam at Treat’s Falls in
lie Penobscot river, which shall supply
mtnense power for manufacturing purposes.
L’he Holly .system was explained by the agent
if the company, and a committee was appoint'd to examine more minutely into the working
1 if the
system, the purchase of lands, rights,
:tc., on which to erect the pump houses and
ither necessary apparatus.
YORK COUNTY.

The receipts of the York County Agriculural Society for the present year, including the
lias been
imount brought over from 1873,
i
>1,773.79; the expenditures, $1,669.17. This
eaves a small balance in the hands of the
treasurer.
The long pending claim for land damages
Boston &
! •eiween the Wakefield heirs and theout
of the
Maine Railroad Company, growing
the "extension” through the
j lassage of
'Wakefield field.” so called in Saco, has at last
1 leen settled. The heirs receive $2,949.74.
JUNCELLANEODR AOTICEH.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sell to day, at 10 a. w.,
n
house 23 Casco street, all the furniture in
aid house. At salesroom, 176 Fore street, at
0 o’clock, some very choice singing canaries,
I ice auction column.

j

217 Cumberland Street
Housework.

AT
A

colored girl to do
de31tf

a

tf

de28_

200 (CANARIES

To Let.
LARGE Iront chamber at No. 30 Brown St.
de312w*

AT AUCTION.
On THURSDAY Dec. Slat, at 10 o'clock,
at
Street,
WE
choice lotol Canaries recently imported Irom
the
liartz Mountains. These Birds must be sold
shall sell

J A \ I A R 1

rooms

176 Fore

very

a

as
Is a

wishes to return to Germany. This
very
choice lot of singers.
F. O. BAILEY A C o.. Anctieaem
owner

'_iijt

dec30

±Q7B.

Household

Furniture

AT AUCTION.
THURSDAY. Dec. 31st, at 10 A. M., at House
23 Casco, Residence of J. Levy, Esq. We shall
sell the furniture in said house consisting of Parlor
Suit in B. W. and Hair Cloth. Lounge, Marble top

ON

prior

Tallies, Whatnots, Chairs, Rockers. Solas. Tables,
Painted Marblejtop Chambers Sets, Toilets, Mattresses, Ingrain and Velvet Tapestry Carpets, Dining
Tables and Chairs, Crockery, Glass Ware, Parlor
Coal Stoves, Cook range together with the Kitchen

to that time.

Furniture.
F. O.

BAILEY A CO Auc tioneer*.
dec23d3t

Furniture, Piano Ac.,

FITZGERALD

37 cts., 37cts.

37 cts.,

A.T auction.
SATURDAY. Jan.

2nd,
WEChambers
o’clock A. M. at salesroom 176 Fore St. Five
in Hair Cloth and
Sets. Parlor
shall sell

Merino Vests for dents

on

at 10

Suits,
Crimson Terry, Carpets, B. W. Book Case, Parlor,
Dining Room and Kitchen Furniture, Feather Beds
Mattrasses, Pailor and Cook Stoves, Crockery and
Glass Ware. &c., &e.
new

50 cts., 50 cts., 50 cts
Merino Vests for dents

F. O. HAILEY & 4 0..

enori

uHimAV

Merino

for

Underwear

Children,

U3t

Mr

hvn>

A IJCTIOYEEBS

75 cts., 75 cts.

,

Auctioneer*.

dec31

1

anu

Drawers, dents’.

Merino
75 cts

persistent

by

hopes

75 cts., 75 cts., 75 cts.

AND

—

—

Commission Merchants,
No. 18 Exchange SI., Portland.

Prices Lower than

A. NT. MORGAN,
11. B. DYEB.

I

auldtt

f

o

rA j*./

O 4

O 4

o 4

CIS.,

!

to close out liis entire

Ladies’ Merino Tests.
will last but

stock of

short time !

a

IWOKGAN A

418 Congress Street, between Exchange,
and Temple Streets.
CATOLOGITE SALE OF

BE SERE AND SEE THEM.

davisT& CO.
MARCHIONESS CORSET.
Fringes

just received.

DAVIS & CO.
tlcu.HO'I'"'

NELSON- & CO.

and continue until closed.

Skirts

Gloves, Hoop
and

publishers

Histories,
Holiday* comprising Biographies,
Juveniles, Annuals and Story Books in variety.
and
1 P 71
of
Hale
IO
A.
71.3
Hour*

and

Hosiery

vests,

7IORGAN A DYEK, Auctioneer*
dtf
decll

Corsets,embroid-

For the

ered Linen and Lace

Handkerchiefs,

and

INCLUDING

—

—

Work Boxes,
Glove and Handkerchief Boxes

Dressing Cases,
Needle Cases,
Spool Cases,
Portmonnuies,
Hand Mirrors, Ac.,
n

of families

goods

in

Walter

in

housekeepers

want of

Hdkfs.,

Embroidered Initial

ofler

our

give

—SUCH

VERY

Pockets,
Foot
Rests,
Backs,
Slipper
Marqueterie Cabinets and Tables,
Portfolio Stands,
Jardinieres, Fire Screens,
Music Stands, Wall

Card Receivers, Work Tables,

INSERTINGS,
shall open in

cl which wc

days

Fancy Chairs,
Easy Chairs.
Parlor Desks, etc.,

Cor. Congress & Myrtle Sts„

—AND—

a

few

A9—

Easels, Pedestals,

RESPECTFULLY,

'_

namuiug

large assortment of

HOLIDAY GIFTS,

J. H. FITZGERALD,

T7IJ

a

& Co.

suitable for

call.

GREAT SACRIFICE
to make room for

Corey

Ornamental
Articles

line must not fail to
us a

VARIETY,

and

Useful

ill Km; closed out at a

TT_1_

EVERY

OF

and

Furniture

Fine

kee Notions.

Heads

large stock of

In addition to their

of Yan-

great variety

Holidays!

a

THE BALANCE OF OER

HOLIDAY STOCK

Auction Sales at the above

shall make

daily
from large consignments from the
WE locality,
ot Miscellaneous Books suited for the

Under-

Children’s

I'KOFRIETOB) OF THE

HOLIDAY BOOKS.

and

Gents’

Ladies’,

455 Congress Street,
A new lot of worsted

DYCK.

NEW AUCTION SALES ROOM,

50 cts., 50 cts., 50 cts.

They

At

Bargains.

are

Private Halt*.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring & barrel’s champion Safes, “Wiegands” Pateot Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins’* Steam Engines. “Blakes
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemical
Fire Engine.

the Lowest

Goods, they

Sec these

PORTLAN-D.

«le3

etc.

Our friends and patrons wtll find the abojc Stock
,

VERY CHOICE,
and much larger than usual. Please call and make
your selections while the Stock is full.

an

Immense Assortment.

CLOTHING !

18 FREE ST.
deo_STTdlf

Christmas is Coming !

House,

Just above the Preble

COREY & CO.,

WALTER

NELSON7 & CO.,

and ocforo you purchase your presents drop into

Hew Ho. 407 Congress
Street.
de29

_dliv

Account Book

MANUFACTORY
Facilities equal to any in

We still continue
advise all

our

to

ATWOODS
and see

friends

the elegant

SILVER WARE

buy their

to

suitable for

Holiday

CLOTHING

ALL THE NOVELTIES!
IN

Prices.

Reasonable

HALL L. DAVIS. G.W. Rich &

UP*

Parlies in

This is

of the above

want

lish, but it
great deal.

means

a

ALL GONE !

'U™

de3

to

advantage

making their purchases.

Men’s Rubber Roots $3.00
Men’s Rubber Shoes
.75
Ladies’ Rubber Shoes .50
Men’s Buckle Arctics 1.50
Ladies’Buckle Arctics 1.25
Ladies’ Alaska Overs
.75

MAHER & (0.

1ST ATI UJN Mi l
Every article needed

lor

•

the

Counting

Room and all other pur-

can

he found at this store at

PRICES

dcc5_6w~
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
anil
Win<Nor and

Enftfporf, Ciilnin

John,
Halifax.

Rigby

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

ONE TRIP PER

I_
for Eastport and

WEEK!

On and after RON l> A Y, Jan
Ith, the Steamer New Brunswick, C APT. N. C. LONG, will
leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
Street, every MONDAY at dJI*. M.
St. John. Returning will leave St.

John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbiuston, Calais, Woodstock and Houltou.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S,, Shed lac. Amherst, Pietou, Summerslde, Charlottetown and Frederickton.
^“Freight received on days of sailling until 4
o’clock P. M.
A. It. STUBBS. Agent.
<lec28is5dostf

Opposite Post Office,

—

“

“Talay.”

embracing

DANA

& CO.

Bonds and Mortgages.
selected Western Municipal Bond*

and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust DeedfC
CAREFULLY
Collections and Remittances promptly at-

Inquiries,
tended to.

CHARLES M. HAWKtSS,
00 MiddleSt.
augl7TuTb£Sly2dp

grades

invested in Puts. Calls and double Prix-

es

or

tionately. The Welthiest Operators protect themWith these contracts, and also use them •»
against. Pamphlet
Capital to buv and sell stocks
Gold
giviug lull information sent on application.
cent
three
on
margin.
per
and Stock bought
Address
selves

DAWAGH, BRIDGEJIAN A

33 A; 5tt Broadway At 7 Exchange Court.
*». O. Box 3030, NEW VOKK.
113m is
de4

Tickets !
per Mouth.

Railway Passengers’ Assurance Co.
HARTFORD, COIVIV.
For sale by

LITTLE & CO., Afils,,
19 1-9 Exchange Wired.

isCw

decl

ICE.
CARGOES

OF

PURE

Valuable Property

N. <> CRAM.
UoDdisU

ou

Commercial

Street to be Let.

4 Fd'ER the first of January next, the very desirable lot at the head of ‘'Merrill’s Wharf," <a
by W. r.. Deunison,
portion of which is now occupied one
or more years.
Eso.) will lie ottered on a lease ot
work. 3 ho
The lot is 75 by. say 350 feet, of solid earth
of Commercial
center
the
near
property being located
and navigastreet, and conveniently rcachod by rail
to parties engaged in
tion, otters special inducements
If dethe coal, lumber or any extensive business.
can be obsired. lots facing on Commercial Street
tained ior mei cantile or mechanical business.
either the offlee ot
For information, plea«e aprly at
PANA & CO.
the Wharfinger, or

decl_01811

\ C E
Fnrui.hed and Shipped by

(0.,

BANKERS & BROKERS,

Issued by the

Ollier

dt*

has paid from 50 to 150 per cent profit
ilo
MONET
largo amounts pay proporthe past month. Small

ACCIDENT

$5.00

w

WALL STREET.

Insure Against Accidents!

or

KAtVkrn

at

ROAD TO FORTUNE

d-'iv

25 cts. jier Day

FIRST

of

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS

GENERAL

v/aww*..

de29

for Ladies and Gents, which they
are selling at Low Price*.

Insurance

all

AvamiMA

Under Falmouth Hotel, Middle St.

CAPS

<te!9

are

vw»*

Hall's Rubber Store,

WEAR.

all the

Goods
I'n 1 I ntwl

•

purchasing,

—

FUR AND ULOTH

By Vowel, from Mhip, in Qunntily.
mpkciai, inducement* offered
de2flis31eo<l.

FOR

AYIIMTRR

W. D.
“

1JUUI1I J

Hats, Caps, Gloves,

2500 IIluls, cargo Bark “CeHua.”
“

These

desire to call the attention of the
public to their stock of

TURKS ISLAND SALT AFLOAT.
2000

STAIRS.

BUT JNOT

call and examine his stock before

POPULAR

Square,

Going, Going,

plain Eng-

—

will find it to their

poses

Plater,

decll__dtf^

DESCRIPTION.

EVERY

Silver

27 Market

173 & 175 Fore St.

BOOKS
OF

and

Cold

OF

—

ATWOOD,

A. H.

Go.,

No. 53 Exchange St.,

BLANK

LINE,

THE

and will be sold at

OF

MANUFACTURER

J

and Wedding Presents

EVERYTHING

England.

New

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Association met
The Winthrop Dairying
Dec. 26th and elected their officers for the enJ. R. Nelson;
as
follows:—President,
suing year,
Directors, J. R. King, A. C. Carr, J. .1. Tiuktam and K. H. Norcross; Secretary, J. Henry
Moore; Collector and Treasurer, Devi Jones,
rhe experiment has proved a success, and is
latisfactory to every one that have brought
milk. The coiupauy voted to instruct the
lirectors to make the cheese, the year ensuing,
for two cents per pound.

lean

ii a

NEWS.

rooms

1

dents’ Merino

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Tue M. L. A. Lecture.—The closing lecture
i a the M. L. A. course was delivered in City
thin house, by
J fall last evening, to a rather
t he Bov. H. M. Gallaher, once of Brooklyn,
'he title of his lecture was “Fill thy Purse,”
humerous and
f nd he treated the subject iu a

1 irst

Sagadahoc.—A series of
now

c

j

Bargains
JUST A_FEW !
Vests

seed.

The North Anson cheese factory was organzed last spring, and by “pushing things” was
mabled to erect a building, procure apparatus
ind commoncR operations on the 10th day of
lune last, under the charge of Mr. Charles S.
Moore. It run S3 days, and received 111,533

»

Cough cure, but it is
to it in the early stages of
as a

!

a

Boston via Fredericton Branch and European and Njrlli American Railroad.
Shingles
ire usually shipped by water, at very low rates

|/ |
0\/v"

Wanted.

We take stock

o

committee

VERY choice Canaries recently imported
ironi liartz Mountains can be seen at
of F. O. Bailey & Co., 15 Exchange St. Choice
birds will be sold at a very low price.
This is'a
splendid opportunity to select a fine bird.
O/

and valuable sample
sent free.
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.
dcc314w
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

The Cates of Pearl through which the
human voice issues should never become rusty.
To keep the teeth forever from blemish, to render their decay impossible, it is only necessary
It is antiseptic
to use Fragrant SOZODONT.
de28d&wlw
and supremely wholesome.

lircuitous.

■

or

jail.

11
17
31
22
5
1
41

Choice Singing Birds.

EMPI.OV1WEWT—At liomn
No
a week warranted.

Male
CONHTANT
Fcnfale, $30

capital required. Particulars

of

Honey

Hale’s

use

AUCTION SALKS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

dciflidswlw

Col- Commitlected. meuts to

Business Notes.
Up in Aroostook county the building of the

only just

r’orship.

too late to

pulmonary disease, so as to secure immediate
and permanent relief and avoid danger. Crittentou’s 7 Oth Avenue.
Sold by all druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

FiDca

4874.276

Dr. Merrill said that probably three-quarters
( f all the people in the city who use Sebago,are
sing the galvanized iron pipes and if poisontig occurs from its use, we should expect more

^

never

best to have recourse

sidcrably.

< ase.

£

It is

Horehound and Tar

Sagadahoc—Law successfully administered,

and dram-shops rare.
and
Somerset—23 indictments
appealed
cases, $033 in 1874, against 8 indictmeuts and
$300 fines in 1873.
Washington—23 indictments and appealed
cases, 8 rumsellers imprisoned and §000 fines,
The result
against 11 indictments iu 1873;
has been most satisfactory, and dram-shops
are more nearly suppressed than ever before.
York—Previously to the past year uo systematic and successful efforts havo been made
to suppress dram-shops in York county. Number indictments during the past year 100, in
addition to a largo number of seizure cases,
fines collected nearly $11,000; nearly sufficient
to pay costs.
Imprisonment on second conviction has been most effectual iD driving rumlellers from the traffic. The sheriff has been
indefatigable iu bis efforts to break up the
traffic, and success lias followed. With the aid
if the reform movement, in six months nearly
all the dram shops in the county have been
closed. In Saco it is said there is not a single
place where liquor is sold; and in Biddeford
the sale is conducted only secretly and iucon-

erve

suppose

For scrofulous diseases, skin eruptions, tetter, salt rheum, blotches, spots, pimples, pustules, boils, carbuncles, ringworms, scaldhead,
sore eyes, erysipelas, itch, scurfs, discolorations
of the skin, humors, and all diseases of the
skin of whatever name or nature, are literally
dug up and carried out of the system in a short
time by the use of Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabiau
1'onic Blood Purifier.
For nervous debility,
lost vitality and broken down constitution, I
challenge the 19th century to find its equal.
Sold at retail by all druggists. \V. F. Phillips
& Co. wholesale agents.

prosecuted.

reported a case of supposed poisning by copper,but which proved to be poison'
1 □gby the hydrated oxide of zinc, from our galanized iron Sebago water pipes.
Dr. Foster thought such cases occurred spou( aneously, and that the water pipes did not de-

o

liquor prosecutions nave been bail

successin
Ken-

§1300.
Oxford—No dram-shops so far as known to
the public or the officers. The few persons,
who have attempted liquor selling have been

Dr. French

1 riiole

more

nebec county during the last eighteen months,
than during any previous similar period.
Local officers bavo done most of the work.
Lincoln—24 indictments and appealed cases
in 1874. against 10 in 1873—liquor traffic driven
out of the comity except in Damariscotta, Waldocoro’ and Wiscasset. In tbs first two places
the work of suppression is going on well. Every
rumseller was indicted at the October term,
and each paid a fine of $100. Fines collected

,

was

an

geries.

espect.

the blame.
Dr. H. H. Hunt said that it

in ltlnine.

abstract of their reports:
Androscoggin—No open dram shops in tho
couuty, and no secret sales of much consequence outside of Lewiston and Auburn.
Aroostook—The Sheriff lias done his duty
faithfully, and there is less drunkenness and
liquor selling than ever before. In Houlton the
The enchange for the better is remarkable.
forcement of the law has diminished the number of dram-shops and driven the traffic into
secret places.
Cumberland—Indictments and appealed cases272; fines collected $13,141—larger than ever
Besides
before; rumsellers imprisoned 13.
those there hare been a very large number of
seizure cases in the Police Court of Portland.in
which S3USK4 in fines has been collected. No
difficulty in securing convictions. The ouly
difficulty is in getting evidence.
Franklin—The Sheriff has discharged liis
duty faithfully, ami there is no difficulty in enforcing the law and suppressing dramshops.
Law every way successful.
Hancock—There are few dram shops outside
of Ellsworth in tho county. In Ellsworth the
traffic has not lieen suppressed wholly, hut in
no places is liquor sold openly. Law works
well. 28 indictments the past year against none
the previous year.
Knox—County Attorney Eice does not believe in a prohibitory law, hat admits that in
the rural towns of Knox county no liquor is
sold. In Rockland and some sea-board towns
he says respectable meu have left the traffic,
but it has fallen into the control of low grog-

md approved.
The secretary reported the deatb since the
] ast meeting of Dr. J. B. Soto of Brunswick, a
A committee of
a ember of this society7.
| bree, consisting of Drs. Merrill, Brooks and
Sing, were appointed to draft resolutions of
,

Workings

lu response to the call of the Governor, tie
several county attorneys of the stato have furnished tho Attorney General facts in regard to
the enforcement of the liquor law; and the fol-

Cumberland County Medical Society.
The regular monthly meeting of this society
vas held yesterday morning, the President,
Dr. Weeks, in the chair. The attendance was
-cry large, and the papers and discussions were
rery interesting.
The records of the last

Mrs. Manchester has arrived, and is at the
United States.

Tho Prohibitory Law.

Wood, Portland, lor the best White Legor Cockerel, $5.
Samuel Chadwick, Portland, for the best Barb Pigeons, not less than three pairs, $5.
John M. Adams, Dcering, lor second best trio
Black Spanish Chickens, $5.
Fred Atwood, Winterport, for the best specimen of
Plymouth Kock Chickens raised and exhibited from
eggs out of his stock for 1874. silver plate, value $5. of
John A. Lord, Kennebunk, for the best pair
Nun Pigeons owned in the State of Maine, one year s
subscription to the Poultry World.
Same, for the best pair of Magpie Pigeons owned in
tbe State of Maine, one year’s subscription to the Pet
Stock Pigeon and Poultry Bulletin.
E. Dana, Jr., Portland, for the best pair Archangel Pigeons biod by exhibitor resident of Maine, $5.
(ieo. S. Hunt, Portland, for the best trio ot White
Polish Fowl or Chickens, $10.
IS, B. Hayward, Eaton, Mass., for the best trio of
Plymouth Bock Chickens owned iu the State ot
Maine, one Plymouth Bock Cockerel, value $10.
W. & E. Jennings, Newton Lower Falls, Mass.,
for the best pair of Black Red Game Bantams raised
in the State of Maine, one pair of Black Bed Game
Bantams, value $20.
F. J. Kinney, Worcester, Mass., for the Brown
Leghorn Cock or Cockerel figuring the most points as
per American Standard, revised at Buflalo, January,
1874, one Brown Leghorn Cockerel, value $10.
Same, for tbe best Brown Leghorn Hen or Pullet,
mme conditions as above, one Brown Leghorn Pullet, value $10.
F. J. Kinney, Worcester, Mass., for best trans
portation coop, two dozen Kinney No, 10 strawberry
plants, value $6 00.
Same, for tbe best collection of brown Leghorns,
Kinney’s Strain, in pairs, one pair Partridge Coffiins, value $25 00.
St. John Brothers, Portland, for the best live trios
)f dark Brahma fowls, exhibited by a breeder and
resident of Maine, $5 00.
Same, lor tbe best ten trios of dark Brahma chickms raised from the exhibitor’s own stock, and cxtiibited by a resident of Maine, $5 00.
Francis H. Coffin, Portland, for the best collection
)f butt’ Cochins owned in Maine, one set of Dickens’
works, value $15 00.
M. G. Palmer, Portland, for tbo best partridge
Cochin hen, one pair of Burt’s serge boots, value
55 00.
Albert Noyes, Bangor, for the best trio of white
Leghorn chickens, bred and owned in the State of
Maine, gold lined cross, value $10 00.
John Savage, Bangor, for the best trio of buft
Cochins, chickens raised iu the state of Maine, $5 00.
Wm. G. Davis, Portland, for the best trio of goldm penciled Hamburgs, chickens owned and raised in
Maine, one cup, value $10 00.
David Boyd, Portland, for the best pair of silver
seabright bantams, $5 00.
Charles Bamsey, Deering, for the best pair of blue
pile games, $5 00.
Nathan Cleaves, Portland, for the best pair ot
golden pheasants, $5 00.
Atherton Bros., Hallowell, lor the largest and
x;st Cochin hen owned and bred in Maine, $5 00.
D. M. Dunham, tor the best collection of Dominque Leghorn chickens, not less than three trio.*,
raised in Maine, one Chandler horse hoe, value $15 00.
Davis Coolidge, jrortiana, ior nest goiaen pneasmt, $5 00.
P. W. Hudson, No. Machestcr, Conn., for llic best
lair B. B. red game bantams, fowl, silver cup, value,
520 00.
W. W. Stevens, Portland, for the largest and best
collection of fancy pigeons owned and exhibited by
me man. $5 00.
B. H. Lewis, Portland, for tbe test trio of black
Ciegboms, chicks, $5 00.
C. W. Chamberlain, Arlington, Mass., for best colection of black Hamburg's, $10 00.
B. H. Lewis, Portland, ior the best collection
loudans, $5 00.
Haskell Poultry Co.. Portland, for the second best
ight Brahma cock, $5 00.
E. N. Greeley, Portland, for the best ostrich, $5 00.
The Pet Stock Pigeon and Poultry World, New
fork, for the best collection Dominique Leghorn
chickens, raised and owned in Maine by exhibitor,
>ne copy of Wright’s Illustrated Bock of Poultry,
bound in cloth,) value $15 00.
Geo. F. Seavey, Boston, Mass., for the best 3 trios
>t golden spangled Hamburg fowls or chicks, donor
lot competing, $10 00.
Chase Brothers & Woodward, Augusta, for tbe
>est collection of light Brahma iowl, ehromo entitled
he “Little Florists,” with a tine black walnut frame,
’alue $10 00.
Another citizen, Portland, for best ten trios brown
^cghorn towl and chicks, $10 00.
Geo. D. Stockwell, East Eddington, for the best
1 rio of brown Leghorn, $10 00.
Rufus Stanley & Son. Portland, for the best live
rios gray Dorking fowls or chicks, $5 00.
Nathan

THE COMING EVENT.

ROBBERY.

DARING

me I.ast

Raii.koa
<

r

G.

Opportunity.

d ticket* eok howto*
Tickets to
tor sole at it educed Rales.
Apply to *.
from Boston— good on either road.
Uc303t
Flucut
13
Block.
PATTERSON,

^immmm

THE PRESS.

JBren<l.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00
Pilote*. 1001b 70
Ship. 5 00
Crackers 1)100 35

@11 90
@800
@ 5 50
40

@

Halter.
35
30

@

Family, Vlb...

40

Factory.

ti. Y. Dairy..

Shingles,

Cedar ex... 4
Cedar No 1. 2
do Shaved 4
Piue do... 4
1
Spruce
Laths, Spruce 2
3
Pine.

@
@ 15

16&@

14

17
15

@

..

00
50
00
50
75
00
00

@
@
@
@
@

4
3
6
7
2

Trustees, aud Investors, aud

33
20

@

store

or

PRINTER,

7<>
25
50
00
00

35
23

L8S&h,.

Wanted.
good address ns

FIVE
dc25w»

vorable rates,—

Cieufuegos
Muscovado..
<0
New Orlcaui.
@
@b5^
Rio.
_"5
Barbadocs.
Cooprrngc.
49 @ 51
and
Heads,
5agua
••!»•••
Illid. Shooks
Nails.
@2 62
Mol. City....
3 75
Sug. City....2 30 @ 1 Co Cask..
Naval Stores.
Sug. C’try.. .160 @
75
5
50
bbl....
@5
Mol.
Tar,I?
Country Rli
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Hh’dSli’ks. 1 7o@
5 50 @5 75
Pitch....
Wil
Hir'd Headings
Basin,.4 00 @ 74600
Spuce 35 in. 28 @
42 @
28 @
Turpentine.gl
Soft Pine,..
Oil.
Hard Pine, 30 @
00
33
@ 47$
00
Kerosene,....
Hoops,(14ft),28 @
@ J2*
Port.Kef. Petr
U.OakStaves 50 00 @
brilliant
@ 27
Devoc
Copper.
00 @ 2 10
35
@
Sperm,.2
Dop.Bolts.
90
85
@
Whale,.
Y. M. Sheathing @22
Bank. 58 @ 68
@ 22
Bronze do.
60
50
@
30
Shore,.
@
Y. M. Holts,..
® 5®
Porgie.
Cordage.
*8
American,lb, 12 @121 Linseed,. 8277@ 83
@
13
Boiled do.,..
Russia,.
@]3J
115
@120
151 @lbi Lard,.
Manila.
171 @
Olive,.1 25 @ 175
Manila H’ltr’P
1 75
Drugs mid Dye*. Castor,.1 65 @ 1 50
25 @
Alcohol, 4P'gal,2 05 @ 215 Neatsfoot,.... 1
64
62
o5
@
25
®
Elaine,.
Arrow Boot,
Paints.
0 ® 8
Bi-Carb Soda,
11
25
20
Port.
@
®
Lead,..
Borax,.
Pure Or’d do 11 00 c«l 1 25
Camphor. 35 ® 37
11 00 @
Cream Tartar 44 ® 48 Pure Dry do
12
10 @
Indigo,..1 25 ® 112oO Am. ZincYell
3@ 31
Rochelle
Logwood ex., 114® 15
13 ®
Eng.Ven.Red 31® 442
Madder,....
11®
Naptha, #>gal 18 ® 20 lieu Lead,... 11
12
@
Opium,...... 9 35® 9 o0 Litharge.
00
Plaster.
l
75
®
Bhubarb,....
3 ®
@ 3 00
34 White,
ton,..
Sal Soda....
2 75
fiolfnpl rp..
10 66 17 Blue,.
his 8 00 @ 9 00
4J®
Sulphur,...
pa Ground,in
3 00
2
75
13
hrls
13
@
Calcined,
(«g
Vitrol,.
Produce.
Daik.
13
9
lb
Beef
@
Side, p
@
No. 1,.
8 @ 10
« 38 Veal,.
No. 3,.
13
12
23
@
Mutton,.
a
No. 10,.
15 @ 18
Chickens,....
Kavens,
20
18
@
20
Turkeys,.
8 oz.,.
25
Eggs, 4P doz., 30 @i 131
10 ..
60 @ 65
Potatoes,
Uyvnooih.
@ 3 50
Onions, bbl...
3®
Harwood,....
9 00
8
7
5
00@
Cranb’sflbbl.
®
Brazil YVooit,
9
6® 7 Hound hogs.... 8 @
Camwood,..
3
Provisions.
2J®
Fustic,.
Mess Beef,.. 12 00 @ IP 50
21 Ex Mess,.. 13 00 @ 14 00
ua
fj@ 2J Plate,_ 15 00 @ 16 50
St. Domingo,
Ex Plate,.. 16 50 @17 00
5}®
Teach Wood,
Pnrlr.
2*®
Red Wood
Fiah.
Backs,.... 26 00@2G50
25 00@25?50
Clear,.
Cod, perqtl.,
50
25
@5
Mess,. 22 00@2300
L’ge Shore, 5
Prime,.... none
L’ge Bank, 5 00 @5 25
12*@13
Small,. 3 75 @4 50 Hams,.
Kice.
Pollock..3 00 ® 4 00
7*(a9
Haddock,.... 2 50 ® 2 75 Rice, lb,.. iih.
Halcra
Hake,. 2 75 @ 3 00
Salcratus, ^lb, 6 @ 7
Herring,
Halt.
Shore,? bbl 4 25 @ 5 00
Scaled,? bx 35 ® 37 Turk’s Is. I*
25 @ 30
hhd.(Sbus),. 2 37*@ 2 87*
No. 1,.
2 75 @2 87
Bonaire,
Mackerel,? l)bl.,
Bay No. 1, 10 50@12 00 Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @2 87
2
bond
00 @ 2 50
1)
50 Cadiz,in
8 00®
Bay No. 2,
8 00® 9 50 Liverpool,duty
Large 3
paid,.2 75 @ 2 87
Shore No. 1,..12 50® 14 00
No. 2,. 9 00®10 00 Liv. in bond,. 2 25 @2 50
Medium..., 7 00® 8 50 Gr’nd butter, 23 @
none Liv. line sack.2 25
Clam Bait.
Cotter.

a

Ladies ot
dress,

offering at la-

now

are

Flour.
Superfine,.... 500

@5

50

Clover

lb.,

....

10* @

11

Red Top bag.
75@
H.Grass, bush.3 00 @ 3 25
none
do Canada,
Hoap.
8
Ex St’m Ref’d
@
7
@
Family,.
No. 1,.
@
0*
Spite*.
50 Cassia, pure,. 40 @ 45
Fruit.
Cloves,. 55 @ GO
Ginger,. 20 @
Almonds,....
22
21
Mace,.1 75 @
@
Solt Shell,..
Shelled,.... 40® 55 Nutmegs,.... 1 35@ 1254C
25 @
3
00
2
50
Pepper,.
@
Tea Nuts,....
Htarcli.
Citrou. 35 @ 40
9 @
9
10*
Pearl,.
8J@
Currants,
9 ® 10
Sugar.
Dates,
18
14
10J@10i
Granulated,.
@
Figs.
14 @ 15 Coffee A,....
@10)
Prunes,
Extra C,.
9jJaJ0
Raisius,

xx,.., 7 00 @ 7
7 00 ® 7
*'
xx 7 75 ® 8
Family 8 00® 8
6 75 @7
Illinois x,.
xx,.... 7 75 @ 9
1
jDttis
St.
x,.. 8 25 ® 9
»•
9 00 @ 9
xx,

Mich.

..

4

75
50
25
50
75
00
00

_

Gold Bonds.
Lily of Boston 5s.
5s. Gold Bonds.
City of Providence
Bonds,
City ol Bostou 6s. Currency

CAN

various issues,
Water Bonds.
City of Pall River 6s.
do.
6s.
Lawrence
of
City
do*
City of Lynn 6s.
6s.
Louis
of
St.
City
City ol Chicago 7s.
City of Cincinnati 7s.
Ky., 7.30s. Water
ol

or
active man in every County. Cily, Town,
useful
Country Place, to canvass for an article
a
pioht
and very economical, that sells readily, pays
for a good
of 110 per cent, can tako stock enough
chance
week's work in a common satchel. A good
3 cent stamp for
tor a Winter's Employment. Send
circular or 36 cents
r dyer
No. 5 Lanes Block, Federal St,.,
Maine.
decl5d3w*

...

Wanted.

An

_Portland

Agents Wanted

Vavuiub.

6|

G4@

25 @ 1 71
10 @ 12 Coach,. 2 25 @3 80
Galy,.
125 @ 2 £0
Furniture,
Lard.
Wool.
15®
Kegs, ?lb,..
@1 ♦.Fleece washed 40 @ 42
Tierces, ? lb
1G @16 i] do. unwasbd 30 @ 33
Pail,.
15|@ie l Pulled,Super 50 @ 55
Caddie?,.
Felts, large—
125@l 35

17J® 184 Damar,.1

Wholesale Dry Uood» Market.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitcbcll & Co.

_dcd7___12L_

■frown uouonn.

Heavy.36—8}@9

TWO

Medium.... 36-@9$
Fine.36....7*@8
Shirtings.28-6$@8$

Flannels heavy
.30@38
medium ...17@27
Blenched Colton*.
Good.36in 12$@ 15
Medium..36.... 8 @10$
...

8$@10 loeskinsbl* 3-4.100(^4(0
Light.36..
Sheetings. .9-8.13@17 Jeans Kentucky. 16c@37£
...5-4.13@19 iepellants.80@l 15
medium.. 12@17

Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d & slate 8$@10$

Colored
pr,... 2 75®3
White 10-4.3 00@C
Cotton Batting.
>0lb bales lib

20
73
50

before

buy

if you cannot
cheaper at

see

charges._de241w»
13th, at

POCKET

Wanted.
BUSINESS man of twenty years’ experience,
chiefly as accountant at the desk, is open to an
engagement. Is a thorough book-keeper competent
to adjust or conduct the most complicated accounts.
Is perfectly acquainted with the detals of an ex tensive business, and capable of filling satisfactorily a
first-class position of trust and responsibility. The
verv best recommendations furnished. Any communication will be held in confidence. Address
dec22TT&S2w“M. N. P.,” Press Office,

A

BOARD.

Fine Cut Glass Cologne Bottles,
Cut Glass and Gold Capped Pungcnts,

SACHETS,

lodging

653 Congress Street. Boarding
Wilmot.
___°d2w

To Iiet.
BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37
HIGH & SPRING ST.

Holiday Goods!

WITH

BRUNEL& CO.,

TWOsingle

Juvenile and

St.,

3 Floors fitted up

Goods.
to his lriends anil
received a line assortment

CONSISTING

OF

mA

All

good assortment of

To Ect.
board, one large, unfurnished front

chamber at
WITHOUT

No. 142 Pine Street, Key at No. 144 PiDe
Lower tenement of house No. 114
open Irom 0 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
bouse in Hull Block, Carroll Streets open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
days.
83 Middle St.
no28dtt
Street.
HOUSE

Spring Street,
Give inacnlland you will be gntisfied

No. 422 CONGRESS ST.

To Eet

UNDER CONGRESS HALE,

half

Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, G7 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Askeu
Descriptions

9:
94
96
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.59... 60
140
Canal National Bank,. 100.139
First National Bank,.100.139 ....140
Casco National Bank,.100...... .139 ....‘140
...99 ... 100
75....
Mercb ants’ National Bank,..
140
National Traders’ Bank,. 100. .139
85
80
Portland Company,..
75
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 70
105
Ocean 1 Rsurance Company,... 100.103
86
A. & K. K. K. Bonds,. 85
50
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100.40
94
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s.9.3
75
European & North American R.R bonds. .65
81
Leeds &F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds, 100. 85
8?
Portland «& Ken. R. R. Bonds.. 100.. 85
90
Portland & Ogdcnsburg R.R. Bonds, gola, 85

j

....

....

who

d6m

Up Town Fancy Goods

...

...

DRESSMAKING

ESTABLISHMENT !

*'d B

AVI*

BOVS’

!■! BH U WT M

d

dervests, («loves, Hosiery, Mittens,
Handkerchiefs, Toys, Initial and
Plain Stationery, Mottoes,
Confectionery, &c., &c.

The

fJJLUlUliltt,

THE VERY LOWEST PRICES !

QUALITY

GUAllAKTEED.

ALWAYS iron SALE
—

BY

you wish

.

77 Middle
dels

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

a

tioe

in

a

splendid

frame

_

a

X u. P.

terms

decljcodlv

offered to Clubs.

Ad

BURNHAM,
SljUABE,
POBTLAND.

description neatly

no-

Street,

brought beforo them, will be held at the Refinery
office on TUESDAY, the 12th day ot January, 1875,
at 3 o’clock P. M.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dtd
dc29

New No. 177.
d2w

Handkerchiefs.
stock of the above
Goods we shall offer the following
especial bargains this week.
One lot Ladies’ initial, Nuns work,
cts.
Linen
initial
hem
Ladies’
One-lot
stitch, 60 cts. former price 75 cts.
One lot Gents’ initial hem stitch,
87 cts. former price $1.00.

price 50

the best bar-

OWEN & MOORE,
COXfiltESS ST., EOlt, BltOWN.
dtf
Oak ami Pine Timber.
Farms with oak or pine timber on t hem, within three miles of any railroad
Address P. O. Box
of
Portland.
miles
40
and within
1438, Portland, staling price No. of aerts, and de-

WANTED—Small

scription.

TO SUM UP ALL,

no24dt

A simple cold in the head leads to CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to tho
GRAVE.
AND YET,

Cumberland County

City Building,

on

DAY, Jan. 7, 1875, at 11 A. M., for the election ot
officers and the transaction of any other business
that may properly come before the meeting. The
members of said society will take due notice thereol
and govern themselves accordingly.
ISAMUEL DINGLEY, Scc’y.
dcc29d&ivtd
Sebago Lake, Dec. 28, 1874.

Colds in the Head

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution Copartnership.

For

are

mined for Winter

use.

Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

our

_de291w

n

ST.,

New Custom House

NEW!

SOMETHING

all Us different stages

Tucker and
ble Hemmer.

USE

which has a Folding Slide,
Ihe tack or hem perfectly even,

one

keeps

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by |
band, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth iuches. It needs only to be seen to be appre-

Heduced I?rioe

NO, 137 OXFOliP STREET.

Ju30M

WHOLESALE
Paper Collar Warehouse
BUJRJEiOCK’S AND MAINS

WHITE

PABEII,

SHIRTS,

Bent, Cheapen!, and the Bent Fitting
In the Market.

The
Uraj

a

auimui

JibUiucu

vuinuay

Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarters for all the aborc goods.
Manufacturers of

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMEBSON, LELAND & CO.
17 Ho: Iston Street) Boston.

d3m

GAS FIXTURES.
I have

coussantly

on

hand

a

good assortment of

AI.SO

PREPARED

TO

DO

-OF-

LIVING WITNESSES,

1/

J.

Piping.

KINSMAN,
las

nol It)

^CLIPPING

Eichangr Wurrt,

MACHINES.

LET

OLD

alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lowi r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.

regulates the Bowels, quiets
a healthy tone to the whole system an
make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not violent* but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

Is elutebiug for your vitals, and tlat iu
cured, tho

Will ooze from every pore, an 1 your
ed on the scroll of the dead.

a

short time

name

be

record-

York WEEKLY WITNESS, giv-

ing News, Markets, Stories, Pictures, and Live Edi91.iIO?a year postage paid. Has reached

-GERMAN SNUFF

Send for free
dc22t4w

s the sure and certain cure; that there is no uncertainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instant
relief and a speedy return to perfect health.

300 PIANOS and ORGANS

New and Second-Hand of First-Class Makers, will be sold at Lower Prices for cash, or on
Installments, or for rent, in City or Country,
daring these Hard Time, and the HOLIDAYS, by HOBACE WATERS & SON,
4S1 Broadway, than ever before offered in
New York. Agents wanted to sell Waters’
New Scale Pianos, and Concerto Organs.
Illustrated Catalogues Mailed. Great inducements to the Trade. A large discount to

Teachers, Ministers,
Schools, etc.

REMENBER THAT

Refrigerators

__

_

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
Tlio Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combiuiug all the latest Improvements, calloa

REDER'S

THE PEERLESS.

GERMAN SNUFF

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Dryness and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufact urers’ Prices.
Cho&i»er than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a letter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom 2)3 Fore St., J. F.MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. 10 C’ross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ursi

4

iimiii

cure

without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.
Hooks

L-

vuuuun

It Can be Given

should always have

a

box

Publishers and Booksellers.

Feed for Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.*s Works, Portland.
P. Mc’GLINCHY, Prop.
Me.

LOTS

6m

cla.se
The first
Steam,hip
“GEORGIA” will leave Portland
every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for
.HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the intercolonial
Mwll i.nt
Truro, New Glasgow and
for
Windsor,
Railway,
Plctou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island;
N.
S„ with Lindsey's Stage,
also at’New Glasgow,
for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.

RETURNING wil. leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day ol sail-

lnFor

farther information apidy to J. B. COYI.E,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
oct28dtf

Not folk, Baltimore & Washington

GERMAN

n uir s

SNUFF

the house for themselves and children, for many a
promising child has been sent into the dark valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its youtlifu

mhl2’71

PORTLAND. DIE.

GERMAN

85 TUBS

Choice

Yermont

lO Brls. New Orleans Molasses.
—

I>.

FOB SALE

1S5 FORE STREET.

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to

Sole Agents,

19 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
oc7d3m_
PRESCRIPTION
FOR TIIE

“Home” or W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidoc29tf
ery and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

IGGIS,

Charlestown, Him.

CIIICIISTEER

PATENT

DOLL’S CRADLES.
Evjry littlo girl should have one. Name “Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equalled for a present to a little girl
for

or

From

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer <Ioob not
liave them, ask him to send for catalogue, aud take
none but the “Chichester.”

.«

*

for

c

United

Sintra.

rockers to wear out carpet.
rockers to tumble over.
rockers for child to tall upon.
squeaking treadle to get out of order.
cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
UEOKOE T. iOHUVN,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York.
d3m
oet-9

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
T« Merchants and Shipmasters.
notified I liat

prescribed
Spain in regard to Consular

on

and after llie first

regulations

Republic ol

ices will lake effect.

fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
Eor Vessel* with Cargo
Certifying Manifest. 815.00
4.00—$19.0
Bill of Health...
Eor Vessel* with.lit Cargo:
The

■

to close

my28
4
»

1 **

*

*

—

En.fport, Calais

and

WindMorand

Join, Dicky

Nt.

Halifax.

fall arrangements.

TWO TRIPS PER W EEK!
On and after Monday September
2Sth,the Steamer City of Portland,

Capt. S. H. Pike, and tbe Steamer
.New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Win'Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St..every MONDAY, and THURSDAY,
at 6 P.M., for East port and St. John,N. B.
Returning wi leave St. John and East port on tbe
same days.
Connections made at Eastnort for St. Amlrcwp,
Robbinston, Calais, W'oodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John ior Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerbide, Charlottetown, and >Tcderickton,
^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
A. R. STUBPS. Agent
sc26dtf

FOR BOSTON.

Fare

50 Cents.

Only

Tlie Superior Sea Going Steamers

Leaving

FRANKLIN W HARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 ©’clack P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 F. I*
(Sunday* excepted).
#
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they
the
and
avoid
cure a comfortable night’s rest
.penso and inconvenience of arriving in Boston

night.

Through Tickets to New York via the varions
Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Frdght taken as usual.
octWI
J. B. COVLE, JR..General Agent.

Sound

LINE.

ALLAN
SUMMER

Shortest

SERVICE.

Voyage.

Ocean

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail trom Quebec
every Saturday Morning,
far

f.ivprnAnl.

t

mil'll In<»

.'it

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail stoamcrs of this liner
sail from Halifax
every other Tnrwday, fo
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown. Passage
(first-class) $70 and $80 gold or its equivalent; thirdclass $20 U. S. currency to British ports, $26 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany.

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
HTNight Sterling Checks issued for £1
au26dtf
and Upwards.

Sacred Music Books
FOR

1875.
School

T ntwlni' • (1.38.) Full collection of Metrical
JULtllil'l
Tunes, Anthems, Ac.. with Singing
School Course. If. II. Palmer and L. O. Emerson.

CHI CHESTER PATENT.

FOR SAFE.

Agon

ASD

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEIISESD.tl
and SATIIBOAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all place, in
the Sontli, W. B. C'ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. It., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, W ushington, or other inlormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K. I
no2dtl

•

No. 26 Tremont ’St., Boston,
Ccnernl
oc 18

CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
TI'EKD.W
Boston direct every
nnd SATURDAY
WM.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

of Life tiful Sunday
Holiday Gift. River
Book. II. S. Perkins and H. W. Bentley.

WHOLESALE D1H GGIS1S,

,***?
R ■t

F. W

Smith, Doolittle & Smith,
«

week.

a

I_First C'ln.. Nleam.bip

any

Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Billot Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
ec2,itf

dec8_<ltt

PERSONS

SNUFF

BY

B. RICKER & CO.,

to

C. X. PICADD & CO.

new

is for sale l>y Druggists everywhere at 35 cents a box
and every box is iearth its neight in gold. Be sure
to take tills preparation, and no other.

Butter.

CURED

of Dr. DcJforeno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine lor the love
of Strong Drink. It Can be Oiven Stecreily,
eo that tho patient will not know it, but the eftect
will be tile 6ame. Those who have Friends addicted
to tho terrible vice of intemperance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts as
a Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking ofl lrom tbe use of Stimulating Drinks.

are

dtt

time,

use

YOUdav otbyhereby
September, 1871, the
the Government of the

it i:iu:irs

LI.1E

MTEA.HMIIIP

Four

at

No
No
No
No
No

o

K/EDER'M

TAYLOR,

Secretly.

patient become?well.

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
ag5tf

DIRECT1
connection. (• Prince F.dward I*,
land, Cape Breton nnd Mt. John., J(. F.

With

codtf

SWING cradles:

PARENTS

—ALSO—

J. Clawson Kelley*

Mothers you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AHOIVU V K 1DLEM

100,000 best Kift Locust Treeuails,
150,000 best Sawed White Oak do.

STREET.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

AND
FITV
FALnOt'TII,
will, until further notice, run alternately a* follow,:

Urst

Locust Treenails.
«wjwww

Huceesnor to Dr.

Birthday

Catarrh in alt its different stages, from ils
iucipiency uutil it has terminate! in Consumption, and even then many are cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently heal and tho
Will

TO

FO K ENT

oe20-3m

Is pronounced by medical savans, emiueut physicians
and pharmaceutists to be tho only safe and reliable
compound yet discovered for the cure of Colds and
Catarrh.
RERENBER THAT

LNIE

[HAIL

13 Temple Hired, opposite Adana

Address, J.

de25f4w

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

100,000

Preside^

Kel-

S. EDWARDS, HI. D.

SNUFF

GERMAN

Churches, Lodges,

__

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine
Eastern Railroads and at Hollins & Adana*
change St., and W. 1>. Little & Co., 40* Kxcb ojc
I>. S. BABCOCJC
L. vV. FILKINS.
Gen. Paaeno'cr Ag’t New York.

con-

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

hi:i>i:rs

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON lCE

Dry Air

Office
House.

Price One Dollar per Fottl«. Herat
addretn on receipt of price.

RxEDER’S

torials at

for gale at

dcH__<11m
Cheapest Book Store in the World.

checked through.

give
Examination Free oi Charge

in

HENRY DUNN & SON.

except

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmless iu
Its Separate Form.

THEN REBEItlBER THAT

del8t4w

copy.

which the Allopathic and Homoeopathic MinerAsk your physial Doctors pronounce incurable?
cian why bo keeps changing your medicine if be
Ask
to cure it.
is
and
how
disease
wliat
knows
your
him if he is willing to come with you to our office,
tell
us
to
in
your
disease,
and attempt
your presence
what causes it, and what the effect of his medicines
will be when he administers them. Wo tell patients
what ail them without asking any question. Dr.
Wood is at our Portland Office every day and will
eases

DRUNKENNESS

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist for.it.
For sale by WM. F. KIDDER & CO New York

Wliils Oak & Hard Wood Plauk & Wedges

MIDDLE

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Ib*Sunday
ton «& ITovidence It. It. UeDot daily,
with the enat 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington
every
Rhode
Island,
Steamer
tirely now and superb
with the elegMonday, Wednesday and Friday, and
Tuemlav,
every
Steamer
Stonington
ant and iwjpular
York alThursday and Saturday, arriving in New
olher line*. Baggag
ways in advance of all

W1IY

by the

unless

troubles

is tint only iusiilf route Avoidin*; Point JiMliiii.

Tins

arc you not. cured of Scrofula, Consumption, Cancer, Bronchitis, Piles, Rheumatism,
Nervous Debility, Heart, Liver and Kidney Diseases,
Female Complaints, and all that large class of dis-

and Friends.

MONSTER CATARRH

soon

MEDICINES,

Save your Husbands
YOUNG Wives

AND

KEAIL1T1BEK THAT THE

the nerves,

Siok t

tn

THE KELLEY

Who have a cold iu the head, with mucous mosisture
of the nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.

no

The New

UT.....1

dcc25

AND NOW

Arc yon no Languid that any exertion requires more of an effort than you reel capable ol
making?
Then try JUBlTBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is

A

to

or Debilitated !

n O T E L,

S.

U.

OTHERS*.

AU.

OF

jUIEAD

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Dr. Edwards has removed to his splendid Parlors at the Union House, opposite the Adams House. Temple 8lrcet.
DR. EDWARDS will he at the Portlaud office on Dec. ilOlh and :21st.

its wondcriul curative powers, the like of
which i not known on the lace ol the Globe.

.

Clark’s English Royal Clipping Machines

373

VISITS PORTLAND

from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m., and will administer the
ley Medicines scientifically. These Medicines
tain no minerals.

From the Dead,
Testify

JURUBEBA
ARE YOU
Weak, Nervous,

RAISED, AS XT WERE,

may26dtf

Gas and Water

Sons, 57
St., and

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
Examination of the feet
dclOeodt f
free.

1810.

THOUSANDS

age, post-paid, for 25 c. Circulars tree. J- BRIDE,
767 Broadway, New York.dcclltlw

sample

MRS* STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Sole Agent for Portland,

STOYIYGTOY LIME

the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.

BOSTON

s

This remarkable compound was discovered after
of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Rader. For this grand discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Kaeder
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It is now extensively used in the Prussian Army,
and in all the Hospitals of the Continent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

<U wt

75.000 circulation in three years.

$2.50,

~~

on
—

many years

new

his

useful attachment ever invented for Sowing Machines.

The most

from Dr. N. Konison &
Temple PI., 37 Tremont
23 Winter St., Boston,

located

GERMAN SNUFF.

and most popular books by one of the largest
subscription firms in the country. $2 books for 80
cts.; $3 books for $1.20. &<'. No humbug. Send for
circulars and sec. Address P. O. Box 529, Hartford
dect0t4w
Conn.
dhs-ry z*/x AGENTS’PROFITS per WEEK,
i Oxl Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent tree to all. Address W. II. ClIIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.
decl0t4w

to

Adjusta-

Portland.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
,1. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38. E. R., New York.
Tickets aud State rooms can also be obtained at
Exchange Street.
^

—AT THE

RAIDER’S

and gives such

FARRAND'S IMPROVED

Self-Folding

Dr. IV. Kenison

Since

llAVB YOU TRIED

60 COMMERCIAL

LCjOfljfaSw

FOB

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

Randall & McAllister

CHIROPODIST,

_

Harleigh Lehigh Coal
give special attention to tho preparation of our
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

KENISON,

DR.

I I

CATARRH

WOODBURY,

WU\ MEN and WOMEN WANTED
to sell our Stereoscopic Views ol
Great Wages
nil Parts of the World.
Cleared w ith Certainty. Apply at once to D.
E. Guernsey. Publisher, Concord, N. H. declltlw

We

_cod# w 6m

del 2

DODGE.

John’s and Hickory Coals! WANTED—AGENTSscTifn,
Prize Stationery Par Rage ont. Sample PackWe will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Proprietor of Citizens* Line Coaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Ma<s
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Mo

Chiropodists

of WOODBURY & DODGE, is (his
day dissolved by mutual consent. N. B. Dodge
will continue in the shipping business.

PER CENT
Commission Paid Book Agents

that

Sufticc it to say that I have used it very persistently
till the present time, and I now find it nearly
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted m this way. I would further tay that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on tlio oft'leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the bunch has disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,

Firm

6 0

VERY BEST COALS

...
The Elcanora is a new steamer, just built tor this
route, ami both she and the Franconia are fitted up
this
lor
making
passengers,
with tine accommodations,
the most convenient and comfortable route for travelsteamers
'l'bese
Maine,
and
lers between New York
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room 85, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
tin y leav.
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days
For further information apply to

A Son*,

PUT UP ONLY
TRIED AND NITRE REMEDY.
by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.

se-

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
of
Athletics
Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
knee
cap. Your agent fortunately happened
my left
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
with
instant
and
relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston, Sept. 14, 1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that I had a horse 1 was using for private that had a
1 told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.

AND—

—

A
SoM

We have with a great deal of care and expense,
lected and have oil hand a large stock ot the

nia. Bruises, wounds stillness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just what we long wanted, and we now use netbiug
else. In thirty years* exigence In Europe and
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,

Awful as the statement may seem, there aro thousands and tens of thousands rushing by the CERho
TAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now
great remedy and certain cure for

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
IN BLUE BOXES.

our

secure

of tho

dtl

GAS FIXTURES

38 cts. former

CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH ami tho
GRAVE is the result.

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Wharf at the landing Jf tho Co’s Steamer.

H0l6

dcc28

PBI1NTIWCS of cvey
executed at tbia office.

JOB

EXAMINE.

gains.

fine collection of samples, from Card to Life
Size may be teen.

^“Extraordinary

Knives.

LAMSOBf,

An early call will

Mo. 12 MARKET SQUARE,
where

12 MARKET

ly

CHURCH.

Photographs.
Picture

Fruit

SLAUGHTER OF

To reduce

BURNHAM'S,

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
oc25

Christmas

and Woolens.

VERMONT COPPERAS.
BEST

our

BURNHAM’S

call at

Particular attcnlion given to CUSTOM TAILORING in all its branches.
declldtf

examine

delT_eod2w

If

A FULL LIKE OF

to

TREE,

M.1M31JTH

OPPOSITE

It will be sold at

Furnishing Goods

respectfully invited

NO. 623 CONGRESS STREET,

Our stock is large, well selected and manufactured
us.

are

O. W.

BETHEL BUILDING.
for

public

goods.

No. 156 Fore Street,
expressly

be

can now

Worsted Goods, Ladies’ aud Misses’ Uu-

DEALERS ISt

JIIEV’S

A good assortment
Holiday Goods
found in above store, consisting of

AND

C. If.

Opposite Plymouth Church.
of

large assortment of

Itimrs.

CALL.

Congress Street,

No. 623

full and well selected stock of

a

TELESCOPES, MAGNIFIERS, Ac.

...

Reddy & Donalme,

offers

Thimbles, Ac.
Opera Glasses in ali styles and prices.

....

....

now

Nnnkin

..

...

Street,

Baskets, Castors, Card-Deceivers,

...

hereby

remov-

ThAonly

Plain and Stone Finger Rings,
Diamond, Encrusted, Pearl, Onyx,
Topaz, Amethyst, Garnet. Ac. Ladies’and Gents’ solid Gold Watches
and Chains, Sets, Pins, Sleeve Duttons. Studs, &c., Silver Ware, Cake

...

....

Middle

A very

203 FORE STREET.

...

on

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

OILS.

are

It

Watches and Jewelry

AND WOOL

octl8

Eagle Sugar Refining Co.

KOSS,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENED,
ed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad

NEAR POST OFFICE,

LARD,

SPERM,
BURNING

dtf

C. H. LAMSON,
77

BEAD MEN’S BONES

an

Pier

-|

York, every MON DAY,
DAY at 4 P.M.

found

never

anythingjequal to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammo-

Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.

That great housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
The system beand refuses to perform its office.
The mind becomes deranged and falls into decay
comes despondent, and the sufferer wholly unfit lor
business or society, and finally the whole body becomes as foul as a sepulcher'full of

tified that the annual meeting for choice of Di
THE
rectors and the transaction of other business legally

Hippodrome.—We have

at 5 P. M., and
East River. New
THUKSDA Y, and SAIL R*

►THURSDAY,
|„

I

FOR NEW YORK,

ay fireman on engine
While on
Dr. Giles
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentally thrown oft against a rock,
train under lull head, about thirty-five miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible benefit. Jn lour days I was able
to sit lip, and am now readv to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.

Barnum’s

Franconia
Eleaiiora,
and Chesapeake
Will until further notice lean
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
ami
TUESDAY
MONDAY,

TESTIMONIALS.

Veterinary Surgeon, Barnum's Hippodrome.

LIVER,

rilHE Stockholders in this Bank are hereby notified
A that their annual meeting for the choice oi
directors, and the transaction of such business as
may legally he brought before them, will be holden
at the Bank on TUESDAY, the 12th day oi January,
1875, at 10 o’clock A. M.

stockholders of this Company

not supplied with it.
Wo append a few of the many tcstimonals bearing
testimony to the universal luvor with which this
medicine has beeu received by the public.

New York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist : Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,

By direct sympathy, the

OP PORTLAND, ME.

Portland,

Treasurer of tho

THE

—

LUNdS.

BANKi

MERCHANTS NATIONAL

December 16th, 1874.

uvmuiiii.

which

M A. C H 11ST E R Y.

....

City Bonds,.92}...,
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.93
Calais City ‘Bonds,. 95
Bath

will do well to call

—

K. SHURTLEFF, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 28, 1874.dec29deodtd

THE

decll__tt

HOLIDAY BUYERS

IN

are

A.

J. B.
N. B.

rooms

—

DEALER

AND

ten

STORE

JAPANS,

AND

double Brick

a

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
sel5dtf

OF

Taints and Rots

_td

betorc them.

ST.,

Baker & Co.

To Eet.

FULLER,

MANUFACTURER

of

given
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept.. 30,1874

tltf

decl7

the stand of Har-

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mat trasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
of
all kinds neatly done.
Repairing

on

T. P. McGOWAN.

A. P.

having taken

House,
Danfortb Street. No. 33.
situated
Nearly 0pp.
ONEPleasantly October
1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBPossession

Portland Daily Pres* SlocULisi
For the week ending December 30, 1874.

..

PLACE.

To Ect.

PRICE.

1,0 WEST

NO. 7 PARK

drawn as breath through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, and

Society.

& Hunt, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

DEATH,

rurc air

of Union Wharf Corporation,
meeting will
on said Wharf,
on TUESDAY the 5th day ot Jan., 1875, at3p. m.,
to act on the lollowing articles, viz ;
1. To choose a President.
2. To elioose a Clerk and other officers for the cn
suing year.
3. To see if they will authorize an assessment of
ft500 on cacli share to pay tho indebtedness of said
wharf.
4. To act on any other business that may legally
come

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is

duty

CATARRH uncured

,,

proprietors
THE
hereby notified that their annual
be holden at the office ot the Clork

proprietor'
public

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
tor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.

SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.

annual

DR. SMALL lias removed from
498 Congress 8t.. to
626 Congress St., Cor. J?arlc.
11026tf

ilec8»lm__

VARNISHES

...

Eet.

Good Tenements to Let. Onefor $20, one
one for $10 per month.
Apply to
W. W. CARR,
dec21dtf197 Newbury St.

ol which will he sold at the

__

Suffering.

to the

Message

A

cure

Notice.

On

for $15,
THREE

AND UN-

in.

ile6

—

FRAMED
FRAMED.

dtdec31

decll

p.

Portland. Dec. 11th, 1874.

I’or a First-class

For Rent.
CLASS rent. Gas and Sebago,
finely located, within 3 inmutes walk
from City Hall. GEO. It. DAVIS, Real Esdec29eod2w
tate and Mortgage Broker.

Bibles, Prayer Books, Historical
and Miscellaneous Works, etc.,
PICTURES

REWARD of Five Hundred Dollar* is
that will lead to
the arrest
person or persons
D.
Jost’s
who set fire to George
house, on Bradford
Street, on the night of Tuesday, 8th instant.
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Mayor.

FIRST

To

a

THE

Mayor’s Office, Dec. 10,187J.
offered for information
A herebyand
conviction of the

For

SURE

CHAS. PAYSON. Cas.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1874.dclO-tawT&Ttd

CITY OF PORTLAND.

mar23

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO.. LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or II. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
de22tf
Mass., Box 117.

Goods lor the Holidays.
—

$500 REWARD.

Pont Office.

II( low the

just

On Boyd’Btrect.
On Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
On New High, below Cumberland street.
On Mellen steret.
On Pleasant to Centre street.
On Atlantic to Fore street.
On Fore, from Atlantic street.
On Grove, from Congress to Portland street.
On Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
On Chestnut street.
On Oxford, from Washington to Smith.
GEO. W. PAKKEK, City Marshal.
dlw
dec22

NOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

announce

that he has

the law will be

ol

enforced:

OVER SHEPHERD & CO,
■Wholesale Fancy Goods,

Mr. T. P. McGowan
public,

on

on none

Ami ils results.

_dtd

stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting lor the election of
Directors ior the ensuing year, and the transaction
of any other business that may then come before
them, will he held at their Banking Rooms on Turn,
day the litlli day of January, 1875, at .'I

o'clock,

Steamers

I. HENRY MAGONIQLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:—
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and found no relief until I tried vour Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on hoard Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

f! A T A R R H

Cumberland National Bank.

Jobbing House.

dec4lm

the

on

au!2

TO LET.

Memorandum Books,

Would respectfully

LET !

ocl2'»■

rAiiLDo.

have been

can

128 and 130 MIDDLE

Let.

Room in the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

all of which will be furnished at

designated

following
coast with sleds during the winwhich boys
THE
others. If detected in coasting
and

25,1874.

monia.

headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
joints of the feet, Giles* Liniment, Iodide of

Wlio will die from

Stockholders of the

of any other business that may legally come before
them, wilt be held at the office ot the Company on
Railroad wharf, foot of State Street, on TUESDAY,
January 12,1875, at 2 o’clock P. M.
Dec.

year

TO

When a remedy is productive of such relict as lo
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. '1 his
WM. M.
consideration has actuated the
his LINIMEN1
GILES, to bring before tho
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable rcrneilies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Arhr, Khrumaliani. Gout, Fronted Feet. Chilblain*,
Bruise* and
More Throat, Eryniprla*,
Wound* of every nature, in which the effects of
extcual applications are almost magical, and in
wtiich its internal administration is found to he most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

YORK.

YEW

Liniment Iodide oi' Am-

For

receive the

VICTIMS

delldtd_TO.

oi the

to

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

Ammonia gave immediate relief.

WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

COASTING IN THE STREETS.

public streets, the penalty

Will he opened

may legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 12th day oi
January 1675 at 10 o’clock P. 51.
A. W1NSH1P. Cashier.

RESORT!

streets

tins

TRADEMARK

GILES’

In stiffness and soreness of tho muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, 1 have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.

YAWNING GRAVES

ness as

Portland,

ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL.
Nassau, N. P.. Bahamas. T. J. Porter, Propri
ctor. For fnll information address J. Lidgerwood &
Co., 758 Broadway, N. Y. Steamers sail every two
dcl51m
weeks.

other

Casco National Bank of Portland.
annual meeting of tlie Stockholders of the

Annual

THOUSAND

SIXTY

Meeting
Portland. Bangor & Macbias Steamboat Co. lor
THE
the election ot Five Directors, and for the transaction

ocl5tf

City Marshal’s Office, 1
Portland, Dec. 21,1874. i

than

more

Annual meeting,

Burnham,

_HOTELS.

ter,

tion or seven directors, ana ior tue irauwcuuu
other business that may legally come oefore them,
will be held at their Banking House on TUESDAY,
the 12th day of January, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, cashier.
*d
December 11.1874.

meeting
THE
Agricultural Society will be held iu tho RecepTHURStion Room.
Portland,

TO

aud

L.
oclOtf

Oscar

Teacher ol Singing.
Orderaleft at Stockbridge’a.

HUlr Tlioimnnd People last
year in tlic United States alone. And more than

Killed

the elec-

Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
THE
of Directors and the transaction of such other busi-

Ncliool

Send for circular.

WINTER

CATARRH.

annual meeting of the stockholders of "The

THECanal National Bank of Portland” for

REMOVAL.

FIRST-CLASS

FAMILY BIBLE9:
AND
TESTAMENTS, Ac., Ac.,
Together with our usual assortment of,

Holiday

de3dtf

Mabel

CAUSED Blf

1874._'m

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated v.lie
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

Brick House No. 11 Myrtle Street.
Possession given about the middle of January.
dec28
_«Hw*

POCKET

LiUWIhOi

TEACHER OF VOCAE IHIJSIC,
58 PLEASANT ST., NEAR HIGH ST.

A.. Rector.

12th,

Cumberland County Agricultural

To

AND
AUTOGRAPH
DIARIES.
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

Blank

miss rn. FBANC K1PI.KY.

Frankli*i Family
Topcthain, Hie,
H. A. Neely, D. P., Visitor.

Dec.

REMOVALS.

TO LET.

Gaines, Dominoes, Checkers, Backgammon Boards aud Writing Desks of
all prices.

dtf

PORTLAND.

dell

Consumption

Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
arc hereby notified that their annuheld at their Banking Room on
meeting
TUESDAY, the 12th day of January next, at 3
o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

of Portland,
THE
will he
al

Rooms To Uet.

Trade.

Toy Books, Alphabet

Tlic National Traders Bank.

_

TWO

a

Stationery,

of

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.my!9dtf

Blocks.

Staple

corner

Board.

well-selected stock ol
goods especially adapted to the

of

Boarding.
at 223J Cumberland st., comer
Also table board.oc5

_Clerk

Canal Nalioual Bank.

Instructor of Violin and Piano,

WITH

,no30___tf

dcelldSw

Portland,

To Uet.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished
and unfurnished. 62 Frco Street.

HOLT’S,

Holiday

been
boarding and
all heated by steam,

re-opened for

rooms are

deed_*Im

Eubin and Polain’s Perfumes, &c.

lianrl

has
Temple Street,
a

Union House, No. 12

and is
THEefltted
house. The

now

on

House.

Union

MICAH SAMPSON,
and Treasurer.

_

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Lost.
BOOK with small sum of money. The
a favor, on a poor Boy by
will
confer
Finder
no23dtf
leaving the same at this Office.

PITCHER PERFUMES,

keep constantly

Plymouth

near

Middle St., Portland.

41

dcc21d9t*

them

Exchange

or

a

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

150

241^

Middle

Sunday evening
Ladies Gold Bracelet, marked S. J.
ON Church
K. The finder will be rewarded
Iqrteavin^^itwith

Holt’s Drug Store

de!7

have by

can

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol the
A Blanchard Boiler Company, will be held at. the
Company’s Office No. 2 Portland Pier,in said Portland,
on TUESDAY, the fith day of January, 1875, at 10

rnilE

FRED. TER LINDEN,

Mrs.

LML

Christmas Presents
and

EDUCATIONAL.

_

A

for

town

down

you go

oc5dtf

Fluent Block.

Billings,

SUM of MONEY which the owner
applying to E. T. MERRILL,
Street, and ]>ayiug

SHARP

LOOK

ON

Rt. Rev.
B

—

A

Imcou

Flocking*.
Delaines cot. & wl. 18@29 A.11 wool 3-4.45@5C
7-8.55(a/6C
All wool.32@40
78 extra. 65(rt;7l
Spot wool.27$@32$
Crn*li.
Ginghams good.It@11
Medium.8@10 Heavy.J2£@1C
Medium.6i@l(
Ticking good.22@25
Drill*.
Medium.14@17
Light.10@12 Brown heavy 30-11@J«
Medium
30-l('(fc>1S
Bags, good.30@32$

Government 6's, 1881,. 121]....
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.Ill ....1111
Government 5-20’s, 18G4,.116
.116]
Government 5-20’b, 1865,.118... 118}
Government 5-20’b, July, 1865,. 120}. ...120^
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.120]... .121
121
Government 5-20’b, July, 1868,.120]
Government 10-40’«.115}....1151
State of Maine Bonds,...101}. ...101;j
91
971
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,..

—

LIBERAL Reward will be paid for the return
of Deeds and Mortgages of Western land by
F. H. P. 0. Box 1459.
Addressing
dtf

Telegraph will

dec 15

Cambric.6J@6f

Gold,....,.Hit-.. Uli
122

—

Found.
or

money to Loan.
Sccuilty, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought autl sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
first class Real Estate

MEETING.

fiTOCKnOLDKKfi

CO.

STEAMSHIP

67,Ml People
Dead and Dying.

CO.

BOILER

BLANCHARD

MAINE

Startling

STATEMENT.

dtd

decll____

A. M.

Removed to

REWARD.

dec25

inquiries by Mai!, Express
receive personal attention.

rolls.12j@17
Warp Yarn.25@274
Sateens
Blcli’d & brown 11 $@12$ rwine.32J@37]
Medium.9$@10| Wicking. 25(&,30
Brown.10$@12$

—

A

Blanket*.

^amp 7ft.1 10@1

Exchange

15

Estate

St. Augnstine’s School for Boys,

UnTTWT)

AMI!

I ACT

Michigan Central 8s,

.10-4.30@35 satinets.30@70

iniscellaneon*.
Denims good.... 18 @22$

pair of first

one

harnessc^ bj«nt & CQ St.

no23dtfNo.

(Guaranteed

common.5$@<

Tink and buff.. .OJ&luJ
Woolen*.
Bv’rsU’nsC-l 1 37*@2 2.'
“Moscow6-4.. .2 75<S'5 01
^assimcrc black 1 00@1 7.p
fancy.. 62@1 5t
3-4.1 00@1 71
boatings
3-4.1 50@4 00

Sleds, and

sets of Horse Bob
class double

7s.
Boston & Albany Railroad
7s.
Railroad
Maine
<V
Boston
7s.
Boston & Low ell Railroad
7s.
Railroad
Old Colony
Eastern Railroad 7s.
7s.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
8s.
&
Saginaw
Jackson, Lansing
by Micb. Central R. R.)

also

Sheetings width, price. Prints best.9£@1J
medium.6(g>8ij
Standard.. .36in. .9i@10

«*J| «JNo.

35 cents for

Street, Room 1.

Wantcd at Once.

All

0. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN,

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company, are hereby notified to meet at the office
the
of
Company in Portland, on MONDAY, the
fourth day of January, 1875, at three o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of choosing seven Directors
for the eusuing year, and for the transaction of any
others business which may he legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WEIGHT, Sec’y.

T11E

For Sale or to Let.
the most desirable Lots in the vicinity of
Portland, containing about 11 acres situated In
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a I5argain.il not sold, will be Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER,
particulars inquire of
93 Exchaugo Street.
noltf

F.

A

ANNUAL MEETING.

the west side

of

ENERGETIC
day by selling articles needed
sample
Inclose

ALSO

Spring

Rusr.a,....-

make from $2 to $5 per
in every house.
7 feebange
or
ROWE & DODGE.

men can

on

of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of'about 61 feet and is abjut 194
feet deep, and plans have boon drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
mar2f)

^samp*.^

Bonds. (Secured by Sinking Fund.)
8s.
City of Minneapolis
Cily.of Toledo 8s.

-.

H. C..

Exchange St.

126

_

Newport,

City

...

|

Ad-

Canvassers.

LOT of vacant land, situated

A

OCEAN INSURANCE COMPANY.

SALE.

FOR

ONE

Office.

Agents Wanted.
to
a day, it
.coats nothing try
J. A. BUSSELL,

make $5 to $10
call or address
decl7d3w*

_

9*@)
O,.
Layer, new 3 25@3 38
75
G5 @
4 U0®4 10 Syrups,.
L. M. new
New Val.:? lb 12@12* Eagle Sugar Refinery:
none
00
C....
5
box
00®8
Lemons,?
CC....
@10J
Oranges ? bbl., 9 00@10 0 I
nom
Ex C....
Grain.
Hav. Brown
@94
Corn, Mixed, -,
10)
10
12
&
16
Nos.
@
@35
Yellow,,..
£4
Refining... 7J@ 8j
Meal....
Tea*.
1
30
@
Rye..
25 @ 45
Barley,. 75 @ 85 Souchong,
35 @ 50
Oolong,.
Oats. 70 @ 72
80
Fine Feed,
®35 0i Oolong, choice 55 @ 70
...45
0<
30
@
Japan,.
@
Shorts,.
Do. clioiee... 70 @ 100
Gsspdwtler.
Tin.
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00
@ 29
Sporting,.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Straits,,. 2G
29 @ 27
English,.
May.
1150@12 00
Pressed,?ton16 00 @18 Oi Char. I. C.,.. 14
50
Loose,.16 00 @ 20 (M Char. I. X.,.. 11 00@ 14 75
75@12
Straw,.12 00 ® 14 01 Teiue
Coke. 9 25@11 00
Iron.
17 @ 18
3: Antimony,
3@
Common,....
3 Zinc.
3 @
11]@ 12
Refined,.
Tobacco.
7
Swedish.
4®
Fives
and
7
7
Tens,
®
Norway,.
Best Brands, 70 @ 85
Cast Steel,—.. 18® 22
GO @ 65
Medium,..
German Steel 12 @ 14
7
Common,-55 @ 60
Shoe Steel
G£ ®
Half
12
@ 65
lbs.,.55
Steel
8J@
Nat-1 Leaf,.85 @ 90
Sheet Iron,
lbs.,.55
@ 62
5J Navy
5®
Common,

x

or
ress

UNION COMPANY.
Portland, Me.

...

__

man

young

of

for sale a desirable
keep constantly on band
Banks,
ot STERLING SECURITIES for Savings

line

who has a
like a sit-

by
EMPLOYMENT
knowledge Book-keeping. Would
address,
office. Inquire for.

uation in
de291w

We

Coni—(Katail.1
@ 3 oQ
Cumberland.. .8 50@9 00
Matches.
Pictou.8 00 @8 50
1 9o
Chestnut.7 50 @8 0000 Star, Vgros.
Molasses.
Franklin.9 50 @10
55
@ 65
Ii’lth&W.Ash..8 50@ 9 00 Porto Kico
none
gava.Dlb.

Wanted.
a

umber.
Hear Piue,
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @00 00
No. 3.40 00 @4500
No. 4.30 00 @35 00
Shipping. .20 00 @25 00
Ipruce.......14 00 @17 00
iemlock. .,12 00 @15 00

■ > ■

Cement.
ip bbl.2 25
Cheese.
Vermont,ip lb 11

A

Brewster, Sweet & Co.
(Offices formerly occupied by

Spruce ex.30 00 @35 00
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Pino.45 00 @60 00

Cnndlea.
@ 13
Mould, lb.
Sperm. '35 @ 37 j

MIDDLE aged woman to take caro of children
and do housework. Address,
!V. B. ()., Press Office.
dec30tf

No. 40 State St., Boston.

Clapboards,

@ 35

tore...

lw*

Wanted.

BANKERS,

....

<

Competent girl for general House work. ApHOUSE 166 Spring St.
ply at
A

rtec'-’O_

I.can.
Apple*.
9 @
®$
Green. 2 00(32 50 i licet & Pipe.
j)ried,western 7 ® 12 1 *ig.... 8 @ 8J
f.cather.
12
8 @
eastern.
do
Jew York,
Anhce.
28 @ 30
Pearl, P ib. .11® 111 Light.
MkI. Weight 29® 31
Pot. 9® 11
29 ® 31
Braun.
Heavy
38® 43
Slaughter..
Pea.2 75 @3 00
00 @110
Liu.
Cal!.1
Mediums.2 12J'®2 37J
Liuic.
Yellow Eyes... 3 UU®3 lo
e’sk.
tockland
@1 20
Itox Shook**

..6U®75

Ctrl Wanted.

Cha’s A. Sweet & Co.,

Portland Wholesale Price Current.
Corrected ior the; Pjiess to December 30, 1874.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL._

MEDICAL._

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

REAL ESTATE.

_WANTS.

MISCELL AN EOU S

a

consignment

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. lOlCommercial Street.

J.

R. Thomas.

Bank’s Anthem

Services.

($2.50.) Anthem music of excellent quality for all
//. /'. Tanks.
the services of the Episcopal Church.

Perkins’ Anthem Book.
Anthems.

lection.

Very full, good, and already popular colW. O. Perkins.

Song Monarch.

muc£

Not
Schools.
Sacred Music, but an admirable preparatory course,
with a large quantity of secular music for practice.
//. R. Palir.cr and L. O. Emerson.

All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CUAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway. N.
d& w2w
deco’O

"CIDER

ANI)

WOT KELLS,

Pli ESS, SCREWS,GltlNDEKS, A
—

FOR

SALK BY

—

KENDALL & WIIITNEY.
Send for acircular.

d&wtt

A. Plaisted A Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Wlone Ware
have on hand full assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store Mouse, 21
Union Wharf, Port land, office 157 Commercial, comer Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner,
lgarge or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be promptly filled at the lowest price*,
dec l(i3m

